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FOREWORD,

When Regional Resource Centers (RRCs) were con-

ceived of as anvexperimental program in the period
1969-1970, a range of potential service delivery
models was considered, and subsequently tested. One

tested model, its history, and the results of its
application were documented in Volume II of this

report. An entire range of other approaches were
tested in other centers with varying degrees of

success. Over and above these tests of service
delivery models, a basic issue underlying the con.-

cept of regional centers was being validated:
that by the provision of a breadth. of resource sup-

port services, regional centers could be a stimulus

to the provisions of educational services to handi-
capped children in an assigned area.

Basic premises' underlying the operation of the
centers were that they could facilitate cooperative
efforts between the agencies involved within the
region, transfer services where needed, and focus on

needs not being met. It was hypothesized that this .

venture could be accomplished 'without infringing on
either the rights of states, or on the historic
philoophic underpinning of American eduction--the

right of local control of education within a school.
The Regional Resource Center was to provide a
regional focus on the needs of the handicapped child

and his education within these constraints.

The RRC was to be a facilitory body and a core

resource to a region. The center was to serve as
a stimulus, backup resource agent, and a support
service to educational agencies in its region. It

was to provide both technical assistance as well as

direct service supplemented by training. To
accomplish these broad goals it would be necessary

to maximize its limited resources by developing
cooperation between existing programs and by seeking
to enhance existing efforts to serve handicapped

children. In effect this type of center was to be

a third-party resource to a regiOn.

The posture of the center was to be one of

advocacy for handicapped children relative to the



eduCational structures that often were unable to
respond effectively to the needs of these children.
The center also wat to serve as linkage agent between
research and development (R&D) activities and the

. needs of service programs. And, it was to serve
as a catalyst to help education provide new levels

of service.

One approach to meeting these goals was the
process termed "Outreach" through which federal
monies would go through the RRCs to states, to stimu-
late directed activities that were to be defined by
the states, andwhich were in accord with the RRC law.

The directed programs would be aimed at producing '

specific improvements in the educational systems of

the individnal states. Exchanges of methods and
procedures were to be encouraged between the partici-
patirig states in the region. The resources of the

center were to be leveraged by this cooperation and
the multiple use of techniques and resources.

This report presents the results from one such
pioneer effort in the northern Rocky Mountain states.
The report is a collection of materials from the
states and from the Rocky Mountain Regional Resource
Center (RMRRC) and represents the workof many people.
The objective of the presentation.--is-to demonstrate

how the resources were used, and bow they helped in

the development of special education programs in the

region. In addition to the materials from each of

the states, a brief summarized analysis of results

will be presented at the end of the report.

The discussion should be viewed in terms of an

ongoing process. In this situation there are no
specific statements of cause and effect relative to

any specific organization. The development of special
education in these states in the period 1970-1974

was due to a combination of factors of which one was

the RMRRC program. This report will try to reflect

the components to which the RMRRC contributed and to
review how the activities integrated into the over-
all programs of these states. The presentation is

not seeking to establish RMRRC credit for outcomes,

but rather to simply chronicle how the center, in

some way, aided the educational programs of these

states in support of their own design, approach, and

services.
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CHAPTER 1

AN OVERVIEW OF OUTREACH

_ -----

..,

The Rocky Mountain Regional Resource' Center
(RMRRC) was originally, conceptualized to serve Utah,
Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. During the first two
years of operation, the center restricted operations
to Utah by request of the funding agency, the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped (Bp). In May;
1972, with support from BEH, the RMRRC initiated
the planning and development of an active Outreach
Programto Montana and Wyoming; during this effort's
beginning, Idaho was added to the region. The pos-
ture and the operation \of the center was altered

rc
from its basic work on the stratistician model (a
model which evolved du ing the first two years in
response to Utah's need to a posturein which the
stratistician model became only one part of a large-
scale regional effort.

Program Development

The first meeting to\initiate the Outrea0h proc-
ess was held on May 3, 1972, and was attended by
center leaders and the state directors of s?Oial
education for Utah, Montana, and Wyoming. This meet-
ing developed the first steps in the conceptualization
of the Outreach Program and how the RMRRC could
benefit the cause of special education withint those
states. When Idaho was added to the region in June,
similar meetings were held with.the Idaho State
Department of Education staff to get their input
for the planning data base.

During the first months of operation (June,
July and August), visits were made to each state
director of special education to sustain the dialogue
from the first meetings. The center staff was intro-
duced to the agency staffs involved, and the states
reacted with courtesy and caution. A primary
difficulty in countering the perception of the RM)2RC
as just another agency was the lack of definitive
statements by BEH about the cente's workscope and



its Outreach efforts. The center was in the position
of developing the ties to states, bUt without guide-
lines or the assurance of continued support from its

funding source. i

The RMRRC procedure was to explain the situation

to the states, to present' its' envisioned role, and
to ask the states how Outreach monies -could be used

to further their special education programs. The
available center resources, the staff and the "flow-
through" monies were defined. These monies were to \

be subcontracted to the states for specified' projects
that served as a direct response to existing ds.

With different needs, each state had differen ro-

jects.;
r

,

The process for subcontractingNflow-through
monies was an interactive sequence which began with
the_initial meetings with state\directors. -The
entire sequence is depicted gaphically in Figure
1.1.\ The procedure was simplf-trantinuation of nego-
tiation and analysis of state needs against some

i

given spending\constraints. The constraints primar- 1

ilytincluded: \, .

I

Funds could not be comingled with other funds
in any way so that 'the outcome of tlie effort could

not be related to!the expenditure'of the Outreach
monies; the states would be required to have a
resource coordinator (in effect, a project officer)
who world be a liaison between the center and:the
state, be responsible for the work and who would be
funded out of the subcontract; the state directors
of special education would be required to jointly
!meet with RMRRC staff quarterly to discuss intra-,
state work, and problems which might receive .RMRRC
help; and to plan interstate activities.' The Bureau

suggested: that the states heavily consider the
provision of services in rural regions as a major
priority; that the states should consider efforts
for developing special education prOgrams thAt would
not otherwise be funded; that each s ate program
include an accountability scheme and e evaluated
by a third-party evaluator who would eport on the
impact of the overall program as'well as on the
individual projects.

An important factor in program development was

that the flow-through monies represented only a

'small part of an overalltate budget and that the

2
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incentive for a state to accept the funds and the

acc anying administrative work had to be outweighed

by the ter's ability to.establish a value to the

state greater then the fiscal amount. This problem

was not acknoiiledged in the federal guidelines, but
it was crucial to the center's ability to work with,

and support the states. The RMRRC posture also did

not infringe on the states' rights to determine their

own educational programs.

In this operational scheme, the monies were to

be used to develop programs that were integral to
the overall state special education plan. The monies,

by the pooling of the resources from the regional
agent and by exchanges of information and methods
across state lines, would provide a valuable adjunct

to the state programs--one which could not be
devploPed internally at that time. The important
negotiation element was.the identification of con-

straints and the matching of these constraints and

states' needs with the center flow-through monies.

The RMRRC staff feel that this negotiation process
and the development of the subsequent resource sup-

port was the core of the regional center's Outreach
process.

The states' final programs varied quite widely.
Idaho decided to conduct a comprehensive needs assess-

ment. The rationale behind their decision:Was:that
the State Department of Education needed 4ata on Dthe

incidende Of handicapped children and their location,,

the cost of education for a handicapped child, exist-

,ing available resources, distribution of the popula-

tion, and the manpower requirement for serving handi-

capped children. The state department felt that

with this information it could develop an effective

plan for providing the comprehensive services to
handicapped children in a shorter period of time.

Montana responded to the BEH guideline for pro-
viding services to rtral regions by implementing. a

service plan in a section of the state where few

special services existed. Itinerant area resource
teachers began serving handicapped children and

81

their teachers in mu'ti-county regions. This experi-

ence base was the pr mary source of planning informa-

tion for expansion f special education in rural

areas. /

4



Utah selected an approach which combined Idaho's
and Montana's methods. The flow- through money was
used in a single district, to determine needed
resources for ongoing services. The process in this
district was evaluated and then generalized so it
could be used in other districts in the state. The
process would help to develop educational programs
that wouldrespond to the needs of handicapped chil-
dren in the-districts and thereby provide the handi-
capped child access to equal educational opportunity.

Wyomkng, in reviewing its state program, decided
that the money could be best spent in a manner simi-
lar to Idaho's, i.e., the determination of the,exist-
ing conditions within the field of Wyoming's special
education. The first part of this needs assessment
was to establish an incidence profile of handicapped
children. This knowledge would be supplemented by
information on resource availability and by existing
resource utilization patterns. The state department
staff planned to use this information system to
devise a tracking system to gain information on the
actual services that handicapped children were
receiving.

Operational Factors

The problems in initiating the contracts after
the development of the workscopes involved the evolu-
tion of contracts and the contracting procedures that
lacked specific BEH guidelines. The work was
significantly delayed while the contracting process
was developed within the RMRRC administrative
structures, and through the Bureau's-contracting
office. The administrative contracting procedures
were tested; one procedure was to provide quarterly
payments to three of the states and in the fourth
case, the center handled the funds. The quarterly
progress payment schedule proved'the most efficient
and effective method.

From the center's perspective one of the most
difficult aspects of providing technical assistance
to the states was the establishment of definition
from the states on their needs. At first the center
made an open offer to provide any form of technical
assistance, but that offer placed the states in the
position of defining the center's technical assistance

program. Over the two-year history of the Outreach



Program the specificity increased for the center's

technical assistance mode. Concurrently, with the

increase in specificity -there was an accompanying
increased knowled0 of utilization'of the RMRRC as

a resource. At the end of the first year, the final

form' of interaction began to evolve, and the center

realized that it had to develop a better resource
support service base for technical assistance.

One main outcome from the Outreach effort,
exclusive of the subcontracts, was the interchanges
that occurred in the Steering Committee meetings
(State Director* of Special Education). As the

SEAs' relationphips with the center developed and an
increased structure evolved in the Outreach work,

the meetings increasingly became a place for the
state people to .exchange information and to share

approaches and concerns. In turn, these summative

statements set the states' performance expectation

from the center for thenext quarter. As the center

evolved a resource focus, it provided a stability

that withstood the normal changes in direction and
personnel within the states.

The emergence of a firm core relationship for

the long-term evolution of trust and working relation-

ships became a critical factor in establishing good

lines of communication. The center had to evolve
Fes role as a stable resource for the provision of

a wider experience and resource base to specific SEA

problems. As this role emerged, the interstate
sharing increased and often occurred directly between

the states. For example, Idaho'helped Montana in

developing an identification study; Wyoming provided
Montana a curriculum study on handicapped childreli;

and Utah shared with the other three states its

procedures in identifying handicapped children and

the process for the development of SEA technical

assistance to districts. The key to this inter -'

change was the Steering Committee forum.

The effectiveness of the Steering Committee
meetings were furqler enhanced by inviting the center

resource staff andrepresentatives from,the RoOky

Mountain SEIMC and 'the North West SEIMC. The state

directors could immediately draw on these resdurces,

and it was also a way for them to coordinate he

4services of the federal programs in their ar . (The

RMSEIMC served Montana, Utah,and Wyoming; the
NWSEIMC served Idaho.) Concurrently, the interaction

/
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helped to provide a program interface between the

RMRRC, the RMSEIMC,and the NWSEIMC.

The center sought to operate as a regional change
agent by being a catalyst to effect change, by con-
nectingstates with resources, by providing some
solutions, and by helping the SEAs evaluate their own

efforts. Steering Committee meetings also provided

moral support, helped with,program planning and
budgeting, and developed positive relationship with

the SEAs. The center staff sought to become "good
people to have around" by taking the stance that "we

are here to serve you." Part of this stance meant
the center learned that it had to limit its activi-
ties, reducing the scope of technical assistance to

manageable proportions by responding to and develop-
ing technical assistance agreements as a matter of

policy for all technical assistance given.

Major ingredients of the relationship with the

states were honesty, integrity, commitment and con-

fidentiality. In this situation, it was extremely

important for the people involved in the coordination
and technical assistance to be sensitive to the

, political nature and pressures of each state. The

center staff was honest about the unknown, and direct
and communicative about the known, and operated to
.help people to help themselves.

The center staff members also found it necessary
(for this type of operation to work) that they be
fully committed to,a role of helper. Gratification
had to be drawn from the process of enabling and
serving, not from the outcomes which belonged to

the SEAs. From early experiences it became apparent

that if a person gave assistance to another only

to make himself look good, the agency being served

did not want that person back. The service agencies
tended to view this approach as self-serving and

not supportive of their needs.

The Outreach staff.in this position needs to

take risks, be flexible, compromise frequently, and

keep the other person's interest in mind. In those

times that resources cannot be provided, the center

must seek to help solve the problem by continuing

to work on it. One approach is to help clarify the

issues, to help search for solutions, and to be a

facilitator. In this posture the Regional Resource

Center, or its staff, does not need to have all the

/
7
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answers, because it can help others find their own

answers. In this sense, the role requires personal

skill in helping other people define problems. This

skill is a central element in-an Outreach operation.
The process-could be called diplomacy or politics,

but perhaps is best characterized as-good person-to-

person communication.

For an RIIC to have the necessary visibility to
gain acceptance, it also must undertake some of its

own activities. One example is the RMRRC topical
conference where the issues of providing education

for the severly multiply handicapped child were

examined. The conference was specifically designed

for the SEAs and for the-people of the four states
of the RMRRC region, but it received national atten-

tion.

Whether or not the money could have been more
cost effectively spent by giving it to the states and

having them hire specific services to deal with the
conference issues could be debated. Although that
approach might have been an efficient way to spend

the money, the conference gave visibility to the

center and to an issue that would not have otherwise

'received attention. The conference helped the states

to establish a service direction, to gain a perspec-
tive an the issues, to gain ideas about solutions
and to learn where to acquire some expert resource
help and consultive service on the specific problems

of this population. Also, many persons from each
state--teachers, administrators, parents, psycholo-

gists, etc.--have an increased understanding about

how to serve the severely, multiply handicapped;

To work effectively.in a region, an,RRC needs
to have a broad range of staff to provide content
information, expertise in program planning-budgeting
systems, educational systems planning, and systems

analysis frameworks. Good process people as well as

good content peoPleare needed. The center also
must have good linei of communication to resources

across the country, to know the current state of the
art, and to have a capable, self-starting staff who

can effectively respond to problems.

An Outreach Program is, therefore, a, combination

of people and resources. It is a carefully .programmed

'effort that is need-responsive, and it provides serv-
ices across state boundaries and can fuse and

8
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facilitate regional focuses on critical issues in

special education. The center must have an effective
resource pool from which the Outreach program can
draw to provide needed resources that the individual
states do not have available to them. In this model
of operation, Outreach is more than a simple
mechanism for flowing more money into SEAs and their

existent progrAms. An RRC can provide valuable
resources to SEAs.

9
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CHAPTER 2

PROJECT OUTREACH: IDAHO*

Title 33, Chapter 20, Idaho Code as amended by
Chapter 228, Idaho Session Laws of 1965, provided
the following definition for an exceptional child:

"Exceptional children" means those children
whose handicaps or whose capabilities, are so
great as to require special education and
special services in order to develop to their
fullest capacity. This definition includes
but does not limit itself to those children
who are physically handicapped, mentally
retarded, emotionally disturbed, chronically
ill or who have perceptual impairment, visual
or auditory handicaps or speech impairment
as well as those children who are so academ-
ically talented that they need special educa-
tional programs to achieve their fullest
potential."

Idaho House Bill No. 754, amendment of Section
33-2001 mandates that "each public school district
is responsible for and shall provide for the educa-
tion and training of exceptional pupils resident
therein." All approved programs for exceptional,

achildren initiated in school districts in Idaho are
reimbursed by application of the handicapped chilk
factor of the State Foundation Program. Within the
handicapped child factor, the reimbursement given to
a school district for the education of an exceptional
child is roughly three times that given for the fund-
ing of a' normal child. Funding is on a current,
quarterly basis. Psychologists, social workers, and
speech therapists within local school districts are
defined as ancillary personnel and are state funded

*Materials in this chapter were drawn from reports
submitted by Dr. Judy Schrag, the director (State
resource Coordinator) of the Idaho Outreach program.



on an 80 percent salary basis. No data, however,
exists to determine if such a funding pattern is
adequate to meet the program needs for exceptional
children.

During the 1972-73 school year, special educa-
tion services were offered to exceptional children
in 63 of Idaho's'115 local school district. There
appear to be gaps and weaknesses-in the service
delivery pattern in Idaho in these districts with
special education programs; approximately 3,780
exceptional children are presently being served.
This figure represente,approximately 2.1 percent of
the total school-age-population in Idaho. In
addition to public ec1Ool programs, an approximate
additional 3,756 of Idaho'sDexceptional children
are being served in Regional Child Development
Centers, Mental Health Centers, State Institutions,

.
Vocational Rehabilitation Programs, and other private
and state agencies and organizations. It is esti-
mated that these programs offer services to approxi-
mately 22 percent of the projected school-age
exceptional children. Certainly the remaining
approximate 78 percent of the projected exceptional
children need to be served. Many more programs
must be planned to meet the needs as necessary under
mandatory special education.

At the present time, Idaho State University
(Pocatello), the University of Idaho (Moscow), and
Boise State College (Boise), have graduate teacher
preparation programs in the area of learning dis-
abilities, mental retardation, and general special
education. In addition, the .University of Idaho and
Idaho State University both have graduate training
programs. Counseling and psychological training
programs are also available at Ole three higher
Education institutions. In 1972-73, there were no
available data to determine total manpower projection
needs and availability of adequate training potential
to serve all exceptional children in.Idaho.'

Recently, there has been a rapid growth of
special education litigation concerning the identi-
fication, labeling, placement, and programming based

on individual needs. In Idaho, at least two such
suits are pending. The responsibility of the state
must not be merely to protect itself, but to adequat-
ely serve the needs of all exceptional children.

12



In conclusion, the following seem to point-to the
need for data collection and comprehensive state
planning in order to provide a supportive educational
structure to meet the needs of Idaho's exceptional
children:

1. House` Bill No.
tion services
dren residing
districts.

754 mandates special eduCa-
for all exceptional chil-
in Idaho's 115 local school

2. Although special-education services-do
exist in 63 local school districts, there
appears to be an uneven service delivery
pattern with inherent gaps, weaknesses
and overlaps.

3. There is a need for data collection to
determine if a supportive, financial environ-
ment exists for comprehensive programming
for exceptional children.

4. At the present time, Idaho's three higher
education institutions prepare special
education teachers and other supportive,
ancillary personnel for special education
programs; however, -data need to be gathered
to determine future supply and demand'man-
power needs as planning toward mandatory
special education takes place.

5. Beciitse various litigation suits have
reflected the right of the exceptional
child for adequate identification, plade-
ment, and programming for his needs,
legislative questions and concerns must
be raised to determine if a nupportive
environment exists for comprehensive plan-
ning for exceptional children. Consumer
feedback concerning satisfaction of serv-
ices and inputs concerning possible special
education for his child must be .obtained
and considered in the state planning proc-
ess.

Develo ment of Statewiae.Resource S stem

The development of a system of services within
the state of Idaho to provide resource support

13



services to the process of education of the handi-
capped child was first initiated through the develop-
ment of the Associate Instructional Materials Center
program. The program evolved from the regional
program established by the NWSEIMC located at the
University of Oregon. The NWSEIMC goal was to pro-
vide special educators and related personnel with
ready access to materials and information pertaining
to the education of handicapped children. These
objectives have included the development of a
delivery and information system, the development of
certain technical competencies in teachers of the
handicapped, and in the development of instructional
and inforiation packages. In each instance,, the
ultimate objective was to improve programs for
handicapped children.

The State Board of Education in cooperation
with the state's institutions of higher education,
have established and support a statewide network
of three Associate Special Education Instructional
Materials Centers (ASEIMC) located in Moscow at the
University of Idaho, in Boise at Boise:State College,
and in Pocatello at Idaho State University. The
centers serve as a base for innovative activities
having a broad impact on services and programs for
handicapped children. The centers' activities
include collection and evaluation of materials,
storing services, dissemination of specific curric-/
ula for handicapped students, the services of a ,

methods and materials specialist-as a consultant to
classroom teachers in their respective regions,
and intensive workshops on the use of materials and
teaching methodology.

The Centers complement and'help to lacilitate
the existing undergraduate and graduate training
programs in the area of special education at each
institution. The centers are established as Associate
Centers of the NWSEIMC and utilize the regional
center's resources in carfying out their goals and
objectives. The associate centers are coordinated
by a state consultant of special education and opera-
tional plans are submitted and approved by the State
Department of Education (Special Education staff)

yearly.

The Idaho ASEIMC program formed an important
base for the delivery of support services, both in
terms of delivery of sources and in terms of the

14
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state educational community's ability to organize and
develop state-wide services. The introductIn of the
RRC concept by the RMRRC to the Idaho state apartment
staff was immediately related to the existent ASEIMC
program and integrated, into its framework as depicted

in Figure 2.1. The Rocky Mountain Regional Resource
Center, University of Utah, was to provide support
and backup services to Idaho in the-planning and
development of an ekpanded resource system (Idaho
Project Outreach) that would provide a full spectrum

of resource services.

Idaho Projett Outreach entered into the planning
phase in the development of an Idaho resource system
with the initiation of a special education needs
assessment project. This project was coordinated
by a state consultant in special education. The
purpose of the needs assessment project was to assess

consumer needs, vendor services, available resources,
delivery strategies, and program outcomes for Idaho's

exceptional children.-

The resource system was to be an interpreted
activity under one State plan, but-jointly operated

by two directors: one for the RSEIMCs and one for

.the Outreach Project. The program therefore operated
under shared objectives and purposes. The general
aims of the combined activity included:

Training Services

Demonstrate instructional materials.
Train teachers to utilize materials.
Train teachers, parents, and others in

methodology,: diagnosis, prescription,
and identification.

Train university personnel, administrators,
and others in support systems and resources

available.

Identification/Diagnosis Servides

Assist local personnel i identifying and
diagnosing exceptions children.

Locate, develop, and d'sseminate needed
identification and diagnostic instruments.

Prescription/Programs Services

Assist local personnel in developing

15
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educational prescriptions and in develop-
ing programs and utilizing instructidnal
materials.

Develop, demonstrate, and evaluate needed
service models.

Management

Develop, implement, and maintain a manage-
ment information system.

----atitieach Program Outline 1972-73

During spring and summer, 1972, the Idaho State
Department of Education and the Rocky Mountain
Regional Resource Center .(RMRRC) initiated plans for
the coordination of the special education needs
assessment to collect the data described above in
order to begin to plan for the implementation of
quality services for all exceptional children.

On November 1, 1972, the Idaho State Department
of Education ,entered into a subcontract with .the

RMRRC to plan and initiate the needs assessment. A

sum of $50,000 was included in the subcontract, to
be used in carrying out this project. Dr. Judy A.
Schrag was hired to design and implement the
project and to coordinate its activities.

The purpose of the first year was to establish

a better data base for planning, to publicise the
resource system, and to establish a system for
remediating the problems observed. A plan was
developed and a large list of objectives developed

to guide the project. The following outline sum-
marizes the program and its structure and purpose.

1. To determine an incidence of exceptional
children within school districts and
communities selected by a stratification
and randomization process, sixty (60)

school districts of the state's 115
school districts were sampled (187 schools).
Additional data from all school districts
having speech and hearing pathologists
was obtained concerning all children
screened and diagnosed as speech and

hearing handicapped. All data were coded
for statistical computer analysis.

17



2. A directory of services for exceptional
children was revised by the Idaho project
in'cooperation with the Idaho Office of
Child Development to determine gaps in
service and possible overlaps'on a state-
wide basis of coverage.

3. All special education teachers in the state
(264 total) were contacted to ascertain
the needs perceived and type of service
provided by special education teachers to
handicapped Children and their parents.
Future efforts in this'regard will include
public school, agency and university
administrators and supervisors.

4. A manpower study was done by contacting
the three /institutions for higher educa-
tion providing special education teachers
to cleterdine the extent of current and
expected available personnel to serve
exceptional children and the adequacy of
training resources to meet the manpower
needs required by mandatory special educa-
tion laws recently passed In Idaho.

5. A split random sample of 400 parents and
ex ptional children from across the
st to was selected to determine consumer
sa isfaction with the present service
delivery system provided for handicapped
children in Idaho and possible satisfaction
with new alternatives.

6. Applicable on a state-wide basis were two
additional studies:

a. determine. alternative funding patterns
which are compatible with program
alternatives for serving all handi-
capped children in the state, and

b. determine Zegislative9onsiderations
necessary to implement various train-
ing, programming and finance pattern
alternatives.

During Lhe first two months of operation, the
project coordinator made verbal and written contact
with all other states requesting specific information



'and/or publications concerning any needs assessment
activities ind information concerning service delivery
systems for exceptional children. An ERIC and C
information search were also made to review any othe
specific needs assessments and state planning activi-
ties to serve exceptional children in rural areas.

In addition, all available Idaho demographic
studies and special education incides and causality
stieies previously conducted in Idaho were collected
and summarized. The above information served as input
to the Idaho Outreach Coordinator to determine various
parameters to be selected within the scope of a needs
assessment tailormade to Idaho's needs. A set of
universal questions to be answered by the special
education needs assessment study was determined in

order to establish pertinent project objectives and
subsequent data collection activities and final report

writing.

A key approach to the analysis of needs was the
consideration of the barriers to the provision of

sources shown in Figure 2.2 Based on an analysis
of these barriers and of the data base gathered, a
work flow plan was developed and is shown in Figure

2.3. A second analysis was undertaken to insure the
work plan was reflective of the objectives and to
determine the key parameters that might influence
the outcome. The key parameters identified in this
study include:

1. Location of human resources within Idaho

for exceptional children.

2. Identification of handicapped children not
presently being served.

3. Establishment of incidence figures of excep-
tional children.

4. Identification of pOtential or existing
preparation programs to produce personnel
to serve handicapped children over the past

I five years and expected potential over the

next five years.

5. Information concerning organizational pat-
terns of delivery including availability
and utilization of services.

19
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6. Effectiveness of delivery, gaps, weaknesses,
and overlaps.

7. Follow-up information on graduates of pro-
grams for exceptional children.

8. Consumer information concerning demand and
satisfacion of services to handicapped
children .(communitys parents, and children).

The work was implemented, instrumentation devel-;

oped, and data collection initiated. Due to the late
initiation of the contract relative to the 1972-73
school year the work actually continued into the
1973-74 school year with the second year's effort
also under RMRRC sponsorship. The following sub-
section discusses the cumulative results of the first

set of objectives before considering the second year's
effort.

Outcomes Project Outreach - ,Idaho 1972-73

Objective I involved an incidence study of
exceptional children in 60 randomized school districts

and communities. Data collected from this study
provided the informationfound in Table 2.1. The
table also presents national incidence data for

comparison.

It can be noted by the data, approximately 16.8
percent of the Idaho schoolage population was identi-

fied as exceptional. It must be cautioned that the

above percentage figures represent only 75 percent
of total data collected. After all data have been
statistically analyzed, a more thorough discussion
of the numbers and kinds of exceptional children will

be available in statewide, as well as in regional

breakdowns. Incidence data will also be correlated
with state and regional demographic data in order
to discuss factors contributing to handicapping con-
ditions.

Objective II involved documentation of services

presently available to exceptional children in Idaho

and possible future alternatives needed to implement
mandatory special education.

Figure 2.4 shows the growth in the number of
school districts offering some type of special

22
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Table 2.1 A Comparison of Idaho and National Incidence
Figures of Exceptional/Handicapped Children

Idaho %
Estimates

Dunn & Mackie
% Estimates

Visually Handicapped .4% .2%

Auditory Handicapped .6X 1.5%

Crippled/Orthopedically
Handicapped N.A. 1.5%

Speech Handicap 1.9% 2.0%

Specific Health Problem N.A. 1.5%

Emotionally Disturbed or
Socially Maladjusted 2.9% 2.0%

Gifted 1.5% 2.0%

Mentally Retarded *2.7% 2.0%

Specific Learning Disability **6.1% N.A.

Physically Handicapped .7% N.S.

TOTAL 16.8% 12.7%

*Data from several Child Development Centers still outstanding.
**Thorough testing on many children reported as Learning Disabled

was unavailable.
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education services over the last five years. As
can.be seen by this chart, 36'districts were offering
special education services in 1968-69.compared to 71
in 1972-73. By comparison, 70 districts were offer-
ing special education' programs during the current
1973-74 year. It must tie noted that these figures
indicate quantity rather than indicating quality.
School districts indicated as offering special educa-
tion services are not necessarily serving all chil-
dren projected to be exceptional within their district.

Figure 2.5 shows the availability,of special
education classes as related to size of the district
during the l973-74 school year. This chart indicates
that 100 percent of very large school districts are
offering special education services as compared to
91 percent of large, 87 percent of medium, 44 percent
of small and 22 percent of very small school dis-'
tricts. The data point out the need for the develop-
ment of special education services within small,
rural districts with fewer numbers of exceptional
children to educate. This may imply differences in
training and lOgistical arrangements in order to
provide appropriate services.

School districts offering special education
services are not necessarily serving all children
projected to be exceptional within their districts.
It is estimated that approximately 50-55 percent of _

Idaho's projected number of _exceptional children are
presently. being served in local school district
special education classes, speech and hearing serv-
ices, contractual arrangements with Child Development
Centers, Mental Health Centers, and other public and
private agencies, and state institutions such as
Gooding State School for Deaf and Blind, Nampa State
School, and the St. Anthony Training School. If

imple-
mented,

special education were to be fully mple-
mented, all 115 school districts would be serving
all resident exceptional children within their
district or on a contractual basis.

Education of handicapped children is expensive,
compared to the costs of educating normal children.
Within this constrairiit became vcessary to deter-
mine if Idaho's-funding base is adbquate to support
necessary spec al education ,prOgrams particularly
in medium, sma 1, and very small rural school dis-
tricts. To de ermine if it was possible to develop
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san adequate special education finance pattern which

will provide a supportive environment for the develop-

ment of quality special education programs, as well

as, to fully implement mandatory special education,

Senate -Bill No. 1362 was supported by the State

Department of Education. A major effort by the co-

ordinator during the hearings period was made to

support'this legislation by communicating special

education needs to the Senate and House Education

Committeee. The data collected by the Outreach

effort pro ided the information.

The Id o resource coordinator also provided

some inp# i the development of amendments to the

Idaho excepti nal child statutes. These amendments

provide for consumer feedback (advisory council) to

state planning for.the handicapped/exceptional, as

well as the right of due process for parent0 of handi-

capped /exceptional children.

In order to implement mandatorTspeciai educa-

tion, qualified perOens must be available to teach

handicapped children. Figure 2.6 shows the growth

s' rate of spec'ial ed4cation teacher's over the last eix

years. The mean giowth of all special education

teachers over the last six years was-44 teachers.

The mean growth ofnew special.education teachers

for these six,years was 16 teachers. Approximately

half of these-tdechers were trained by university

training in.ptitttions within the state (Figure 2.7).

It appears that the states. that contribute the

'greatest number of special education teachers for

Idaho include Colorado, Washington, and Utah.' Approx-

imately half of Idaho's special education teachers,

trained'in either in-state or out -of-state institu-

tions, teach for one or two years and then leave

epecial education teaching positions (graphically

depicted in Figure 2.8).

Reasons for leaving special education jobs vary

and inclUde higher salaries, retirement and death,

advancement to supervisory positions, returning to

regular education, etc. At the present time all

teachers having taught one or two years and leaving

Idaho special education positions are ,being contacted,

so that further information can be obtained concern-

ing reasons for leaving. This information should be

available soon for review.

There is a direct relationship .between the number
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of teachers available and the number of children that
can be berved. Figure 2.9 presents the percentages
of projected numbers of exceptional children being
served in special education programs in each of the

x l
last five years. These figures are based 9

percent and 12 percent incidence figure (e uding
speech handicapped). During 1968-69, it i estimated
that 6-8 percent of the total projected er of
handicapped children in Idaho were bein served in
123 classrooms. During 1970-71, about 3-17 percent
of all exceptional ohildren were sery d in 204 class-
rooms. During 1972-731'approximatel 22-29 percent
of the estimated numbers of exceptidnal children
were being served in special education classrooms.
If this rate of groilth were to continue during the
next few years, it/is estimated that full implementa-
tion of mandatory pecial education should occur
between 1983-19?0. The data point out the need for
gearing up and /increasing the services available to
exceptional children, as well as the necessity for
inter-agency doordination, such as with regional
Child DeveloOment Centers, mental health centers, 1

and other stLze agencies and institutions.

Besides special education teachers, other quali-
fied personnel are needed to support the develop-
ment of quality programs for exceptional children.
Section 33-2003, Idaho Code, states that no child
shall be enrolled or placed in any special education
class unless he has received a comprehensive evalua-
tion. Such comprehensive evaluations require the
services of supportive personnel such as psycholo-
gists, social workers, and speech and hearing
pathologists. As a result of the Diana and the Penn-
aylvania Association for Retarded Children litigation
cases, there is a growing concern of possible
violations of due process rights in the identification
and placement or nonplacement in an appropriate educa-
tional program. Any adjustment of a child's educa-
tional program is a serious matter and should be
carefully evaluated by competent multi-disciplinary
personnel.

Figure 2.10 shows the growth of ancillary
personnel over the last five years. As cen be seen
by this chart, during the 1968-69 school year there
were 3 social workers in 1 school district; 16
psychologists in 11 school districts; and 23 speech
and hearing pathologists in 16 school districts.
During 1973-74, ancillary personnel had increased to
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12 social workers in 10 school districts; 49 psycholo-
gists in 60 school districts; and 61 speech and hear-
ing therapists in 67 school districts. However, when
all ancillary personnel are combined, there are only
122 speech and hearing pathologists, psychologists,
and social workers serving exceptional children dur-
ing the 1973-74 school year. It would seem that
significantly increased numbers of such personnel will
be needed during the next five years, as special educa-
tion programs are developed in all 115 school districts
in Idaho.,1

Because ,of the data indicating a shortage of
special education manpower to.fully implement manda-
tory special education and the high attrition rate
of Idaho's special education teachers, efforts have
been initiated to review the present special educa-
tion manpower certification requirements. The Idaho
Outreach staff currently contacted all states for
information concerning special education certifica-
tion--particularly in the area of competency based
certification. Preliminary plans have been initiated
to review Idaho's certification requirements with
the university teacher training institution personnel

__ so that recommendations for changes can be made.

The preceding data was representative of the data
collected and the uses of the information. Additional
activities were combined with these reported to pro-
duce the results indicated, but for the sake of
brevity are not included. The results presented'show
the active involvement of the Outreach program in
bringing more services to handicapped children by
providing the State Department of Education and the
legislature an adequate picture of need. Impact
accordingly was made on all special education from
that point onward.

Phase II - Idaho Outreach

The second phase of the Idaho Outreach project
was to continue and complete the needs assessment
activity initiated under Phase I. The data presented
in the preceding subsection included the related
findings from Phase II. The second phase was to con-
tinue to assess consumer needs, vendor services,
resources, delivery strategies, and program outcomes
relating to exceptional children. At the end of the
first contract period, approximately $46,800 was
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expended in order to achieve major project goals.
At the beginning of the 1973-74 year, parameters to
be included in the needs assessment were being
developed and included: (1) location of human
resources available within the State of Idaho for

handicapped learners; (2) identification of handi-
capped children not presently being served; (3)

establishment of incides of all handicapped chil-
dren (served and unserved); (4) identification of
potential or existing preparation programs to produce
personnel to serve handicapped children over the past
five years and expected potential over the next five
years; (5) information concerning organizational
patterns of delivery including availability and
utilization of services; (6) effectiveness of delivery,
gaps, weaknesses, and overlaps; (7) follow-up informa-
tion on graduates of programs for exceptional chil-
dren; (8) and consumer information concerning demand
and satisfaction of services to handicapped children
(community, parents, and children). Three resource
specialists were employed to initiate data collection
procedures in randomly-selected school districts an
commutnities in Idaho.

From the data gathered through the assessment
prog am the Outreach component identified some
res nses to need that it felt should be addressed
by hase II. The process was a need-reduction
sequence in which Phase II would seek remediative
sllutions to needs. The responses were categorized
fo convenience by the outreach programs as training,
service, and research components. Idaho Outreach
proposed to address these components in the follow-

ing ways:

The training component will be directed toward
the needs of severely handicapped children uncovered
during the final phases of the needs assessment and
will be initiated through appropriate training models
aimed at meeting specific local, state, or regional

needs. The service portion of phase two will involve
the investigiEURTind initiation of a homebound model
for small, rural isolated districts unable to pro-
vide services for severely handicapped children. For

our purposes, severely handicapped children will be
defined as those who have demonstrated an inability
to function within the educational opportunities
afforded by the school districts or because of the
severity of the handicap have not been permitted to

enter the educational system. The research component
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will involve completion of the needs assessment and
the development of a uniform data gathering and,
retrieval system throughout the state to provide for
program planning, continuity of services, evaluation,

itoring, tracking and longitudinal research con-
ce ing severely handicapped children in Idaho.

In preparation for initiating the homebound
program, information was collected on the need for
such an effort. During the 1972-73 school year,
there were 36 programs for severely handicapped chil-
dren in the Idaho service pattern. Available data
concerning the quality of these programs in terms of
student outcomes (social adjustment, self-help skills,
employability, etc.) are minimal but suggest that
improvement of quality program elements is needed.
The training portion of Phase II will act as an input
and stimulation mechanism to initiate, improve,.and
multiply quality services for severely handicapped
children throughout the State of Idaho.

Preliminary information collected during the
current phase and in previous incides studies conduct-
ed within the state indicates that there are approx-
imately 1,010 children in Idaho who are severely
handicapped and not receiving services through their
local school district. It is the purpose of the
service component of this proposal to demonstrate
the feasibility of initiating a homebound model over
a regional area to provide services for severely
handicapped children who are not presently receiving
services through their local school district. It is
anticipated that this service model will be, in part,
disseminated through training component cluster work-
shops to be conducted throughout the state.

As the staff of Outreach Idaho began the second
year's work, it became apparent that the plan for
initiating services to homebound children would
require more staff time and more money than were avail-

able. The ambitious needs assessment begun the first
year was not yet completed, and the data from the
needs assessment were needed to design a long-range
delivery system for serving all handicapped children
in Idaho. After consultation with the RMRRC director
and regional\resource coordinator, the Outreach staff
and the state director of special education felt the
most impact with the limited staff and funds would be
realized if the needs assessment were completed. To
attempt to address both programs would have diluted
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results from both. Accordingly, changes were made
in the subcontract and the homebound program was
deleted.

The Phase I assessment s
\

rvey indicated that some
duplication of effort and lac of continuity of
service often occurred between the state departments
serving the handicapped and tha insufficient inform-
ation was available for planning, evaluation, and
allocation of resources. The res rch component was
to work towards the development o a uniform data
gathering and retrieval system thro ghout the state
as a mechanism for centralization of information
and program management. This data gathering and
retrieval system was to confine itself initially to
the population of severely handicapped chool-age
children.

A literature search was conducted an several
potentially useable systems were located. The Phase
II work would evaluate these information sy tems
relative to Idaho needs and its available resources.
From this information base a system for Idaho would

be designed.

During Phase I fairly precise data were gathered
regarding the numbers and kinds of exceptional chil-
dren in schools and communities; however, it was felt
that very little data was available for that group
of children with physical, mental, or emotional handi-
caps excluded and out of school. According to the
1970 census data, Idaho ranked approximately 11th
among states in numbers of children out of school.
Many of these children are handicapped. Therefore,

one last activity was planned--Idaho Project Child

Find. Idaho Child Find lasted one month (May, 1974);

a mass-media campaign to locate and identify children
out of school was conducted. As of April 30, 1974,
the following Idaho Child Find activities had been

planned:

1. Governor Andrus and Mr. Engelking, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, will
declare May as Idaho Child Find Month.

2. A mass-media campaign will be launched
throughout the State.

3. An in-depth search of out-of-school children
will be conducted in 19 randomly-selected
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counties as shown in Figure 2.11.

4. Five coordinators will be hired to super-
vise Idaho Child Find.

5. Over 200 volunteers will be mobilized to
help carry out Idaho Child Find activities.

6. A toll-free telephone service (hot-line)
will be established and will be maintained
during May for purposes of reporting
out-of-school children.

7. Approximately 60,000 bank statement stuffers
will be distributed to 11 Idaho banks to be
included in May bank statements.

8.. Approximately 100,000 grocery sack stuffers
will be distributed to Idaho grocery stores.

9. Letters V) parents will be sent home with
fourth-grade children in Idaho schools.

10. All Jay-Cees, Jay-C-Ettes, Lions, Chamber
of Commerce, Elks, Women's Business Clubs,
PTA's, League of Women Voters, and other
civic and community groups will be sent a
packet of information,concerning Idaho Child
Find soliciting their support of the project.

11. All agencies serving exceptional children,
physicians, nurses, ministers, etc., will
be interviewed in order to locate children
with physical, mental, and emotional handi-
caps not in school.

12. Posters and information sheets will be dis-
played in local banks, drug stores, business-
es, etc., in order to publicize and generate
community support of Idaho Child Find.

13. Regional coordinators will be interviewed on
radio and television in order to help publi-
cize the advocacy effort of Idaho Child Find.

Summary

The information in the balance of this chapter
is taken directly from Outreach Idaho's final report
to the RMRRC.
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Fig. 2.11 Idaho Child Find (Randomly Selected Counties)
State of Idaho
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During the 1972 legislative session, House Bill
754; amending Section 33-2001, Idaho,Code, mandated
special education services and programs for All
exceptional children in the state.- In order to insure
that programs for all of Idahatli exceptional children
will be forthcoming,' a comprehensive service plan
must be implemented'and closely monitored with ade-
quate data gathering. Several factors such as fiscal,
legislative, organizational/administrative, informa-
tional/communicative, social or technological may act
singly or together to either facilitate or prevent
the development of quantity special education programs.

The Idaho Special Education Needs Assessment
Study was initiated to provide baseline information
for state and local planning, as well as to determine
the existence of any otthe above factors so that
systematic strategies can be developed to.manipulate
the variables thereby facilitating program develop-
ment.

Prevalences of Exceptional Children (Objective
1). A cross - section sample survey was used in sixty
stratified, randomized school districts in Idaho.
Six research workers conducted this survey utilising
teacher screening, a thorough search of all educa-
tional, psychological, and medical testing records;
interviews with school ancillary and administrative,
personnel; interviews with personnel from public and
private agencies serving exceptional children, as
well as reviews of available client records; and
further testing when possible. The exceptional child
survey was conducted over a five-month period. Anal-
ysis'of the final data showed a 15.21 percent rate
of ,exceptionality (or a projected 28,367 handicapped
children in Idaho). Variance was noted between
Idaho planning regions. Region VI yielded a high
prevalence rate of 19.01 percent, compared to a low
rate of 13.90 percent and 13.93 for Region IV and
Region III respectively. Other regional variance was'
found within specific areas of exceptionality. Higher
prevalence estimates of physically handicapped chil-
dren was found in Region III and VI (1.34 and 2.40
percent). Regions I and II showed the highest
estimates of learning disabilities (4.36 and 4.78
percent). Further significant variance was found in
the academically talented exceptionality. Within
Region II, a 4.12 percent estimate was found. A
similar prevalence figure (4.46 percent) was found
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in Region VI. Differences in prevalence rates within
various Idaho regions correspond to specific demo-
graphic characteristics such as maternal health care,
prematurity rate, and socio-economic factors. Limita-
tions were cited for extrapolation of prevalence
estimates fr9m the sample to the total Idaho schook-*
age population.- The reliability of the exceptional

i

child survey data'for the state as well as within
various regions w s calculated and reported'at-the
.01 level of conf dence. The estimate of 15.21 per-
cent exceptional children in Idaho should not

i
be con-

sidered a static figure, but rather changing in the
next decades'due to factors such as declines in the ..

`birth rate, advances in genetic couseling, identifica-
tion of carriers of genetically-transmissible diseases,
protection., and treatment,of,the fetUs against infec-
tion, advances inAmniocentesis,,preventio0 of pre-
maturity, and improyed educational technoliogyt

Data regarding the served and unserved population
.

Of exceptional children must be periodically-updated
"--) prevent the possible existence of an informational
baxtier. Suokupdated.information is important as
input into appropriate' program planning and develop-
ment.

f In addition, A Child Find survey was conducted
_to determine the numbers And kinds of exceptiohal-
children needing services but not enrolled in school
or community educational programs. Such children
may be out of school several reasons: paFental
neglect, school discouragement; unavailability of
resourses, or lack of parental or schobl knowledge
of.the need for services. A one-month intensive
search (Idaho Project Child Find) was conducted;
within 19 randomly-selected counties utilizing field
workers and community volunteers. In addition', a
mess-media effort was carried out throughout the
state. Through various activities of Idaho Project
Child Find, 468 out -of- school children were located.
Of the. total number of children identified, 160
children were out of school because of handicapping
conditions. Handicapping was the most frequently-
reported reason for being out of schooU Due to the
short duration of Idaho Child Find and other project
limitations, the number of out-of-school children
identified should be considered minimal. The impor-
tance of similar public informational campaigns is
evident if all children are to receive an appropriate
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educational opportunity. A potential social barrier
might exist unless \a societal concern and priority
for the educational `welfare of all its childrens pre-
vails, regardless of handicapping or potential con-
tribution to society.

Special Education,Services Presently Available
and Future Demands (Objective two). During theaast
Sri years, prir education classes in Idaho have
grown at the rate of 180 percent. Durin4 the 1973-74
school year, seventy-nine school districts had devel-
oped state-approved special education classes within
single or multi-district units. Contractual arrange-
ments with other school districts, state and local
agencies, and private organizations have also shown
a significant rate of growth over this same time
perk_

Even though considerable growth has been made
in the number of special education classes for Idaho's
exceptional children, it is estimated that approxi-
mately 40 percent of Idaho's exceptional children are
not receiving appropriate special education programs
and services. At the present time, the chances of
an exceptional child having at least access to a
special education class are approximately four times
greater ina large or very large school district than
in one of Idaho's very small school districts. There
is a need for delivery of special education services
within small, rural school districts which typically
have fewer numbers and kinds'of exceptional children
to educate.,

The majority (87 percent) of the growth in
special education classes in the last five years
can be attributed to additional services for learn-
ing disabled and mildly retarded childrent'Only a
few programs were offered for gifted children. Many
severely handicapped children were served through
contractual arrangements with Child_ Development
Centers-and other in -state and out -of -state agencies
and institutions. In the next few years, changing
priorities of Child Development Centers and other
agencies may necessitate program planning and
development within school districts for school -aced
severely handicapped children. In addition, less
than one-third of the development of special education
classrooms occurred at the junior and senior high
school level. Very few programs were initiated for
children with handicips at the preschool and post-
school level.
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Quality as well as quantity of special education
program development is needed. In order to gather
some information regarding the needed changes to
insure quality programming, a vendor perceived-needs
questionnaire was initiated. Information was gathered
from various vendors of special education services
(local school administrators, university training
personnel, special education coordinators, special
education teachers, and speech and hearing patholo-
gists) regarding various quality program components.
Several special education needs were perceived by
at least fifty percei.L of responding vendors and
include prevocational and vocational training; bet-
ter services for the gifted, emotionally disturbed,
and low-incidence handicapping conditions (deaf,
blind, severely retarded); program development at the
junior and senior high school level; preschoolinter-
vention prOgrams; parent training programs; improved
diagnostic and placement procedures; changes in
certification requikements; more relevant and practi-
cal (field-based) university training for special
education teachers; and program development within
small, rural school districts in Idaho. Various
fiscal, admi*istrative/organizational, legislative,
and social fActors were identified that must be
manipulated tolacilitate quality special education
program plannihg and development.

Special Education Manpower (Objective 3). In

order to develop adequate special education programs
and services for exceptional children in Idaho, a
supply of special education manpower must be avail-

able. Necessary special education personnel includes
teachers; teacher aides; supervisors/coordinators;
supportive personnel such as speech pathologists,
social workers, physical and occupational therapists,
consulting teachers, and instructional materials
specialists; as well as specially-trained regular

education teachers.

In order to determine the present supply of
special, education manpower and the adequacy of poten-
tial training resources to meet future manpower
`demands of mandatory special educatidn, pertinent
information was gathered and summarized.

During the past six years, approximately half
of the special education teachers and support person-
nel were recruited from out of state. As other states
alto gear up to meet mandatory special education
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demands, out-of-state recruitment will become more
difficult. Additional state support is needed so
that increased training efforts can be initiated.
If mandatory special education legislation is to be
fully implemented, it is anticipated that an addi-
tional 597-835 special education teachers will be
needed. In addition, a projected growth rate of 86
percent for psychologists; 45 percent for speech and
hearing pathologists; and 745 percent for social
workers will,be needed to fully support mandatory
special education.

Further analysis of special education manpower
data indicated a high attrition rate. Approximately
51 percent of teachers leave special education posi-
tions after one or two years of experience. No
significant differences in this rate of leaving were
evident when this data was analyzed by size of school
district, degree level, source of training, or
regional location. This high attrition rate results
in an economic waste of recruitment and a possible
educational loss to the students because of reduced
teacher efficiency during a period of job orienta-
tion. Reasons for leaving included low salaries,
lack of administrative support, husband job transfer,
return to regular education, retirement, advancement
to supervisory positions, and feelings of "isolation"
(fiscal, administrative/organization, and communica-
tion factors).

In addition, 29 percent of psychologists, 65

percent of social workers and 41 percent of speech
and hearing pathologists left after one or two years
of experience in Idaho.

It was also noted-that superintendents and spe-
cial education teachers felt that present categorical
training and certification programs do not adequately
prepare special education teachers to work in school
districts with heterogeneous groupings of exceptional
children. Additionai\on-the-job training (inservice)
is needed to provide adequate services. Teacher
training programs and certification procedures must
be more general to include knowledge and competencies
within a broad range of exceptionalties. These two
findings relate to organizational/administrative and

fiscal' barriers presently existing.

Consumer Satisfaction (Objective 4). The
current era of accountability has resulted in consumer-

r t i
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citizen involvement in educational programs for chil-
dren with special needs. A perceived needs survey
was initiated to gather information from parents and
exceptional children presently receiving special
education services and programs in Idaho.

Parents of exceptional children responding to
the perceived-needs questionnaire were in general
satisfied with special education services presently
available within their school district (53 percent).
However, they felt that several special education
programs should be developed. Fifty-two percent felt
that preschool services for exceptional children
should be available. In addition, 48 percent felt
that the needs of exceptional children of high school
age were not being met in their school district. Some
parents (34 percent) felt that a need existed for
more involvement in the decision-making process con-
cerning special education placements.

Both parents and children indicated a concern
regarding the labeling effect of special education
placement. About half of the exceptional children
surveyed felt that other children had made fun of them.

rents also emphasized their preference for place-
ments in as normal a setting as possible to reduce
the stigma usually attached to their child.

About 43 percent of the parents responding to
the perceived-needs questionnaire were very satisfied
with community services available to them. They,
however, expressed a need for additional community
services such as neurological examinations, voca-
tional training, parental counseling, recreational
programs, and behavior modification programs.

Special Education Finance (Objective 5). In
order to provide quality services to exceptional chil-
dren, excess or additional costs are incurred. The
excess costs are due to lower teacher-pupil ratios,
the need for highly-trained teachers and other ancil-
lary personnel, the need for specialized classroom
equipment and curriculum materials, transportation
costs such as ramps or specially-designed buses, and
greater space,costs. In order to gather information
regarding the costs of special education in Idaho, a
cost study was initiated within 19 school districts
randomly selected from large, medium and small-
sized districts. This study was designed to collect
data regarding the comparative costs between special
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and regular education, between types of exceptional-
ity, between special education classroom models;
between grade levels of special education (secondary
and elementary); and between large, medium, and small
school districts. The unit of measurement utilized
was the cost per-pupil-hour. Several cost categories
were included within the scope of data collection.
Cost information was accumulated on a student-by-
student basis in the major cost categories of: admin-
istrative, instructional personnel, ancillary person-
nel, instructional materials, instructional equipment,
instructional space and other costs. Results showed
that the costs of serving all secondary education
exceptional children was $981.44 within large school
districts, $778.02 within medium school districts,
and $1,101.40 within small school districts. This
compared to approximately $631.61 for regular educa-
tion students within secondary units. The average
annual costs of serving all exceptional elementary
students was $977.98 within large school districts,
$524.55 within medium school districts, and $478.52
within small school districts. This compared to
$549.29 (large), $524.55 (medium), and $478.52)(small) for

regular students within elementary units.

Another way to.analyze this cost data was to
generate differential ratios (cost indices) between
regular and special education. Several limitations
were cited for the use of cost indices. For all
exceptional children, a cost index of 1.79 was
found within elementary school sample units; 1.64,
within secondary sample units; and r2.44, within non-
graded, other facility units.

Several limitations of the Idaho cost study were
clearly stated; i.e., small numbers of children were
sampled within several exceptionalities, collection
of data was obtained in retrospect, average annual
costs per pupil and cost ratios do not reflect qual-
ity or efficiency, the resultant special and regular
education average annual costs per student were
probably underestimates of the total costs as they
represented approximately 95 percent of the total
educational costs, etc. Even though these limitations
were evident, the Idaho cost study model utilized a
sound approach--that of a unit-cost concept. This
study could be replicated and could generate ongoing
special education and comparative regular education
cost data so that the adequacy of the new special
education finance pattern could be monitored. Data
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regarding the quality of special education program-
ming could be combined with cost data to arrive at
the cost effectiveness of various models of program
delivery.

Special Education Legislation (Objective 6).
Martin (1972) has stated that achievement of full
educational opportunity for children with handicaps
lies in the development of a strong, legal founda-
tion. Within the activities of objective six of the
Idaho special education needs assessment study, a
review of Idaho's special education legal statutes
was made. Several areas of concern were found that
if changed could further strengthen the legal basis
for quality special education program development
in Idaho. The areas of concern centered around: the

establishment of an advisory or coordinating council,

a mechanism to insure coordination among all state
and local agencies serving exceptional children in
Idaho, a statement of due process rights and pro-
cedures, emphasis of programming at early ages as
well as services within a normal setting, a compliance

clause to Idaho's mandatory special education statute,
and a possible strengthening of Idaho's compulsory
attendance exclusion clause.

Recommendations

Based on the activities and findings of the
various objectives of the Idaho Special Education
Needs Assessment Study, the following major recom-
mendations would be appropriate for consideration:

1. A data mangement system must be implemented
which will continually update the needs
assessment study. Such a management system
would provide necessary information for
legislative review as well as to monitor
progress toward meeting the mandate of
services to all exceptional children.

2. Public information campaigns need to be
conducted periodically so that consumers
and other community members are informed'
regarding the services being provided for
exceptional children as well as those special
education programs needed but yet under-
developed or not available.
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3. A comprehensive state plan for special educa-
tion for all exceptional children must be
continually implemented. Such a plan must
provide a continuum of special education from
birth to adulthood. Coordination of many
state and local agencies and institutions
must be insured if such a comprehensive serv-
ice plan is to be achieved.

4. A delivery of special education services
applicable to rural, remote areas in Idaho
should be developed. Multi-districts or
other cooperative arrangements should be
continually encouraged so that wiser use
of human, fiscal, and organizational
resources can be achieved in Order to pro-
vide services to all exceptional children.

5. Regionalized, state department special
education consultant services could provide
more relevant and "on-the-spot" assistance
to local school district personnel in the
initiation, expansion, and improvement of
special education services. They could also
coordinate more closely with other agencies
and institutions serving exceptional chil-
dren and work with university training
programs.

6. Additional state support is needed so that,
higher education institutions can gear up
to provide the needed special education
personnel to support special education for
all of Idaho's exceptional children:

7. Strategies for recruitment of special educa-
tion teachers from the supply of regular.
education teachers and from out-of-state
training resources should be initiated.

8. Certification, requirements for special
education personnel should be reviewed and
modified according to specific competencies
needed in the field. In addition, certifica-
tion requirements within mental retardation
and learning disabilities could be collapsed
into one, more general exceptional child
certificate. Certification standards also
need to be established for special education
directors and supervisors,, consulting
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teachers, and classroom aides.

9. Factors affecting the high attrition of .

special education manpower need to be closely
analyzed. Strategies such as increased
salaries, inservice training, and other means
of support should be considered in an effort
to maintain and develop quality special educa-
tion programs.

10. A vehicle should be established so that con-
sumers (parents and children) can provide
input into special education program decisions
that affect them at the state and local level.

11. Areas of concern suggested in this study
should be reviewed and possibly submitted
for legislative consideration in an effort
to provide a further legal basis for quality
special education program development in
Idaho.

12. An improved, fiscal program management system
should be developed and implemented at the
state and local levels so that the needed
cost data to monitor the efficiency of the
Idaho special education finance pattern can
be available to the legislature as well As
to program planners. The cost study model '.
utilized within this report (that based on
a unit-cost approach) could be replicated
to provide the needed special education and
comparative regular education cost informa-
tion.
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CHAPTER 3

PROJECT OUTREACH: MONTANA*

The Montana population has a sparse to isolated dis-
tribution pattern. With the exception of two metropoli-
tan areas the state has 700,000 people literally
scattered over 15,000 square miles. The dispersed state-
wide traffic pattern and the minimal air services fur-
ther isolate the smaller communities from the two metro-
politan areas.

Educational services traditionally,have been pro-
vided by local educational agencies with little support
from interdistrict cooperative programming or regional
services. There are approximately 700 school districts
in the state with about 350 school superintendents in
administrative positions. According to the best
figures available in the state, special education
services are being provided to 6,000 of the anticipated
24,000 handicapped children and youth with about 4 percent
of these children in institutions or homes without

s

service.

The office of the Supervisor for Special Education
(State Director) has traditionally been a low visi-
bility, federally supported, one-person office. Leader-
ship had to emanate from that past to all the school
districts and superintendents mentioned earlier. The
State Superintendent's position is an elected office.

Outreach Program

Two years ago the supervisor for special education
and the Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center (RMRRC)
initiated a regional service plan. That plan included
the utilization of area resource teachers and coor-
dinators (strategens) to determine the usefulness and
effectiveness of regionally based services. The intent
of the service, in addition to the experimental
aspect, was to give direct service to handicapped

*Based on the final report to the RMRRC by State
Resource Coordinator Michael Fredrickson.
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children in sparsely populated areas. Five area
resource teachers (ARTS) and one full-time plus three
part-time coordinators (strategens) were established.
The structure of the organization as it has evolved is
shown in Table 3.1.

In the months of June-August of 1973 the Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI)
developed and disseminated a new plan for providing
service to handicapped children and youth. The plan
called for an administrative and process basis using
the previous year's pilot project fog utilizing re-
sources on a regional basis. The document, "Montana
Regional Services Plan for the Handicapped - State and
Federally. Funded Programs for the Handicapped" was
approved by the state superintendent and was put into
operation.

The regional service plan accomplished several
objectives. First, it specified that regional personnel
were an extension of the state department and that the
number of coordinators couldincrease, based on field
needs, and that the coordinators were to be field-
based andloperate under defined job descriptions.
Second, it was to provide a viable communication
system between the State Supervisor of Special Education
and ,the district superintendent; and third it provides
a system by which the resource program could be
assessed, developed and monitored. These programs
could include state and local programs, regional pro-
grams, and federally funded state projects. The State
Supervisor of Special Education and the regional coor-
dinators should be the prime planners in any state-
wide comprehensive planning for special education.

The Regional Services Plan is an attempt to provide
greater local and state coordination of federal and
state programs for the handicapped. These programs,
which are funded through and approved by the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, have in the past
achieved only limited coordination at the state level.
Similarly, there has been no evident coordination
between local educational agencies in planning for the
allocation of funds and resources utilized to provide
services for the handicapped. The implementation of
this plan will result in state and local coordination
in needs assessment, planning, implementation and eval-
uation. For example, federal funds from the Education
of the Handicapped Act are presently being used to pro-
vide regionalized services through Project Outreach and
through Special Education Instructional Materials
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Centers (SEIMCS). The regions which deliver these
services are those that were defined in the Governor's
plan of 1971 for mental health and mental retardation
planning for Montana.

In summary, the purpose of the Regional Services
Plan is to develop a coordinated, statewide netas assess-
ment program, establish regional goals, review 16c4
program proposals prior to submission to the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction for approval,.and to provide
for regional implementation and evaluation of edudational
programs for the handicapped. An integral part of the
plan is to achieve interagency coordination at the
regional level. The plan will serve a target population
consisting of those students affected by federally and
state-funded programs for the handicapped.

The need for the development of the overall plan'was
spurred by legislation requiring the development and
provision of services to handicapped children. That
development took place in March, 1974, with the passage
of HB 386 and SB 660-664. The bills provided extended
definitions and a new funding formula which would
install the necessary fiscal accountability (which
was lacking under the old funding formula).

The RMRRC-supported joint program evolved in the
second year of Outreach into the Regional Service Plan.
When the extended special education legislation went
into effect in Montana, the regional plan became the
vehicle to implement the new laws. Under the leadership
of a new state supervisor of special education, the
potential for providing comprehensive special education
services--through the regional system--is unlimited.

Methods - Procedures - Activities

The Regional Services Plan for the Handicapped has
spelled out the objectives for all regional coqrdinators.
The project Outreach coordinator was to complete objec-
tives in addition to those specified for all coordinators.
The objectives were further delineated in conjunction
with Dr. David Lillie, a consultant to the project.
The delineation of objectives separated the major
activities' into workable parts, i.e., developed suffi-
cient subobjectives to guide the operation of the
activities.
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The objectives developed were based on four main
goals: namely,

Goal 1:. To implement, monitor and coordinate-a
communications system;

Goal 2: To develop a resource model (package) for
the State of Montana;

Goal 3: To design an instrument to identify children
with exceptional conditions in the state;

Goal 4: To develop a regional budget to support
the regional program.

All the activities specified were undertaken, but
not all would be completed. In all cases where the
activities of the objectives were initiated, but not
completed, the reason.was lack of time. It becomes very
apparent that too many objectives were specified; all
objectives wera initiated but few were completed. It
is the intent of the State Supervisor of Special
.Education and the coordinators to continue working On
the objectives until they are completed. The problem
is discussed in more detail in the third-party
evaluation report in Chapter 6.

Summary of Results

"Project Outreach initiated the service pattern
from which Montana now operates. The pilot study con-
ducted through the first two years has now been devel-
oped into a state comprehensive regional service plan.
The pilot project began with a coordinator and five
resource teachers and has recently evolved into a
regional plan consisting of five coordinators and 45
additional resource personnel. One of the biggest draw-
backs has been the poor data collection techniques.
Collefted data are not grounded in,good research design
and much of the data collected to date are questionable.
The way Montana requested technical assistance was
haphazard. It was usually requested around a crisis
situation.. We gave the RMRRC little time and the
objectives we had in mind were sometimes fuzzy. Much
of the foundation needed to develop a systematic
service plan, communications system and way of repre-
senting technical assistance has now been developed."

"The RMRRC provided the needed support to develop
a system we were sure would work. We have come a long
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way in the past two years. Duritg this last year we
have begun to see the fruit-of °tr. efforts. Service
has been implemented to as many as three times the
number of handicapped children previously served;
regional budgets and regional-based personnel, inter-
mediate school districts and field-based teacher
trainingthese are re `1 or available in the near
future in Montana."

The project in additi9n to services also produced
a range of products. The partial or complete products
resulted from the cbjecti.ves of the Outreach program,
and include:

1. A screening instrument to identify handi-
capped children and youth was developed and
is being implemented statewide.

2. A precision teaching package.

3. The statewide communication system has been
established for internal communication (coor-
dinators and state supervisor of special
education). The next stage of development
will be the inclusion of the regional councils,
county schools, district schools and ancillary
agency personnel. The next stage of the
communications system will also include the
new personnel to be hired on a regional basis.

4. The teaching model (package) will be further
developed to include: (1) mechanics of
daily assessment and (2) remedial activities
pertinent. to specific handicapping conditions.
The package is not a high priority at this time
but should be completed within the next nine
months.

5. Regional resource assessment (Ex-Speed) was
initiated and is still underway due to
scbedLling difficulties of the project
consultant.. It is our intention to follow-up
on the resource assessment within the next
three months. This is a regional objective at
this time. In an attempt to provide "awareness"
to superintendents We have initiated a Special
Study Institute (Title VI-D) through the OSPI.
The institute was designed to make people aware
of the regional services plan. The "awareness"
will continue with smaller workshops designed,
for that purpose. The regional service pattern
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is the)host exciting continuous development of

the project. Region IV, for example will
multipl.. its resource teachers from ne to
four, psychologists from zero to two and speech
pathologists from zero to three.

6. The following expansions on earlier w rk
completed were initiated: (1) a thru t to
decentralize the screening registry as a
result of civil rights issues and (2) an
attempt to initiate a comprehensive evalua-
tion system based on child, classroom teacher,
resource consultant and regional coordinator
behavior.

7. The project Outreach effort worked closely with
the Student Council for Exceptional Children
(CEC) in acquiring speakers who advocate for
the severely handicapper? population.

8. The project worked closely with the.teacher
corps in the development of a field-based
package for training teachers, and worked
closely with the Institute for Habilitative Ser-
vices (IHS) in r,he acquisition of advocates
for severely handicapped children. (The IHS is

part of the College of Eastern Montana at
Billings; special education teacher training
is offered there.)

9. Also underway, under the direction of the
supervisor of special education, is compre-
hensive state evaluation. Three RMRRC staff
members contributed to some of these planning
sessions. Title VI -D programming and mcre,,
effective communication among special educators
in the state are now priority items. The
Outreach coordinator is working closely with
the State Supervisor in these areas to
develop a state-wide comprehensive evaluation
system.

In addition to products, the Outreach effort also
produced a range of services. Of the 56 counties in the
state, 42 received service from the Outtbach effort in

some form. The regional resource coordinator and the
additional four regional coordinators provided in-service
training, indirect service to teachers, parents and

other professionals. Original-Project Outreach objec-
tives, in fact, affected all 56 countries. The statewide
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screening program for example identified approximately
18,500 of the anticipated 24,000 handicapped children
in all 56 counties.

ti

The above data can be expanded into more detail
through a more extended analysis of the direct services
activities. The direct service component of the Outreach
Montana Project during the first year consisted mainly
of Area Resource Teachers (ARTS) who performed diag-
nostic-prescriptive services, trained teachers by
demonstration and explanation on how to incorporate
SEIMC materials and resources, followed-up on
referrals after initial response to determine the
effective degree of the diagnostic-prescriptive service,
and the identification of handicapped, children.

The strategen service was also of an identification
and diagnostic nature, usually consisting of the admin-
istration of individual mental and academic tests with
the formulation of an educational prescription that
was interpreted to a teacher or parent of a handicapped
child.

1. During 19721 -73, the total number of handi-
capped children who received ,direct services
was 737. A breakdown of the/handicapping
conditions follows:

Visual '12.0% 88
Auditory 7.5% 55
Motoric 8.0% 59
Physical 2.5% 18
Speech 8.0% 59
Poor General Social Perfo

mance (ED and Behavior/
Didorders) 8.5% 63

Specific Learning DiffiCulty 14.5% 107
Poor General Academic Per-

formance (EMR, TMR) / 35.0% 258
Other (Muli-iple or Un4e-

terffiined.

(

4.0% 30

Total Number Directly Served 737

2. ARTs gave indirect service to 1,410
students via classroom teachers and identifi7
cation efforts.

(a) Within the 21 sparsely populated counties
served by ARTs, 269 schools were served
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by assisting handicapped children and
their teachers. These schools were
served between the months of September,
1972 and June, 1973.

(b) (ARTs were supported financially by
in -kind support funds provided by local
education agencies in conjunction with
Project Outreach efforts. The amount of
support was about $63,000 from Title VI-B
monies of PL 91-230).

Services also could be considered in terms of the
resource consultant's role. The resource consultant
provides either indirect service to handicapped
children through demonstration and training workshops
with teachers, or direct service to handicapped children.
The data collected by the project office on the Resource
consultant is provided in the following listing:

Directly screened or evaluated children
per week. 2.12

Delivered and demonstrated materials
(indirect service to children via
teacher) per week.

Directly observed student behavior in
classroom'for purpose of remediation
per week.

1

.38

Professional contacts with school
principals per week. 5.25

Contracts with teachers for purposes
of prescribing materials per week. 9.25

Training teachers to use new or modi-
fied materials for handicapped per week. 1.75

Professional contacts with administrators
other than principals per week. 3

Major group presentations (workshops)
for teachers per week. .25

Travel time per week. 218 minutes

Number of requests for service per week. 10.38
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Extended over five resource consultants on /a 10-
month contract, the service totals follow:

Direct screened and evaluated children
year. 381.60

Delivered and demonstrated materials /
(indirect service to children) per
year. 1,688.40

Attended workshops or conferences
per year. 180

Directly observed student behavior in
the classroom per year. 68.40

Professional contacts with school
principals. 945

Contacts with teachers for purposes
of prescribing materials ,per year.

Training teachers to use new or ----
modified materials for handicapped
per year. 315'

Professional contacts with adminis-
trators other than principals per year. 540

Major group presentations (workshops)
for teachers per year. 45

, Travel time per year. 39,250 minutes

Number of requests for services per
year. 1,868.40

The following dataAre based on the averages
provided by the two regional coordinators that have
been in that position Mr the past two years.

Students screened or evaluated (state
screening by teachers per week).
(1800 per year per coordinator). 100

Direct service to children per week. .13

Attended workshop or meeting per week. 1.75

Student observations per week. .02
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Contacts with principals per week. 1.25

Contacts with teachers for recommending
materials per week. .50

Teacher conferences or meetings, per week. .25

Teachers trained (exposure to new ideas)
per week. 1

Professional contacts with administrators
per week. 15

Group presentations (eOn-teacher)
per week. .50

Travel time per week.

Requests for help per week.

Reporting to Outreach, council and
State Department per week.

Developing objectives and directions
of regional plan per week.

245 minutes

14

600 minutes

900 minutes

Statewide resource teachers give service 2700 times

(Approximately 10 percent of the time the
teacher is one who did not receive
previous service. Each resource teacher
services approximately 54 teaches for
a total of 270 teachers served.)

`A:me of fifteen teachers is a special education
teacher so approximately 252 teachers are regular
education with 18 teachers served being special
educators. It may be well to note that resource
consultants provide very little to large schools
that have the service and that very few rural
schools have special educators.

Approximately 50 parents received service from the
Outreach effort. The service was in the area of
dissemination of information to Associations for
Retarded Children and responses to requests for
service through the OSPI or school district.

Statewide screening of handicapped children was
conducted by all coordinators based on earlier
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development of project Outreach tools. That
screening pinpointed the location and antic-
ipated handicapping condition of approximately
18,500 children.

Other Findings

The preceding findings represent a numerical type
of data, but equally important are more global measures,
questions, or issues upon which overall system changes
can be designed. The following listing provides a view
of some of these factors from the perspective of the
Montana Outreach Project.

1. If the service pattern is to be successful the
teachers must have available to them various.
methods of diagnosing handicaps.,,The diag-
nostic tools must be quick to administer,
easy to relate to teachers and support (in'
some form) their perception of the problem.

2. An intricate physical and human communications
system must be established so that the LEA can
receive a quick response whether a decision
be made at the OSPI, intermediate or local
level. Communications has been an emphasis
of the program. It is adequate at, this point
but far from being excellent.

3. SEIMC materials are a necessary part of the
resource pattern. It is extremely important
that the materials be on hand where they are
needed. Each area resource teacher needs the
materials in an associate center. A centralized
SEIMC would slow down the process and make it
ineffective.

4. SEIMC materials (as the project has demonstrated)
are worthless in sparsely populated areas of
Montana without the human resource (area
resource teacher).

5. The responsibility of the backup support
(strategens) for area resource teachers must
be articulated better. When the :strategen
assumes supervisory rather than 4 support he/she
defeats the intended smooth communication flow.
Some backup is necessary, but to this point it
is unclear to what extent the area resource
teacher needs assistance.
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6. The LEA will pull the project toward its
weakest area. In Montana this is often in the
areas of Learning Disabilities (since there is
no legislation for these children) and
testing (since it is a requirement for funding).
Someone has to make a decision to the effect
that we are going to help all handicaps (and
get better support from the LEA) or serve the
severely handicapped (and possibly lose that
support). If we compromise (severely first and
learning disabled second) then we must have
an area resource teacher in each multi-county
district with some backup resources.

7. It is necessary that we have the support of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction if the
service pattern is to be effective. This
would include direct communication between the
Regional Resource Center and the Superintendent
of Public Instruction.

8. It is advantageous to the project coordinator
that he/she be located outside the OSPI
structure. The coordinator must maintain the
position of programmer with lesser amounts of
administrative responsibility.

9. The RMRRC must be in the position to prOvide
technical assistance (or locate other more
appropriate sources of assistance should that
be necessary) if they are to assist each state.
A de-emphasis of the RMRRC core project and
continued emphasis on the Outreach effort
seems appropriate.

10. Some measure of the project in terms of posi-
tive changes in children should be designated.
It is apparent that a very elaborate project
could be designed that would not show whether
you helped a handicapped child.

The data presented in this final report reflects
positive responses to the Montana Outreach project.
Additional (and,more subjective) evaluations indicate
that the service pattern is viable for the sparsely
populated areas of Montana. Past behavior of the LEA
indicates that they are ill equipped to help handicapped
children without support. Project-Outreach-Montana was
able to fill in some of these gaps. It cannot emphasize
more the need to have these human and material resources
in the field. The support from the RMRRC is necessary
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in the areas of (1) initiation of this and similar
projects (2) technical assistance in those areas
where we display weaknesses and (3) communicators
between the "Gestalt" of special education in the
region and the local educational agency.

The major efforts of the Outreach project have
to be categorized as the development of a resource
system through the area coordinators and resource
consultants, the development of an extensive screening
and identification program, an increased awareness
of the handicapped child and his educational needs
within the state, and the enactment of legislation to
support educational services to the handicapped. The
Montana Outreach effort played a major role in the
development of all these efforts, and, as such, was a
major factor in stimulating educational services to
the handicapped children of Montana. The ability to
initiate momentum through the Outreach effort allowed
the state to develop a program through which it could
not only channel and allocate its resources, but.also
take advantage of the national funding upsurge in
programs for the development of educational services to
the more severely handicapped child.
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CHAPTER 4

PROJECT OUTREACH: UTAH*

The overall population of the State of Utah is
1,157,000. Current school enrollment is approximately
305,900 of which 34,600 school-age children are enrolled
in special education programs in ten disability categories
which include Educable Mentally Retarded, Trainable
Mentally Retarded, Learning Disabled, Emotionally
Handicapped, Deaf, Motor Handicapped and Deaf-Blind.
Children with permanent physical disabilities who are
unable to attend regular or special classes or who are
temporarily incapacitated are served under a Homebound
and Hospitalized category. It is understood' that
severely multiply handicapped have two or more of the
handicaps mentioned above.

Utah has 40 school districts; 5 of these are city
districts, the remainder are county districts. The 6
Wasatch Front districts and 5 city districts make up the
majority of the population, approximately 239,600. The
remaining 29 county districts enroll less than one-
third of the state school population. While it is
difficult to describe overall special education goals
on a statewide basis with any specificity, because each
district is different with different haridicapped popu-
lations, different resources, and different inservice
needs, the overall goal for special education in the
state is to build a cascade delivery of services system
which would offer the full variety of service options
to most appropriately serve all children.

The Outreach project in Utah was planned jointly
with the Utah State Board of Education (USBE). USBE
and the RMRRC had a long interactive history from the
initial proposal, through the stratistician program
discussed in Vol. II) and finally through a two-year
Outreach effort. The.Utah Outreach program was
integrated into USBE plans and represents.two distinct
projects within the overall state plan. This chapter
will present these efforts separately using the USBE
proposals and final reports as the basis for the text.

*Information in this chapter is from reports sub-
mitted by Dr. Donna Carr and Randolph Sorensen. Dr. Carr
supervises Outreach for the USBE, and R. Sorensen is the
State Outreach Coqrdinator.



Outreach Program: 1972-73

Two recent efforts in Utah place the role of
Special Education in Utah in a unique but crucial posi-
tion at the moment.

1. In compliance with the Utah Code, a statewide
screening effort was initiated during this past
school year (1971-72) to identify all school-
age handicapped children and to determine which
of those identified children need special
education services. In order to make the
latter determination, diagnostic teams were
formed and commissioned to test and evaluate
as many of the children identified through the
statewide screening process as possible with
the personnel and funds available, Their
charge was threefold:

(a) To determine how valid the screening process
was;

(b) To find out how many qualified for special
education services according to state
standards; and

(c) To determine what kinds of services these
children need.

School-age children in all regular education
classes in the state were screened. Validation
and needs assessment studies by the diagnostic
team have been carried out, on a sampling basis.
The rest of the districts will be studied
during the next school year.

The results to date indicate that twice as many
children are in need of some kind of special
education classes or services in the various
districts as are now receiving special education
services. And, in some districts, data are
now available making it possible to determine
quite precisely what kinds of services the
identified children within a district need.

2. Special educators in Utah have begun to recognize
that taking handicapped children out of their
regular classrooms and placing them in self-
contained special education units is, for many
of these handicapped youngsters, neither psycho-
logically nor educationally effective nor
therapeutic. At the same time, they are also
recognizing that funds available are not
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sufficient to serve all handicapped children
through the traditional, more costly, special
education programs. As a result, educators in
Utah are currently searching for other ways
of serving these children. More and more they
are looking toward resource programs which
allow resource teams to work with the regular
classroom teacher as the answer. As a result,
resource programs of one kind or another are
beginning to emerge across the-state. However,
in only 4 or 5 of the 40 districts in Utah
have district personnel been able to spend the
time and effort to make a thorough study of
resource programs and of the district needs.

In too many of the other districts, there appear to
be misconceptions or misunderstandings -of just what a
resource program is, but at the same time, districts
feel the need to do something. _

-

The danger here is that there is apt to be a move-
ment too quickly and without, full understanding and
planning to institute some kind of a program called
a resource program, but actually not differing much-from
the traditional service patterns.

The USBE considers this current situation crucial.
It has, therefore, taken steps to assure state level
leadership in this movement, and to provide guidance
to the districts as they move to serving handicapped
children through resource programs. Anin-house
advisory committee (with Pupil Services) has been formed
and a specialist assigned for Resource Programs. With the
support and advice of the committee, this specialist
has been commissioned to provide leadership for this move-
ment and to formulate state guidelines for resource
programs which will ultimately lead to the development
of approved USBE standards for resource programs and
certification requirements of resource program per-
sonnel.

With the districts asking to move towards new
kinds of service patterns and with the data from the
screening and diagnostic teams becoming available,
the USBE also feels that at the moment it is in a unique
position to provide this leadership and to give the
needed guidance to the districts. For example, with this
kind of data available, it is now possible to assist
each individual district in assessing its specific
needs, and thus help each district devise, plan and
implement the - specific kind of a resource program which
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will fit its unique needs. In addition, with these
needs more specifically identified, state-level
workshops and inservice training can be designed to
provide district resource teams and other district per-
sonnel with more precise training in the specific
areas where it is needed.

A general description of the overall state plan is
provided in the paradigm of Figure 4.1. Relative to
each goal USBE had an extensive list of sub-goals and
objectives to guide their program-planning effort. The
Outreach program developed within the context of these
overall plans.

The general goal of the Outreach effort in Utah
for 1972-73 was:

To assist the State Board of Education in providing
leadership, guidance, and training to local school
districts in assessing the program needs for their
handicapped children and in devising, planning, and
implementing resource systems to serve these children.

The USBE had previously identified, described, and
implemented a process for helping districts assess the
needs of their handicapped children. According to both
State Law and State Board of Education Polibies, the
districts themselves must then assume the responsibility
of finding ways and means of serving all of these
identified handicapped school -age children. Project
Outreach was thus designed to assist the districts with
'implementing the USBE policies, and in devising ways and
means by .which districts could serve all of their
handicapped children.

were:
Specific objectives -for the 1972-73 Outreach effort

1. To identify and describe a process for districts
to use in identifying and evaluating their unique
resources and the effectiveness of their present
delivery system.

2. To identify and describe a process for districts
to use in designing and planning for the most
effective use of their particular resources
so as to meet the needs of their particular
handicapped children in the most effective way.

3. To describe and make available to districts
several (at least four) models of resource programs.
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I. Evaluate State Needs

A. Census data
B. State Diagnostic data
C. State reports
D. Other data (dropout studies etc.)

Identified Handicapped Students

55-60%+

Will be served in 40-45% -

Regular Classrooms Will be served
with Completely by

Special Supportive Special Services
Services Provided -Sel Contained

both the lasses
Student and the - Resource Rooms 100%
Regular Teachers of time

raining Centers
ntal Health
Centers

-State Institution
-Special Schools

etc.

II. Formulate and Implement plans to assistRegions and Districts
in Implementing Phase III of Project Identification for both
groups of children as indicated above.

PLANS (1972-73)

GOAL #1: Assist General Education in developing the supportive
services and technical training needed to mainstream the
55 %+ of the handicapped students who can best be served
in this manner.

GOAL #2: Assist Regions and,Districts in developing and enhancing
the special services needed for the 40-45% of the hand-
icapped students who need to be served, at'least tempor-
arily, outside the regular classroom in self-contained
classes or in special programs or schools.

Fig. 4.1 Utah State Board of Education Plan for Phase III
of Project Identification for Schoolaged Handi-
capped Children
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4. To assist the State Board of Education in
finial efforts to formulate guidelines for
the implementation of resource programs in
the districts. (These guidelines are to serve
as a basis for developing approved State Board
of Education Standards for resource programs and
for certification requirements for resource
personnei)

The following specific activities were proposed
and undertaken during the 1972-73 school year.

1. A resource consultant was hired to assist the
State Specialist for Resource Programs in
offering technical assistance to the districts
in meeting their responsibility to handi-
capped children.

2. A pilot project was initiated in one school dis-
trict, having available the diagnostic
evaluations made by the state diagnostic team,
and both needing and wishin to expand its
resource programs and resource systems.

3. Under the supervision of the, State cialist for
Resource Programs, the Resource sultant
assisted the pilot district

a. Analyzing its diagnostic data.
b. Analyzing the needs of its handicapped ch dren.
c. Evaluating the present system of delivery

services to handicapped children.
d. Evaluating the district's present resources

and constraints.
e. Finding possible solutions for problem ar as.
f. Assisting the district in tentatively des gning

a resource system to meet the particular eeds
and requirements of the pilot district, given
its particular resources and constraints.

g. Offering technical assistance to the pilot
district in implementing, sustaining, and
expanding its resource system through work-
shops and inservice training to and for its
staffmembers. (This activity was not com-
pleted and was carried over into the 1973-74
year.)

4. The Resource Consultant offered assistance, as
time and funds permitted, to other districts
throughout the state which were attempting to
initiate resource programs.
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5. In addition, the Resource\Consultantwas asked

to set up and conduct a year-end seminar for
State Board of Education staff, RMRRC staff,
the pilot district staff, and others felt to be
involved, to review,the 1972-73 effort and to
beain to formulaj7 tentative outlines of the
processes des5ribed unde: Objective #3 above, and
to plan activities for the following year.

Ongoing evaluation of the Outreach effort was made
through on-site visits by RMRRC staff, written reports
on a monthly basis provide by the Resource Consultant
to both the USBE and to RMRRC, and oral reports given to

the RMRRC staff.

The year 1972-- was a formative one. A pilot
project was develo,-_,- in Davis School District. Within
this pilot program a procedure was deve.Lcred fOF
accessing the needs and quality of educational/services.
Based on this procedure a broader implemenitation was to
occur in the 1973-74 school year as a fulI-scale field -

test. The procedure was termed ACCESS and is presented
in the following pages.

The Purpose of "ACCESS"

ACCESS is an experimental assistance system designed
to facilitate the implementation of a comprehensive
educational program for handicapped students throughout
the State of Utah. ACCESS represents a data base of
information procedures, relationships, and programs-which
are necessary for the development of a state-wide plan for
meeting the needs of all handicapped students. Examoles

Jof questions explored are:

1. How many students need special services?

2. What is the nature of the special services
that are needed?

3. What kinds of district structures or delivery
models will best service handicapped students?

4. What kinds of skills and materials are necessary
to meet individual learning styles?

5. What kinds of inservice and preservice programs
are necessary to equip educational personnel?
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6. What are the funding requirements to service
all handicapped students?

7. What kinds of cooperative assistance is 7ecessary
for non-district resources?

System Description

The system consists of three components:

l. Identification of all handicapped students and
an indepth assessment of student needs (Project
I.D.).

2. Evaluation of urban and rural speciLl education
delivery systems (Third-Part Evaluation).

3. Implementation of strategies for providing
comprehensive educational services (Project
ICE, Implementation of Comprehensive Education).

Examples of component content and a schematic
representation of the interdependence of the three
components of the system as they are processed in a,school
district are found in Figure 4.2. Each component provides
data for the other. In isolation they cannot produce
comprehensive educational services, but the product of the
three is milch greater than the sum of each part. Even the
third component, implementation of comprehensive education,
depends upon the size and nature of the student needs
and an awareness of present performance levels regarding
district delivery patterns.

As the words of the acronym "ACCESS" imply, the per-
formance of the three components requires the cooperatiye
assistance of educational resources which are available
in the State. Cooperative technical assistance combines
with school district resources to generate comprehensive
services to meet the educational needs of all \students.
Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 illustrate the coop0,ative
assistance requirements of ACCESS.

Implications for General Education

Although the target population for ACCESS is the
handicapped student, the system has major implications for
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Component #1
(project I.D.)

1. Identification of Students

2. Assessment of Student Needs

3. Development of 2rescriptions

Component #2
(Third Party Evaluation)

Assessment of District:

1. Administrative
Structure

2. Financial Patterns

3. Philosophy
4. Service Patterns
5. Teaching Resources

Component #3
(Project I.C.E.)

Implementation of CoMprehensive Education

1. Develop Instructional Leadership
2. Utilize "Third Party" Analysis

3. Equip administrative, teaching and support

personnel to:

a. Implement Project ID prescriptions

b. Identify, Diagnose, and Prescribe

c. Develop Preventive Programs

d. Evaluate their own effectiveness

Fig. 4.2 The'Interdependence of the Three Components

of "ACCESS"
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State School Board
Pupil Services
General Education

Higher Education
University of Utah
Utah State University
Brigham Young University
Weber State College

Resource Consultants
From

Universities
Public Schools
Private Agencios
Public Agencies

Project ID

Management

Funding

odel Design

Diagnosis

Evaluation

rescription

Data Analysis

/7

Fig. 4.3 The Cooper ive Assistance Requirements of
Component #1, Project ID
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State Board of Education
Pupil Services

General Education

Resource Consultants
From

Universities
Piiblic Schools

Private Agencies

Third Party Evaluation

Management

Funding

Model Design

Analysis

Technical Assistance

Resource Centers
Rocky Si."Beeource Center
Cooperatiie Service'Agency

Fig. 4.4 The Cooperative Assistance Requirements of
Component #2, Third Party Evaluation
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State Board of Education
Pupil Services
General Education

Higher Education
University of Utah
Utah State University
Brigham Young University
Weber State College

Resource Consultants
From

Universities
Public Schools
Private Agencies

Project ICE
(Implementation)

Management*

Model Design

unding

nservice Programs

echnical Assistance

Resource Development

Evaluation

Legislative Support

Resource Centers
Rocky Mt. Resource Center
Cooperative Service Agency

Community Agencies
Mental Health
Family Services
Health Services

Parent Organization

*Management of ICE comes directly from the district with -
assistance from The State Board and Resource Consultants.

Fig. 4.5 The Cooperative Assistance Requirements of

Component #3, Project ICE
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increasing the effectiveness of education for all students.
Examples of increased effectiveness are:

1. The principal becomes the instructional leader
of the school and capable of matching instruc-
tional performance with acceptance standards.

2. The classroom teacher becomes equipped to
identify, diagnose and prescribe with emphasis
upon individualization.

3. The classroom teacher increases skills in class-
room management, communication, organization,
media and record keeping.

4. School personnel experience increased self-esteem
as they employ the special skills to enhance a
comprehensive education for all students.

Outreach Project, 1973-74

A complete breakdown of goals, objectives, and
activities were developed as part of the plan for Utah's
Outreach FY '747 they reflect some underlying rationale
based on the experiences of the preceding year. During
Fi '73, Utah's Project Outreach hired a team of third-
party consultants to design and conduct a district-wide
evaluation and needs assessment of Pupil Personnel and
Special Education delivery of services in Davis District
(Utah's second largest district). It should be pointed
out that this evaluation is a process evaluation which
looks at how the system works, not an outcome evaluation
which looks at child skills.

As a result of this activity, there were two major
consequences: one, it became apparent that Davis District
needed systematic follow-up in terms of technical assis-
tance if the changes and movement generated by the
third-party evaluation and the recommendations for
system modifications contained therein, were going to be
of use. Hence, it became a part of the Outreach sub-
contract to evaluate the delivery of services system
which grew out of the third-party evaluation of Davis
District. As a second consequence, it was decided to
field-test the process model used in Davis District by
applying the evaluation model in Other distr3.cts to
determine its applicability in rural settings, as well
as to derive a final process model which is transportable
and could be used statewide. Pursuant to the above
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activities, the Utah Project Outreach conducted third-
party evaluations in four rural districts this year
(see map - Figure 4.6). Reports were developed de-
scribing the process in each district, as well as a
documentation of the final process model.

A second major thrust of the Olftreach Project was
to assist in training elementary school principals for
the leadership role they must assume in order to appro-
priately serve handicapped youngsters. By subcontract,
therefore, it was decided that the Outreach Project
would assist in conducting at least two inservice
training models designed specifically to increase the
skills and competencies of elementary school principals
to become instructional leaders and decision-makers in
serving handicapped children. Consequently, Outreach
helped fund an inservice training package for all elemen-
tary school principals in Jordan School District (Utah's
fourth largest), using the Instructional Leadership
Institute (ILI) as developed by Dr. Larry Marrs of the
University of Texas. The second training model-involved
selected principals from Ogden, Weber, Salt Lake, Granite,
Davis and Tooele Districts, who were trained according
to the Catalyst model 4's developed by Dr. Keith Beery
of the University of California. During this year the
principals have received the training. The long-term
longitudinal evaluation of the effects of this training
on the principals, resource personnel, regular teachers,
handicapped students and their parents necessary to
fairly judge these training models was not possible this
year because of time constraints.

By subcontract, the fourth and final objective of
the Outreach Project'was open-ended. It stated that
"as time and Outreach funds permit, provide technical
assistance in resource system planning and development
to other state agencies, to other districts within the
state. . . and to regional cooperative service agencies."
A wide variety of activities have been conducted to
meet this goal. Although not part of the original
Outreach subcontract but an outgrowth of Outreach acti-
vities and planning, the major product of Utah's Outreach
Project has been the conceptualization and articulation
of what has been termed the ACCESS Project. An overview
of this project is included later in this chapter
while the following discussion providei the genesis of
this project.

Utah's Project Identificatioh (funded through
Title VI-Part B) last year involved a statewide random
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sample of, approximately 10 percent of the children
referred by regular teachers as suspected handicapped
though not currently served in special education pro-
grams. In essence, 10 percent of the children referred
by regular teachers had full-scale psychoeducational.
diagnostic tests by a state diagnostic team to determine
the accuracy of teacher referral as well as to provide a
data base for projecting incidence figures in the various
handicapping categories for ytah's population of unserved
handicapped children. This Year it was decided to con-
centrate Project identification in a selected number of
districts and test all children referred, both as a
cross-check on last year's figures, but also in an attempt
to provide districts with full information as to the
number and service needs of their unserved handicapped
population. Those five districts (see map) which had
received the third-party evaluation through Outreach
received the full-scale psychoeducational diagnostic
testing on all referred children through Project ID.

The ACCESS Project is the formal articulation and
plan of this procedure. Component 1, (Project ID)
gives districts full information as to the number and
service needs of their unserved handicapped population.
Component 2 (third-party evaluation) gives the district
information as to the effectiveness of their current
special education and pupil personnel delivery of ser-
vices. Component 3 (the implementation phase) is used
to systematically follow-up on the data provided by
Components 1 and 2 to realize a comprehensive cooperative
educational services system (ACCESS).

As a consequence, ACCESS, has become a major focus
of special education.in the State of Utah and has absorbed
much of the time of the Outreach coordinator in,inter-
facing the various activities for the Components 1 and 2
with the districts. At the present time, the third
component is less precise than the first two of necessity
(each district has different and unique implementation
needs, some of which are short-term adjustment problems
and some of which are long-term 'availability of resource
problems) and require a degree of cooperative planning
and systematic follow-through relative to technical
assistance from the SEA or other agencies which is
extremely complex and difficult. Outreach monies have
funded some implementation activities directly or has
provided the manpower to access other fund' sources. For
example, in North Sanpete, South Sanpete and Juab Dis-
tricts need for teacher inservice in the management
and skills involved in interdisciplinary team staffing
of handicapped children had been discovered in the course
of the third-party evaluation. Hence, the Outreach staff
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arranged for team-staffing workshops in these districts
using Title VI-D funds. In short, ACCESS has provided a
system whereby inservice needs and technical assistance
can be targeted on a customized per-district basis to
achieve a comprehensive goal of better education services
for all handicapped children using a rigorous data base
rather than the shotgun approach which so often becomes
a shot in the dark.

Within the SEA, Project Outreach was under the
direction of the state specialist in programs for
Resource Programs/Programs for the Emotionally Handi-
capped and was coordinated by the Project Outreach
Resource Consultant. As such, Project Outreach was
considered one of the activities of the section of Pupil,
Personnel /Special Education in the Division of Instructional
Support Services.

Methods-Procedures-Activities of ACCESS

In connection with the evaluation activity of ACCESS,
two considerations of basically a "psychological" nature
should be discussed. One is that above and beyond the
evaluation and needs assessment itself is the importance
of the "third-party" approach; that is, the facilitative
role of disinterested, credible, outside consultants to
do the evaluation itself. This avoids the issue of an
SEA evaluation team going through the district's
"dirty laundry" so to speak. This issue is critical
if the needs assessment team is going to get the kind
and depth of information necessary. It should be under-
stood that the choice of third-party consultants--not
only for their professional skills, so that they are
perceived as credible by district personnel--is highly
important, but even more important is their personal
interaction skills. It takes a sensitive and perceptive
person to get the data and interpret it, but also to
report the results in a way that challenges the district
to move in more effective ways while at the same time
giving credit where credit is due in a highly difficult
situation. Second is the role of the third-party

. evaluation as a change agent in itself.

In the process of evaluation, many chronic frus-
trations (both froM the viewpoint of teachers and adminis-
trators) surface; underlying attitudes about handicapped
children and service to them, problems with finding the
resources and teaching skills necessary. It is imperative
that the evaluation and needs assessment comes with a
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promise of assistance and follow-up. This is the real
rationale behind the development of ACCESS.

In the course of working with districts it becomes
evident that both the third-party evaluation and Project
ID tended to create more problems than they solved unless
a way was found to use the data in a productive and
constructive way. If not, district personnel tended to
be submerged under a negative assessment of their
current service delivery while at the same time being
made aware of. and hence responsible for a whole population
of handicapped children not yet in service. The issue of
trust became paramount, trust that the SEA would be
responsive to needs once they were assessed and trust that
a realistic list of priorities could be set by district
personnel to implement recommendations so that the imposs-
ible was not expected overnight. In this sense, ACCESS
begins a process of change which must be continually
monitored with understanding and flexibility.

Principal Training was an important component of the
program. The original impetus to become involved in
principal training came about as the result of the exten-
sive growth of "resource program" service patterns to
serve handicapped children in Utah. It was discovered
that the successful management of such programs as well
as,their effectiveness in serving handicapped children
necessitated a degree of,cooperation between "special"
and "regular" teachers involving their shared and
cooperative responsibility for handicapped children.
This was sometimes diffidult to achieve.

In addition, the correct kind of back-up psycho-
logical testing, counseling and social work services had
to become functioning components of the total delivery
system if the resource programs. were really to be more
than glorified remedial reading. The school principal
was identified as the natural bridge and coordinator of
these various personnel and service components. The
goal to train principals to take a functional role as an
instructional leader for all children in their schools
seemed imperative. Both principal training programs
tackle the problem with slightly different emphases.

' The important thing to note is that (like ACCESS)
princ.....Dal training is a complex business and has not an
easy answer, nor does it promise overnight change.
Principals vary in their abilities, orientations, and
skills in management as well as their understanding of
handicapped children; hence the training programs in use
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here have, in a sense, undercut the issue of highly
technical awareness of handicapping conditions and
remediation strategies, to the more basic dimensions of
leadership, humanization of education, flexibility,
and management abilities which will allow the principal
to better utilize the resources available to him within
his own teaching staff or from the district administration.
In short, these programs train principals, to become
facilitators within their own schools.

Several of Utah's Project Outreach activities,
direct or indirect, came under the rubric of technical
assistance. Assistance which ca0e as part of a con-

tgrowth of real 'data
project and follow-up
nical assistance.
a needs basis in
rkshop here, funding
and difficult to con-
Project technically
ete, Juab, and,
is and access fund

certed, directed effort and an o
was a definite plus. The ACCESS
activities were this kind of tec
Technical assistance delivered o
response to district request (a
there) tended to become amorphous
trol. For instance -, the Outreach
assisted North Sanpete, South San
Wasatch Districts to write propos
sources for parent counseling and \team-staffing work-
shops, the need for both of which had been identified
in the course of the third-party evaluation of these
districts. In this sense, ACCESS ecame a-model for.
delivering technical assistance in a cooperative way
between the SEA and LEAs which was ighly productive.
The data from ACCESS are now being sed to project
incidence and cost figures for spec al education state-
wide. A legislative sub-committee is studying the
district reports. At the same time, the same data
helped each district in an indivldua way to assess its
unique needs and set priorities for rogram planning
and development-Within known and uni ue resource con-
straints.

/

A second type of technical assis ance is more diff-
icult to justify in terms of cost-eff ctiveness or
positive change, at least from the SEPys point-of-view.
This kind of assistance is in response, to requests from
LEAs in which the LEA plans and conducts the activity
and the SEA (Outreach) is primarily a unding source
and gatekeeper without real input. Th evaluation of
this type of technical assistance must be done from
within the district itself and is very difficult if
not impossible to monitor. In the overall scope of
Project Outreach activities this /ear, iithis type of
technical assistance was minor and involved funding
various workshops for teachers and admi.istrators in
areas identified as useful in better se ving handicappd

I
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children or in improving interactional skills between
personnel who work with such children.

Results

In a project as diverse and as complex as Utah's
Project Outrea:h Fl '74, the method of evaluating all
these activities is complex. Several levels of
evaluation must be clarified in order to understand
and estimate the success of Outreach in Uta4. On
the first and simplest level is whether Outreach met
its subcontract objectives. The question here is whether
we.did what we said we were going to do. The answer is
"yes," with some qualifications. The subcontract
called for follow-up evaluation in Davis District which
was accomplished.

The second major objective was to replicate the
model of evaluation used in Davis in Y '73 in two
additional pilot districts. The th. d-party evaluation
was replicated in four additional istricts,,with the
outcome being a final process mod 1 of this kind of
system-wide process evaluation./

A third objective callecyfor at least two models
of principal inservice to be/ conducted and evaluated.
The two models Catalyst an the Instructional Leader-
snip Institute, were con 'cted, one using 36 principalp
and administrators from ordan District, the other using
12 principals from sele ted Wasatch Front districts.
However, the nature of/ oth training, programs placed
the, necessary evaluati n of their effectiveness in
facilitating measurable change in pupil outcomes,
parents, and teachers beyond the ability of this
year's Outreach Project to handle.. Such evaluation
will require a carefully designed, customized
evaluation which will measure the relevant patameters
on a long-term, longitudinal base, since the issue is
really the evaluation of extremely complex managerial
and transactional leadership processes. Currently,
this type of evaluation is planned and will be started
next year, with a target of up to two years before
the final results. are tabulated. The fourth objective
of Outreach this year was actually a blanket clause
calling for technical assistance to the extent staff
and funding resources would allow.

A second and more difficult.level of evaluation
deals with not only if the objectives were completed, but
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how well, the objectives were completed. As pointed out
above, it was beyond the scope of the project to
evaluate principal training this year. The other issue
is how to evaluate evaluations. Two of Outreach's
major objectives were themselves evaluations, one of
Davis District's implementation of third-party
evaluation recommendation, and the other was replication
Of the process model of third-party evaluation.

Evaluating evaluations becomes a regressus ad
infinitum unless fundamental decisions as to the pur-
Fiigrarsuch evaluation are made. What the SEA needs
from such evaluation and what the LEA needs are quite

d4ferent. From the SEA standpoint, what is needed,

,
is a process model of evaluation itself which can be
used to monitor a district's programs once the initial
third-party evaluation is completed. In this sense, the
third-party evaluations completed so far serv- only as

,
baseline data, not final evaluation of ACCESS a
model forlinstigating constructive change and as a ay

of delive*ing technical assistance. The initial step
toward designing the process model of evaluation will
be derived from follow-up evaluation activities in
Davis District this year, and will be perfected in moni-
toring the other four ACCESS districts next year. The

outcome will be a transportable process model of
follow-up evaluation which goes along with the final
process-model of third-party evaluation. This is in

the developmental stage. ,

From the LEA's standpoint, the issue of evaluating
evaluations is quite different. The question here is
whether the district administratprs find the ACCESS
activities helpful in improving services to handi-

capped children. Letters from three superintendents
of ACCESS districts evaluating the third-party
evaluation from this standpoint were received. All
superintendents found the process extremely valuable

and helpful. An I.C.E, Conference was held to get in-
put from the ACCESS pilot district superintendents, their
representatives, members of the third-party evaluation
consultant team and members Of the Project ID diag-
nostic team to review this year's activities and to
discuss priorities for next

Put in a simpler way, evaluating Utah's_Project
Outreach activities at the pre ent time is like trying
to evaluate the yield of a new y seeded field. You
have to wait till the crop comes in. Right now, it

is hoped that the final process model of evaluation
and the long-term evaluation of principal inservice will
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give the 'SEA the information it needs.

Still%a third level of evaluating this year's
activities in judging their impact on special education
in the state: This is not a matter of hard data,
but ii what is generated through the various processes
discussed above. On this level, Outreach was an
unqualified success. ACCESS will be latinched in an
Additional ten districts next year. The districts
have been chosen and their iuperintendents have asked
for the services. The state specialist in Special
Education hasobeen_ officially named ACCESS director.
Funding for the Project Identificatibn component has
been encumbered. Funding for the third-patty
evaluation component is pending from the legislature.

Current incidence and cost projections from
ACCESS this year are the best and most accurate to date.
Long-term evaluation both for monitoring ACCESS and
principal inservice are planned. The Exceptional
Child Center (University affiliated facility) at Utah
State University is now compiling a compendium of
remediation strategies generated through Project
Identification and next year will do a state-wide
follow-up of selected Project Identification children
to evaluate the effectiveness of the diagnostic and
remediation strategies suggested. In effect, ACCESS
has become the state plan for Special Education in Utah
and is the direct result of Utah's\Project Outreach
activities.

A.final approach to evaluation was to assess
the effectiveness of the various technical assistance
activities of the Project beyond the ACCESS pilot '

districts. This, admittedly is the weak link in the
chain. In these activities, Outreach was primarily a
funding source for activities planned and conducted by
districts and in cooperation with other state agencies.
Outreach involvement was minimal and consequently so
is evaluation data. Two series of workshops were held
in conjunction with other state agencies, the Social
Service/Education workshops and the Education/Juvenile
Court workshops. Their success must be judged by the
fact that the Department of Social Services has
decided to fund the various district task forces next
year in cooperation with the districts in order to pur-
sue the work begun this year. , It is.the/desire of the
Juvenile Court judges to repeat the series'of workshops
next year also, using a different workshop theme.

4 .
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A final technical assistance activity of Outreach
this year was providing the on-site orientation to the
Madison School Plan. The request for this orientation
came directly from the superintendents of Juab, North
Sanpete and South Sanpete Districts. Because of this
activity, the three superintendents have decided to
cooperate in developing a Madison-type program in
their districts next year. A proposal for assistance
in the development of this program has been received
by the SEA, but final negotiations-are not yet completed.

Summary

During FY '74 the four 'major activities of Utah's
Project Outreach were (1) conducting district-wide
evaluations (third-party evaluations) of.LEA delivery
Of services: (2) follow-up evaluationof Davis District
where the third-party evaluation process was piloted
during Outreach FY '73; (3) principal inservice
training according to two district training models
(Catalyst and the Instructional Leadership Institute):
and (4) technical assistance to LEA's as regards
inservice and resource system planning.

In the course of these activities, four rural dis-
tricts in Utah (South Sanpete, North Sanpete, Juab and
WasAtch) had third-party,evaluations. In addition, these
four districts plus Davis District, had blanket psycho-
educational diagnostic testing completed on a total
of 1,831 children who had been referred as suspected
handicapped. These services were performed through
Utah's' Project Identification. The combining of third-
party evaluation with Project Identification became
known as project ACCESS, which when coupled with a
third, or implementation, became a comprehensive systems
approach to achieving comprehensive, cooperative edu-
cational services for all handicapped children in
these districts. A secondary use of the data gathered
in Project ACCESS is to provide cost and incidence
projection figures for the numbers and service needs
of Utah's unserved handicapped population. ACCESS is
currently planned to be instituted in 10 additional
districts next year and, in effect, has become the
state plan for special education in Utah. A second
outcome of the third-party evaluation activities was
the finalization of a transportable process model for
this kind of evaluation which can be used in all LEA's
within the state to assess their current delivery of
services to handicapped children. (Due to space limi-
tations, the process model for third-party evaluations
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is not included in this report. A copy may be
obtained by request from the RMRRC.)

Activities in the follow-up evaluation of
Davis District has .helped to clarify the kind and
degree of inservice training necessary to maximize
the effectiveness of resource programs. Further
follow-up in the other four pilot ACCESS districts is
planned next year with the planned result being a pro-
cess model for follow-up evaluation which will be used
to monitor districts once the third-party evaluation
and needs assessment is begun. In this sense, the
first third-party evaluation gives baseline data on
current delivery of services, while further self-
monitoring by-the LEAs will provide a continual data-
base upon which to develop improved service delivery
to all handicapped.

Principal inservice training using the Catalyst
model was instituted using 12 principals from selected
Wasatch Front districts. Principal inservice using \

the Instructional Leadership Institute model was
instituted using 36 principals and administrators from
Jordan District. Long-term, comprehensive evaluation
of both of these models was not possible.this year,-
but is planned for next year.

Technical assistance activities had two major
thrusts. One was follow-up to the third-party
evaluation in ACCESS pilot districts in order to
meet inservice needs identified in these districts as
a result of the evaluation. A second thrust of tech-
nical assistance centered on improved classroom manage-
ment, communication and interactional skills, including
workships in behavior modification and transactional
analysis. In addition, two seriesof workshops were
planned and conducted to improve interagency cooperation.
A series of five Juvenile Court/Education workshops
was conducted, one in each of the state's five Juvenile
Court Districts. A second series of workshops was
conducted by administrators and principals of four
Wasatch Front districts with representatives from all
social service agencies operating in those districts.
The purpose of these workshops was to work out improved
referral and tracking procedures.
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CHAPTER 5

PROJECT OUTREACH: WYOMING*

Wyoming is basically a rural state, a fact that
makes it more difficult to provide educational services
to handicapped children, especially children with low
prevalence problems. The state also contains many
natural geographical barriers which make travel and
transportation more difficult during the winter months.

aExtended winters and severe snow storms add to the
difficulties of serving children.

In 1969, Wyoming's school districts were reorganized.
The 359 school districts that were operating in 1948
were consolidated into 60 districts. The current popu-
lation of Wyoming, according to a July 1, 1973, report
Of the Bureau of Census, is 353,360. Only Cheyenne and
Casper are major population centers, each having
approximately 55,000 people. ,

The state's income is primarily,.derived from extrac-
tive industries--oil, natural gas, uranium and coal.
Oil shale deposits represent a new source of economic
importance. Wyoming is, a net exporter of energy
supplies in that it exports a surplus for use by other
states. Several towns, such as.Gillette, Green River
and Rock Springs, are experiencing substantial popu-
lation increases due to development of energy resources
in their areas.

Tourism is another major industry. Yellowstone
and Grand Teton National Perks are examples of the many
excellent tourist attractions present in Wyoming. The
energy crisis, however, could severely restrict this
aspect of the state's economy.

Priorities for the Education of Handicapped Children and
the Relationships of Project Outreach Within the Wyoming
State Department of Eduction

When Project Outreach - Wyoming was initiated in 1972,

*Information for this chapter was submitted by Charles
F. Vanover, Jr. and Thomas McCartney; each served as state
resource coordinator for one year.



the State Department of Education and school districts
had already, established four service and program prior-
ities. They included:

Development of comprehensive career educa-
tion for all handicapped children;

Development of in-state services for multi-
handicapped children;

Provision of comprehensive educational assessment
for all handicapped children; and

Establishment of a network of Educational
Resource Centers.

Project Outreach focused on the development of
in-state services for children with severe handicaps
and with multiple handicaps. Prior to the initiation
of the Project, in-state educational services for
multihandicapped children were limited-and it was
necessary to place many children in out-of-state edu-
cational facilities. Consequently, a survey was
initiated during the 1972-73 school year to identify
the scope of this problem within the state. The final
phase of the survey -- determining the adequacy and
appropriateness of the educational programs of the
children identified--is still in progress.

The thrusts of Project Outreach during the 1973-74
award year are delineated in Chapter 6 which contains
the amended workscope and program plan outline as part
of the evaluation. In summary, the thrusts involved are:

Establishment of a demonstration project for
hearing impaired-mentally retarded children;

In-service training for teachers and parents
regarding educational' services for the severely
handicapped;

Development of an improved system for delivering
services to handicapped children;

Dissemination of information regarding resources
available for handicapped children; and

Follow-through to determine whether the children
identified in the FY '73 survey were receiving appro-
priate educational services.
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The original workscope remained essentially the
same throughout the Project with two notable exceptions:
(1) the central referral system, considered to be a
redundant service, was not established; and (2) the
long-range planning committee was not established in
time to be of benefit to the project. The workscope
was amended to reflect these deletions.

From its inception,,Project Outreach functioned as
an-integral part of the Office of Exceptional Children.
The project director worked under the direction of the
Coordinator of the Office of Exceptional Children and
the Coordinator of Curricular Services for Exceptional
Children. The Office of Exceptional Children is a
component of the Division of Instructional Services.

To aid the Office of Exceptional Children
ein stablishing the data base for a more extended

planning effort, it was determined that a better
estimate of the adequacies of the educational services
being provided was needed. A major objective of this
effort was to locate children who were not being served.
A survey instrument was designed and implemented by
Outreach through the cooperation of the agencies and
people listed in Table 5.1.

As a result of the survey of teachers, agencies,
school administrators, and parents or other individuals,
data on the incidence of handicapped children receiving
inadequate educational services in the opinion of those
questioned were collected. The data collected
follows:

1. Teacher data of handicapped children not
receiving adequate educational services:

Multiply handicapped 92
Single handicapped 275
No learning problem given 11
Those in regular, ,classrooms not

receiving adequate educational
services 2,716

Total 3,094

2. Administrator data of known children
not in school due to a handicapping condition:

Emotional 1
Physical 1
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Table 5.1 Sources for Needs Assessment Survey

(1) Information about the project was dessiminated by way of

various media and other contacts on a state-wide basis by

(a) Radio, newspaper and professional publications

(b) Speaking engagements at meetings of 17 professional

organizations.

(2) By March 1, 1973 contact had been made with professionals con-

cerned with service-to handicapped children as follows

for purposes of needs assessment, information dissemina-
tion and field testing of data gathering procedures:

.(a) 18 state level agency administrators responsi-
ble for programs serving handicapped children.

(b) 58 superintendents of school districts out of a

possible sixty.

1/4

(c) 43 LEA and state supported program administrators of

efforts to serve handicapped children, e.g:,
Special Education directors, coordinators and assis-

tant superintendents.

(3) Needs assessment data gathering forms on incidelice of

handicapped children and resources available for service

to them were sent to:

(a) 134 individual agency operations

(b) 401 public school principals in 60 school districts/

(total number of districts).

(c) 19 private school administrators.

(d) 14 day training centers for the handicapped.

(e) 4,802 teachers
2,347 elementary
985 junior high

1,490 senior high

(f) 437 parents and individuals potentially knowing of

the existence of handicapped children not adequately

served or untreated.
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Trainable Mentally Retarded
Mentally Retarded
Muscular Dystrophy
Spina Bifida
Crippled-Mentally Retarded
Cerebral Palsy

^ 3. Service agency data on known handicapped
children not receiving services:

4. Parent data reporting children belidved
to be-handicapped and not receiving -.

services:

a. Not of school age:

1

7

1

1

2

1

15

7

Downs Syndrome 2

Convulsive disorder 1

Blind 1
Brittle bones 1

Slow Learner 1

Mentally retarded 2

Socially maladjusted 1

PKU 1

Lacking stimulation 1

Leg development problems 1 /

12

b. School-aged:

Orthopedic 1

Blind 1

Speech' 2

Socially maladjusted 1

Downs Syndrome 1

Mentally retarded 3

Mentally retarded, deaf 1

Mentally retarded, epilepsy 1

Mentally retarded, physical 1

12

The individuals above identified are on
file by county, initials, birthdate, and
suspected handicap only at the Wyoming
State Department of Education (WSDE) and
at the Wyoming Outreach Project office.
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Project Procedures, Activities and Results

The goal of Project Outreach - Wyoming for 1973=74
was: "To imprdve the delivery of educational services
and thereby increase educational opportunities for
severely handicapped learners."

Four objectives were delineated to achieve this
goal, each of which are discussed below. Each objective
is presented as stated in the amended workscope and is
followed by a discussion of the activities, results, etc.

Objective I - By September 28, 1974, an exemplary
eduCational program for hard-of-hearing
or deaf, mentally retarded children -

shall be established in Natrona
County School District #1.

The 1972-73 survey revealed 17 school-aged children
who were both hearing impaired and mentally retarded And
who were receiving 'no educational services or inappro-
priate educational services. Consequently, the WSDE
authorized the development of a demonstration project
in Casper for these chil en.during the 1973-74 'school
term. The project, initi ted in September of 1973, was
housed in the Wyoming Sch of for the Deaf due to-lack
of space in a public scho 1 building: The Wyoming State
Departmentof Education, roject Outreach and Natrona
School District #1 joint funded the demonstration'pro-
ject.

The project was evaluated by Dr. Richard Bartlett
and Dr. William Ambrose of the University of ,Georgia
on April 29, 19741., The impact of the project on the
development of the children is summarized in the following
statement quoted from their report.

"Having had an_opportunity to observe the class from
its inception in August, 1973, to May 1, 1974, it
is evident that a great deal of progress has been'
made by the children enrolled. The bots in the
class have moved from uninhibited forms to self-
realizing, self-assured individuals with each
emerging as a discret personality."

The impact liof the demonstration project has been
'substantial and a second demonstration class has been
proposed for 1974-75. Data derived from the two
classes will be utilized to prepare a new statute
regarding educational and related services for multi-
handicapped children.
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Objective II - By May 31, 1974, training will be
provided to teachers, aides'and
parents in order to enable the
development of skills necessary to
provide educational services for
handicapped children.

During the second year of the project, a substantial
number of localAchool district personnel expressed a.
desire fofinservice education in the following areas:
language and motor development for the severely handi-
capped, the resource room concept, individualizing
education, program planning and development, training
of teacher aides, trends in special education, and
current litigation and legislation trends regarding the
education of exceptional children.

InService_education workshops were conducted for
each of the above topics. An inservice.workshop con-
cerning language sand motor development for the severely
handicapped' was presented in Casper during October, 1973,
for educators in the western half of the.:state, with
approximately 150 educatorp participating. The impact
of this workshop was twof4d: (1) physical educators
within the Casper School system implemented many
activities'from the motor development, section of the
workshop in their adaptive physical education programs;
and (2) teachers within the\region learned procedures
for developing the language' capabilities of severely
handicapped children. The latter served as the pound -
work for future language development activities.;

The Cheyenne School District expressed strong
interest in making greater use of mainstream and vasource
,room programs. Consequentl, a workshop was preiented
in Cheyenne during March, 1974. Approximately 100
educators from the eastern half of the state parti-
cipated. Subsequently, the Cheyenne School District
informed the Officeof'ExceptionalChildren that 12
additional classrooms based on the resource room concept
would be established during the 1974-75 school year.

A workshop for instructional assistants (teacher
aides) followed. This workshop was presented in
conjunction with a series of workshops concerning
Educational Resource Center (ERC) services for Cheyenne
school personnel. The workshops were conducted from
March 15 through May 31, and involved 25 teachers,
11 instructional assistants and 12 parents of exceptional
children: The teacher component was\funded with EHA
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Part D monies, the aide and parent components funds
via the Rocky Mountain Regional Resoutce Center.

An outgrowth of the Cheyenne workshops was the
development of a two-day workshop on individualized
education for 120 elementary educators in Lander. Infor-
mation about teacher-made materials, classroom management
and amelioration of learning, problebb-wat-the thrust
of this workshop.

This workshop stimulated'the request for a three-day
conference for programmers and administrators of the
Lander School District concerning the planning and
implementation of comprehensive. local district services
for the exceptional learner. This conference was
scheduled foraune 24-26, 1974..

-
General interest throughout the state in litigation

and program trends resulted in Outreach sponsoring
Dr. Maynard Reynolds and-Dr. Alan Abeson to discuss trends
in thee areas Plating the Wyoming.Council for Exceptional
Children ConfereRce, March 28 and 29 in Torrington.
Dr. Abpson also cbnsulted with the WSDE and local school
districts concerning the due process rights Of children
and their parents and legal aspects of hew rules and
regulations proposed by the Office of pcceptional
Children. A member pf the Wyoming Attorney General's
staff also met with the educators and Dr. Abeson. A
legal docqment on due process was subsequgntly completed.

V
'-Objective III - To'plan for an improved sepace

delivery system for-handicapped
children.

A major goal of the WSDE was the establishment of
a network of Educational ResourCe Centers (ERCs) which
merge human and nonhuman resources ana other components.
of the educative process to provide the continuity
necessary for effective response to educational concerns
identified by local school districts. Three demonstration
ERCs, serving 22 school districts, were initiated during
the 1973-74 school year; 3 additional demonstratibn
centers are planned for 1974-75.- The prOgram is designed
to be supported by local school districts and state
funds. The RMRRC and the Rocky Mountain Special
Education Instructional' Materials Center played important
roles in the development of the ERC concept and its
implementation at the local level.
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Project Outreach, through two topical conferences
sponsored by the RMRRC, provided basic information to
31 individuals from nine Wyoming SchooN.Districts
.concerning (a) service delivery systems for the handi-
capped in rural communities, and (b) issues regarding
the severely multiply handicapped. These conferences -

stimulated interaction among professionals, parents
and ldcal school board members, and facilitated the
improvement of existing,special education services in
several .local districts.

Objective IV To disseminate information about .

resources available for handicapped
children.

During phase I of the project, tea ,, adminis-
trators, parents and other individuals involved with
handicapped_children indicated the need for a compre-
hensive directory of resources concerning the health,
education and welfare of exceptional children. Con-
sequently, a Directory of Resources for Exceptional
Children and Youths in Wyoming was developed in
cooperation with the University of Wyoming and will
be distributed statewide in the fall of 1974: The
Directory will be updated every two years.

Informatio4 concerning the project activities was
disseminated through the Wyoming Educator (a monthly
publication of the Wyoming State Department of
Education), mass media and meetings with,community organ-
izations.

Objective V - Tsl follow-up the 1972-73 needs
assessment study of incidences of
handicapped children.

Using information obtained during the initial sur-
vey, a follow-up study was conducted.regarding the
adequacy of current educational services for severely
and multiply handicapped children. To date, this study
has indicated that at least 110 severely or multiply
handicapped children.are receiving inadequate or no
educational services. The Office of ExCeptional
Children will use this information to improve services
for these children including recommendations to the
WSDE for the creation of legislation that will facilitate
the development of adequate in-state services.
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infmnary

131-e3gct Outreach has had a great deal of impact on
educational-services for handicapped children in the
State of Wyoming. Both the quality and quantity of
educational services for handicapped children have been
improved. This ig evident by several ongoing or planned
events: (1) As a result ofthe Casper Demonstration
Project, the survey and followup data and consultation

ided by the RMRRC, changes are being proposed in the
....4ucation Code concerning the education of the handi-
capped. (2) The state will continue the Casper
demonstration class and plans to add another demonstration
classroom for multiply handicapped children. (3) Three
educational resource centers (ERCs), which merge human
and nonhuman resources for serving the handicapped,
were designed and implemented during 1973-74. Three
additional ERCs are planned for 1974-75. The centers
are funded by the State Foundation Program and LEA
resources. (4) Two hundred thirty-seven (237) teachers
attended inserviCe workshops to upgrade their knowledge
and' educational skills. The ERCs will continue to
offer this service at the local .level.

The objectives sought through.Project Outreach -
Wyoming were achieved, and in fact, exceeded. The project
has substantially assisted the state in developing an
in-state capability for serving multihandicapped
children. The immediate impact is that the capabilities
of many multihandicapped children are being identified
and develope0 that otherwise would have been further
delayed. Seldom has a short-term project had such
far-reaching effects on this state.

SupplementalcTT.IAL

The preceding comments were generated by the project
staff and reflect the view of the Outreach program from
within the state. The evaluator's comments are provided
in Chapter 6. The following comments reflect some
general observations by the RMRRC staff relating to the

operation of the Outreach program.

The Wyoming Outre Ch program was unique from an
administrative viewpoi t as it was the only one of the
RMRRC subcontracting fforts in Outreach that was not
directly subcontracte to the responsible agency. The

_,--RMRRC handled the monies to support the Wyoming staff
and support costs. The procedure circumvented some
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'problems in the Wyoming system, which had not handled a
subcontract of the Outreach type before, but it placed
the RMRRC in the position of day-to-day fiscal agent.
The RMRRC project officer had to learn the fiscal
procedures of the University and the Bureau to be able
to respond to problems that arose.

The incidence of processing problems was fairly
high as the process went through many people before
payment, both,in the Wyoming educational system and at
the university. The problems which arose had to be
resolved by joint efforts of the Wyoming resource
coordinator and the' RMRRC OutreachProject Director.
The outcome of this activity was that both individuals
spent considerable time in bookkeeping functions.
Based on the experience with the other Outreach efforts
in which subcontracts were used, it is concluded that
subcontracting of the Outreach process is the most effi-
cient method.

The Wyoming work demonstrated the importance of
planning and the need to initiate planning early in the
process. It was felt by the RMRRC staff that some of the
project delays were attributable to a need for increased
planning. In several of its component programs
extensive planning was undertaken and the results from

_these efforts exceeded expectations. The situation
,helped the state to determine that it must focus on
the.planning_process to maximize the use of its
resources. One outcome of this experience was the
development 'f a state plan and a greater integration of
supporting agencies into the overall special education
service process (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2

Cooperating Agencies

Listed below are the principal agencies with which Project
Outreach, coordinated activity thrusts:

Wyoming State Department of Education - Each of the three

divisions of /the Department provided a broad range of
services endompassing all aspects of the Project.

University of Georgia - Provided a wealth of technical
assistance concerning the demonstration project for
hearing impaired-mentally retarded children.

University of Wyoming - Assisted in planning and conduct-
ing several in-service education workshops and played a
major role in developing and publishing the Directory of

Resources for Exceptional Children and Youths in Wyoming.

Natrona County School District #1 and the Wyoming School
for the Deaf - Assisted in planning and implementing the
demonstration project for hearing impaired - ,mentally retard-

ed children.

University of Utah - Department of Special Education pro-
vided consultative services to the Lander workshops.

Parsons State Training School (Kansas) - Provided consul-
tative services during,the initial planning phases of the
demonstration project for hearing impaired-mentally retard-
ed children.

Laramie County Community College - Provided facilities and
audio-visual equipment for the Cheyenne workshops.

Jordan School District (Utah) - Provided consultants for the
workshops conducted in Cheyenne and Lander.

Northwest RegionalIMC and RRC - Contributed consultative
services in the planning of Project Outreach long range
multiplier activities. 1

\,1

Rocky Mountain Special Educational Instructional Materials
Center - Provided general consultation to the Project
Coordinator.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION REPORT ON THE
OUTREACH COMPONENT OF THE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER

by

David L. Lillie
University of North Carolina

This is the third-party evaluation report for the
1973-74 Outreach component of the Rocky Mountain Regional
Resource Center (RMRRC). The RMRRC has been funded for
four years by the Bureau for the Education of the Handi-
capped (BEH) of the U. S. Office of Education under the
Regional Resource Center program.

A major component of the'RMRRC has been to fund,
facilitate, and provide support for four statewide
projects in the states of the region: Idaho, Wyoming,
MOntana, and Utah. Each project was designed to

and to implement the development of a major
component of each state's educational services to

--=-41:andicapped children.

this evaluation situation, due to the breadth
of each 'state's workscope and geographical considerations,
'a staff interview method was employed.

The purpose of this interview was: (1) to determine
the extent of goal directiveness of the project, (2) to
determine the extent to which original, intent was met,
compromised, and/or changed, (3) to determine the
impact on each of the state educational services to handi-
capped children, (4) to determine the impact on State
Educational Agency (SEA) personnel in providing informa-
tion for state level decision-making, and (5) to provide
information that will facilitate decision-making for
similar activities and continuation activities.

This report is organized into the following sections:
purpose of evaluation, procedures, reports on Idaho,
Montana, Utah, and Wyoming, and summary and conclusions.

. ,
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Procedures

Several steps were taken to provide an evaluation of
the Outreach projects. They were: (1) review of the
legal contracts between each of the four states, and the
RMRRC, (2) development of a program-plan outline by the
state staff of each Outreach project, (3) review of all
interim reports, workshop reports, documents, and
products developed by the Outreach projects, and
(4) a structured individual interview with (a) the
staff of the Outreach projects, and (b) the State Director
of Special Education in each state. These interviews
took place on May 2 and", 1974. A copy of the inter-
view questions is attached to this report.

Final Evaluation Report

Idaho

\
\Background and Purpose

The Idaho Outreach Project's workscope was developed
at the same time that mandatory education for handicapladd
children in Idaho was implemented. It was apparent that
if mandatory legislation was implemented for handicapped
children, a data base had to be developed to determine
numbers and needs of children. Accordingly, the Idaho
SEA deemed it appropriate that the Idaho Outreach Project's
activities, funded by the 4MRRC, would be an opportunity
to establish this data base which would allow the state
to initiate a needs-assessment program for handicapped
children.

A contract was negotiated with the RMRRC and tha.SEA
in Idaho. This contract was modified to some extent
at the end of the first year and the beginning,of the
second year of the Outreach Project. These modifications
dealt with changes in the workscope that were implementa-
tive, rather than planning. This change was due to a
natural evolution from a planning workscope during the
first year to an implementation during the second year.
As can be seen in the program-plan outline for the
Idaho Outreach Project (Table 6.1), the total workscope
deals with one primary goal: To produce data and
information describing the needs of exceptional children
and the availability of services for the development of
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(A)

Table 6.1 Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Idaho

NEED: To adequately describe the educational needs of exceptional children in I

necessary optimal educational support system to meet these needs as neces

mandatory special education.

GOAL: To p oduce a report describing the needs of exceptional children and alt

the evelopment of an optimal educational support system for all excepti

in Idaho.

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EV

. To determine an incidence of

exceptional children within
school districts and com-
munities sele,;ted by a
stratification and randomi-

zation process.

*All objectives evaluated as

Of May 1, 1974.

1.1. Cross-section study of 1.1 Regional

exceptional childten in informa0

60 randomized schod4 the numbt

districts and commune of except
in Idahoties.

1.2. Sample study of speech

handicaps.

available
priate s
puter pr
written
incidence
with 'dal

data.

1.2. Data reg
of speed



rogram Plan .outline for Project Outreach - Idaho

adequately describe the educational needs of exceptional children in Idaho and the

icessary optimal educational support system to meet these needs as necessary under .

vadatory special education.

) produce a report describing the needs of exceptional children and alternatives for

le development of an optimal educational support system for all exceptional children

1 Idaho.

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EVALUATION*

etermine an incidence of
?tional children within
01 districts and com-
ties selezted by a
tification and randomi-

on process.

bjectives evaluated as

y 1, 1974.

g

1.1. Cross-section study of
exceptional children in

60 randomized school
districts and conouni-

ties.

1.2. Sample study of speech

handicaps.

1.1 Regional and statewide
information concerning
the numbers and kinds'

of exceptional children
in Idaho is currently
available. An appro-

priate statistical com-
puter program is being

written to correlate
incidence information
with Idaho demographic
data.

1.2. Data regarding numbers
of speech "handicapped

-*
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Table 6.1 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EV

67)

2. To describe the services pre-
sently available to excep-

1.3. "Out -of- School Excluded"
handicapped child search.

2.1., Review of literature and
other states' activities

childra
and inf
sently

1.3. This St
Find) I

May 1,
and of]

tion b3

chief i

cer. 1

dures
oped,

have b
traine

resour
mobi li
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in

locate
exc lud

chi ldr

All da
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continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

.

children is collected
and information is pre-
sent ly available.

1.3. "Out -of- School Excluded"
handicapped child search. 1.3. This Study (Idaho Child

Find) will be initiated
May'l, with a kick-off
and official proclama-
tion by the Governorapd
chief state school offi

cer. Forms and proce-

dures have been devel-
oped, field personnel
have been hired and
trained, and volunteer
resources have been
mobilized to carry out
the mass media, public
information campaign to
locate and identify
excluded handicapped

children.

escribe the services pre- 2.1. Review of literature and 2. All data information

ly available to excep- other states' activities collected pertinent to
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Table 6.1 continued

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

tional children in Idaho and

those needed to meet manda-

tory special education (Ven-

dor or Provider System).

t

concerning rural special
education program delivery.

2.2. Documentation of e avail-

ability of services or

exceptional children in
Idaho (showing gaps in ser-

- vice and possible overlaps).

2.3. Determine actual program
needs based upon incidence

study results.

2.4. To summarize information
concerning attitudes of
superintendents, t6achers,
principals, special educa-
tion directors and coordi-
nators, and university per-
sonnel toward the present
special education services

and possible future alter-

natives (Vendor Perceived
Needs Study).

object

able.
tion

analyz
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OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES
EVALUATION

al children in Idaho and

=e needed to meet manda-

special education (Ven-

or Provider System).

/

.

J.,

concerning rural special

education program delivery.

2.2. Documentation of the avail.-

ability of services for
exceptional children in
Idaho (showing gaps in ser-.

vice and possible overlaps).

2.3. Determine actual- program
needs based upon incidence

study results.

2.4. To summarize information

concerning attitudes. of
superintendents, teachers,
principals, special educa-

tion directors and coordi-

nators, and university per-
sonnel toward the present
special education services

and possible future alter-

natives (Vendor Perceived

Needs Study).

objective two is avail -

able. This informa-
tion is currently being
analyzed and summarized.

/1

.
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Table 6.1 continued

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

3.

4.

.

To determine the manpower
available and the adequacy
of potential training t
resources to-meet the man-
polker demands of mandatory
special education (Vendor
or Provider System).

,

To determine consumer
satisfaction with the
present service delivery
system for exceptional

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

4.1.

Questionnaire to university
training-programs concerning
the production a, d placement
of personnel serving excep-
tional children over the
last 5 years and the poten-
tial during the next 3 years.

From Idaho State Department
of Education certificate
records, determine in the.
last 5 years the number of
Idaho special education
teachers trained and placed,
and out-of-state teachers
trained and placed in special
programs.

Review of special education
manpower studies.

Consumer questionnaire con-
cerning the satisfaction of
existing services for excep-
tional children in Idaho.

3.

4.

Info
Idaho
speci

been
curre
mariz

Inform
ob.ject

collect

rently



OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

etermine the manpower
Liable and the adequacy
ootential training
ources to meet the-man,.7

r demands of mandatory
-Jai education (Vendor
rrovider System).

determine consumer
isfaction with the
ent service delivery
tem for exceptional

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

4.1.

Questionnaire to university
training programs concerning
the production a'd placement
of personnel serving-excep-
tional children over the
last 5 years and the poten-
tial during the next 3 ye rs

From Idaho State Department
of Education certificate
records, determine in the
last 5 years the number of
Idaho special education
teachers trained and placed,
and out-of-state teachers
trained and placed in specia
programs.

Review of special education
manpower studies.

Consumer questionnaire con-
cerning the satisfaction of
existing services for excep-
tional children in Idaho.
r

3.

4.

Information regarding
Idaho manpower needs in

-special education has
been collected and is
currently being sum-
marized.

Information pertinent to
objective four has been
collected and is cur-
rently being summarized.
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Table 6.1 continued .

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EVALUAT

------

5.

6.

children in Idaho and pos
sible satisfaction with

new alternatives.

To identify alternate
funding patterns compati-
ble with program alterna-

tives.

To identify legislative
considerations necessary
to implement various
training, programming, and

finance patterns.

5.1.

5.2.

.

6.1.

6.2.

Review of literature and
other states' activities
concerning special educa-

Lion finance patterns.

Special Education Cost/
Finance Study.

Review of literature and
other states' activities
concerning special edu-

cation.

Support of recessary
special education legis-
lation.

I

5.

'

6.

_ ..-

Activity 5.
The Specie
Finance St
been compl
districts.
analysis i
special ed
data will
for furthe
tical anal

Activity 6
Senate Bil
supported.
been passe.

are being
assure imp
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OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES - EVALUATION

ren in Idaho and pos-4

.

satisfaction with
iternatives.

entify alternate '5.1. Review of literature and 5. Activity 5.1. is completed.

ng patterns compati- other states' activities - The Special Education Cost/

0 program alterna- concerning special educa- Finance Study (5.2.) has

tion finance papterns. been completed in 19 school

districts. A preliminary

5.2. SpecialEducation Cost/ analysis is available. All

Finance Study. , special education finance
data will be key punched
for further computer statis-
tical analysis.,

entify legislative '6.1. Review of literature and 6. Activity 6.1. is completed.

derations necessary other states' activities Senate Bill 1362 (6.2) was

lement various concerning special edu- supported. This bill hasi

ing, programming, and

ce patterns: ' .

cation. been passed and strategies
are being carried out to

6.2. Support of necessary
special education legis-

lation.

assure implementation.
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Table 6.1 continued

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EVALUAf

7. To disseminate final infor-
mation to all interested
persons.

7.1.

_

7.2.

Mail report to Superin-
tendents, SRS Directors,

special education tea-
chers and special educe-
tion coordinators.

Make report available
to interested legisla-
tors through Legisla-
tive Council Special
Education Study Group
and to other groups
such as the State Board
of Education, Profes-
sional Standards Commit-
tee, Developmental Dis-
abilities Council, In-
ter-departmental Com-
mittee on Children and
Youth, League of Women
Voters, local superin-
tendents, special edu-

cation supervisors,
teachers, etc.

7. It is antic:

final info
the Idaho SI

Needs Assess
be disseminl
June, as so
Project Chi
porated.

.%



OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

seminate final infor-
to all interested

s.

7.1.

7.2.

Mail report to Superin-
tendents, SRS Directors,

special education tea-
cheers and special-educa-

tion coordinators,

Make report available
to interested legisla-
tors throubh Legisla-
tive Council Special
Education Study Group

and to othe'r groups
such as the State Board
of Education, Profes-
sional Standards.Commit-
tee, Developmental Dis-
abilities Council, In-
ter-departmental Com-
mittee on Children and
Youth, League of Women
Voters, local superin--
tendents, special edu-

cation supervisors,
teachers, etc.

7. It is anticipated that
final information concernin:
the Idaho Special Education
Needs Assessment Study will
be disseminated in May-
June, as soon as data from
Project Child can be incor-

porated. .
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optimal, educational support systems for all exceptional
children.

In reflecting on the two-year period, it is apparent
that, although the workscope was on target, the first year
workscope projected more activities than could be
accomplished during that time. Therefore, the second-year
workscope was a continuation of some aspects of the
first-year workscope that were uncompleted.

Staff

Supported from the Outreach Project funds, the staff
included one full-time coordinator, one full-time secretary
and five part-time coordinators who were to plan, organize
and execute the program workscope. Even though the
coordinator of the Outreach Project was paid full-time
from these funds, she was also seen as a key figure in
the SEA for the education of handicapped children.

I

The coordinator's background and training includes
a doctorate in education and experience as a teacher of
handicapped children and as a director of programs for
handicapped children. The part-time research specialists
were selected on the basis of three criteria: (1) back-
ground in special education, (2) background in research
activities, and (3) the ability to get along with people
appropriately.

In addition to coordinating the work responsibilities
in the special Outreach Project, the coordinator also
provided consultation to the SEA.

And, in addition to the paid staff, the project
utilized many volunteers throughout the state during
fiscal 1974. There was no staff turnover during the
project.

Procedures

The project procedures, in meeting the objectives in
the workscope, follow the activities as outlined in the
program plan.

Objective # 1 - The project staff initiated a study
last year of exceptional children in sixty districts.
This constituted a pilot study on which information forms
were developed for conducting the entire study. In addition,
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procedures were refined for a wider study. The stratified
random sample process was coordinated with the schodts
and was executed.

The next steps involved coding and analysis of data,
and the initiation of an out-of-school search. In
addition, a process was undertaken for finding all handi-
capped children who were not enrolled in school in Idaho.

Objective #2 - Again, the activities undertaken to
meet the objective were very similar to the program plan.
To facilitate the activities, there was a large contri-
bution from various service organizations in the state,
such as the Association for Retarded Children and the
League of Women'Voters.

The questionnaire reported in Objective #2 had a
good response with an 86 percent return. With the super-
intendent questionnaire, there was an 80 percent return.
These data have already been used for planning the next
process steps.

Objective #3 - This objective dealt with determining
the extent of available manpower to meet the needs of
handicapped children within Idaho and the adequacy of
potential training resources to meet these manpower needs.
Again, the program-plan outline presented the steps for
this objective. There were no additional steps nor
changes for this objective.

Objective #4 - This objective-dealt with the
satisfaction of the public in the state with services
for handicapped children. As indicated in the work
activities for this objective, a questionnaire was sent
out to all parents of the state's handicapped. There
was a 31 percent return on the questionnaire. In
addition, a questionnaire was given to students of
special education programs. There was a 42 percent
return of these questionnaires. The results of these
questionnaires will be available in the final data report.

Objective #5 - The steps taken to meet this objective
were the same as reported in the program outline. The
cost-study activity as reported was undertaken in 19
local school districts.

Objective #6 - Again, there were no procedural
changes from those outlined in the program plan.

Objective #7 - The activities to meet this objective
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were on time schedule, and although this schedule does
not permit the inclusion of these results at this date,
every indication is that it will be completed as scheduled.

Discussion of Procedures

The project staff had a difficult time responding to
the question: "Which project activities do you believe
are the most meaningful to the state ?" They agreed
that there were at least three very meaningful activities.
One, the cost study; it appears that the cost analysis
study will be of great value to the education agency as
it plans future legislation and services. The second
response to that question dealt with arriving at a better
understanding of organizational situations in terms of
how services are organized and delivered to handicapped
children in the state. The third response dealt with
the eagerness displayed by teachers, superintendents and
others, to be involved in a meaningful way within the
project.

It was difficult for the staff to respond to the
question: "Which activities were least meaningful?"
No activity emerged as such. There was general agreement
that the procedures were effective and that no major
changes would be made if the project were conducted again.
There was some discussion on the appropriateness of
timing of the out-of-school survey. Rather than tacking
that on after other surveys were initiated, there
was some feeling that the out-of-school survey should-
have been initiated at the same time as the other surveys.

Results

The staff members are convinced that the Outreach
project efforts have had a great deal of influence on
the development of services to exceptional children in
the State of Idaho. The State Director of Special
Education indicated that the Outreach activities and the
identification of handicapped children and their needs
have had tremendous influence on other activities within
the SEA.

The project activities have given both visibility
and credibility to special education efforts at the state
agency level. Relationships with other state agencies
have improved as a result of this effort. When asked
"what would you have liked to accomplish that you did not
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accomplish?" the potential for a follow-up study was
cited. The question; "What happens to children after
they leave the school programs?" is an important one
which the staff would like %o follow-up. In addition,
it was felt that more dissemination capabilities were
needed to disseminate the results of the activities.
It is too early to tell what the total impact of this
study will 'be on the implementation of the state plan
that is developed as a result'of the Outreach project's
efforts.

Final Evaluation Report

Montana

Background and Purpose

In Montana's original contract with the RMRRC,
the overall purpose of the project was specified as
follows: The identification by location and category
of all school-aged, handicapped children in the state,
and the initiation of the identification of available
resources in Montana to serve these children. In addition,
the overall purpose was to assist Montana in continuing
to develop a regional service pattern which provides for
state regional coordinators to superviie,and coordinate
area resources for handicapped children.

The evaluation interview involved the staff of the
Outreach Project in Montana and the staff of the State
Education Agency in Special Education. The main purpose
of the Outreach effort verbalized during the interview
was, the development and implementation of a regional
communicational system in special education and the testing
of the effectiveness of this plan. I't was indicated that
additional objectives and goals were added to the Outreach
workscope that were not reflected in the original contract.
The final program plan, as presented in Table 6.2, out-
lined the five main goals and the objectives and activities
that were planned to reach these goals. It was believed
by the SEA.staff and the Outreach staff in Montana that
the original objectives were realistic but that the amount
of work that could be accomplished was over-estimated
initially.
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Table 6.2 Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Montana

TARGET: OSPI, LEA, RMRRC, and Regional Council.

GOAL: To implement, monitor and coordinate a communications system effective

hensive planning in Montana. .

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

1. To construct a model
acceptable by OSPI and Pro-

ject Outreach Coordinator

2. To modify and simplify mo-
del to a degree acceptable
to OSPI and Outreach Coor-
dinator.

3. To modify model to include
personnel by name and re-
lationship.

4. To in-service regional
coordinators on specifics
of model.

5. To in-service regional
resource (RRC, LRC) per-
sonnel on specifics of
model.

* All objectives evaluated as
of May 1, 1974.

In-service training through
RMRRC (Carol Blankenship)

Communication with RMRRC
(Vance Engleman) and ex-
change of model

Not initiated

Not initiated

Not initiated

Rough Model

Simplified an
acceptable to
Outreach Coor

,



Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Montana

OSPI, LEA, RMRRC, and Regional Council.

o implement, monitor and coordinate a communications system effective for state compre-

ensive planning in Montana. .

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION*

construct a model
eptableby OSPI and Pro-

t Outreach Coordinator

modify and simplify mo-
to a degree acceptable

OSPI and Outreach Coor-

ator.

modify model to include
sonnel by name and re-

ionship.

in- .service regional

rdinators on specifics
model.

.

in-service regional
source (RRC, LRC) per-
nel on specifics of
el.

ectives evaluated, as

1, 1974.

In-service training through
RMRRC (Carol Blankenship)

Communication with RMRRC
(Vance Engleman) and ex-
change of model

Not initiated

Not initiated

Not initiated

Rough Model constructed

Simplified and modified -
acceptable to OSPI and
Outreach Coordinator.

,
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Table 6.2 continied

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

6. To establish evaluation sys-
tem of communication model.

Not initiated

GOAL II: Develop a Resource Model for the State of Montana.

1. To develop and test a resource
model for the State of Mon-
tana

2. Modify model on second evalu-
ation

3. Develop total package

Develop package to field test
(Field test model)

Modify model based on field
recommendations

First draft modified and re-
drafted

Not initiated

Not initiated

First 2/3
completed

No formal
informal
collected

/

Informal

.

GOAL III: Coordinate Regional activities as designated by OSPI.



.2 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

establish evaluation sys-

of 'communication model.
/

Not initiated

Develop a Resource Model for the State of Montana.

develop and test a resource
el for the State of Mon-
na

ify model on second evalu-

ion

velop total package

Develop package to field test
(Field test model)

Modify model based on field

recommendations

First draft modified and re-

drafted

Not initiated

Not initiated."

First 2/3 of package

completed.

No formal evaluation
informal evaluation;
collected.

Informal evaluation

Coordinate Regional activities as designated by OSFI.



Table 6.2 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EV

1. To estcblish Regional
Councils to represent
regions in the state.

2. To have councils decide
on activities of Re-
gions they represent.

OSPI directive with state' su-
pervision support and coorli-

nator assistance.

Presentation by Larry Holm-
quist;Job description by
OBPI.

Council sessions coordinated
by regional coordinators.

5 councils rep

Councils actin
on jobs, feder.

Regional Plan,
traineeship', e

GOAL IV: To identify all children with exceptional conditions in Montana.

I. To disseminate and
collect a tool that
will screen children
and youth.

2. To screen all children
and youth through an-
cillary agencies.

3. To disseminate of
form.

Statewide workshop on scre:Ining

Modified screening form

Not initiate

Computer e,.aluation of returns

Attendance by
Sthools in Re

Acceptable by 1
coordinators.

Not computed



6.2 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES
EVALUATION

establish Regional
uncils to represent
igions in the state.

t have councils decide
activities of Re-

ons they represent.

051)1 directive with state su-

perVision support and coorii-

natoi\assistance.

Presenttion by Larry Holm-
quist;JOb description by

08PI.

Council sessions coordinated
by regional coordinators.

5 councils represented

Councils actively deciding
on jobs, federal funds,

Regional Plan, evaluation
traineeship, etc.

To identify all children with exceptional conditions in Montana.

) disseminate and
)11ect a tool that
ill screen children
id you th.

) screen all children
W youth through an-
p.lary agencies.

disseminate of
rm.

1

Statewide workshop on screning

Modified screening form

Not initiate

Computer evaluation of returns

Attendance by 85% of Public!

Schools in Region IV

\

Acceptable by OSPI and

coordinators.

Not computed to date

1 AN
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Table 6.2 continued

GOAL V: To provide service to sparsely populated areas.

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

1. To develop a Regional Budget
to provide service for the
exceptional children and
youth.

.,,

, -

Establish Executive Committee

Assess the needs in the region

Develop a scatter plot of need

Predict personnel needs from
incidence figures

Indicate specific needs and
relative cost of program

Submit budget to Executivt.
Committee

Modify budget by Executive
Committee

Propose final budget to Re-

gional council

Propose final budget to OSPI

Completed
(Appointe

Completed

Completed

Complete

Complete
sal roug

Complete
sal for

Final d

Final d

Final d



continued

o provide service to sparsely populated areas.

OBJECTI'T. ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

evelop a Regional BUdget
rovide service for the
tiOnal children and
h. 4

Establish Executive Committee

Assess the needs in the region

Develop a scatter plot of need

Predict personnel , 's from

incidence figures

Indicate specific needs and
relative cost of program

Submit budget to Executive

Committee

Modify:budget by Executive

Committed

Propose final budget to Re-

gional council

Propose final budget to OSPI

Completed .

(Appointe by council)

Completed ( urvey)

Completed (Regional chart)

Complete (breakdown)

Complete (Budget propo-
sal rough draft)

Complete (Budget propo-
sal for modification)

Final draft accepted

Final draft accepted

Final draft accepted



Staff

The RMRRC Outreach funds supported two full time

people: the project coordinator and one regional

coordinator. The project coordinator's responsibility

was to coordinate the workscope of the Outreach project

and to maintain relationships and communication between

the SEA and the RMRRC. The regional coordinator, suppoited

by RMRRC funds, was responsible for developing, planning,

and coordinating services for handicapped children within

a specific region of the state. In addition, one full-

time secretary was supported.

Additional staff, not funded from the project, were

also used to implement the activities needed to reach the

Outreach objectives. These consisted of area resource
teachers who were supported out of Title VI-B funds in

the state. There was some staff change during the two

years. A new person was added during the year and the

strategen of the first year was not supported the second

year. The two project staff members supported through

the Montana Outreach efforts had classroom experience in

working with handicapped children and held master degrees

in special education.

Procedures

As can be seen in the program-plan outline, the

objectives and activities sometimes were not as specific

as necessary for a clear picture of the project workscope.

In the third-party interview, a discussion of each objective

was pursued:

Objective #1 - The RMRRC assisted the Montana Outreach

project in developing an inservice training model to meet

this objective.

Objective #2 - This activity was undertaken and a

staff member of the RMRRC assisted the Montana Outreach

project in evaluating and critiquing the model.

The remaining objectives under goal #1, objectives

3, 4, and 5, were not initiated by the project.

The project staff and state supe-visor of special
education were asked about the presence of the model

and its effectiveness. The state supervisor indicated
satisfaction with the inservice training model, and the

state regional coordinators approved the model for inservice
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training. One result of this model was that a previously
established position in the same education agency was
eliminated because it was agreed upon that the implementation
of this model of inservice training does not include or
need that position. Although the model was /not defined
or articulated during the interview, the S A staff left
no doubt as to its usefulness. It was so agreed upon
by the staff members at the interview t t the model
has enabled better Utilization of aval ble resource
people such as those from the RMRRC. t is quite evident
that the model does exist, although ii is not quite clear
what is meant by a model and its extensiveness.

Goal 2, Objective #1: This objective dealt with the
development of a training packet to provide field training
for regular elemenary classroom teachers in Montana. To'
meet this objective, several activities were conducted.
First, the project coordinator and other staff members
worked with the teachercoreand faculty at the Eastern
Montana College of Education (EMC) to develop the initial
format and outline of the training packet. This resulted
in an overaP packet that had several components. At the
time of the interview, two-thirds of these components were
actually completed. The teacher core at the EMC utilized
the package and have provided feedback on the package
which resulted in modifications. These training packages
are available at the SEA.

Goal 2, Objectives #2 and #3: In looking at the
program plan outline, it was clear that these-objectives
were actually activity steps that continue the activities
of Objective #1 under Goal 2.. The staff reported that
there was not enough time to complete these activities.

Goal 3, Objective #1: This goal and objective dealt
with the coordination of activities across regions by
the SEA and the establishment of regional councils. A
series of regional meetings were conducted in each region
in the state. These meetings developed the regional
councils and resulted in the election of representatives
from the superintendents to each regional council. The
councils met in each legion and decided on activities
for coordination and expenditures of federal funds.

The objectives and activities outlined under Goal 3
were interchangeable but thee was evidence, as a result
of the interview, that striaas have been made to meet
this objective.



Goal 4, Objective #1: This goal dealt specifically

with identification of children needing special education
services in Montana. The first objective dealt with
development of procedures and "tools" for screening and
identification of children. The steps taken were:
(1) modification of existing procedures, (2) review of

these procedures through assistance of the RMRRC and
technical assistance from outside consultants, (3)
dissemination of the resultant modified procedures to
the regional coordinators, (4) the planning and con-
ducting of workshops in each of the regions by the
regional coordinators with the purpose of acquainting
those people in those regions with the procedures,
(5) use of the procedures by the classroom teachers in
screening children suspected of having, handicapped

conditions.

Goal 4, Objective #2: This goal dealt with the

use of other agencies in assisting in the screening of

young children. The screening procedures were modified

by vocational rehabilitation staff. Initiation of
screening by other agencies did not occur.

Goal 5, Objective #1: This objective dealt with the

need for each regional council to develop a budget which
would enable services to flow to the exceptional children
and youth in their regions. The staff members of the
Outreach Project indicated that each council did indeed
develop budgets through the executive committees,. and the
councils initiated a needs assessment by contacting all

regional superintend#nts. The other steps for this
objective were compl4ted. <

Discussion of ens

It was apparent from` -this interview that a great deal

of activity was undertaken as a result of the Outreach

Project in Montana. However, it was also clear that as
the program plan is reviewed along with the report from the
staff members on what actually happened, sometimes the=
activities were not as systematic as possible. There

were additional activities that were not reported in the
program plan. These were the development and execution,

of workshops for severely handicapped children within
Montana and a series of work activities with the
regional councils and superintendents on needed legis-
lation or services for handicapped children. In response

to the question, "Which activities were most meaningful
in your opinion?", the staff members agreed that the
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initiation_and development of a field-related, regional
system, and the system of back-up support for that
system was the most important activity. In addition,
it was felt that the overall activities of the Outreach
Project provided for consistent and strong support for
the staff members and for ongoing activities within
the SEA. The least meaningful activity was that of in-
volving the overall steering committee for the project.
This activity just did not develop the way it was thought
that it would develop.

It was felt that if the project were initiated now
and the staff had the opportunity to do it again, that
the RMRRC should insist that Montana meet its contract
requirements. If this had occurred, the staff members
would have gained more support from higher-ups in the
organization and would have been able to meet the work-
scope. It was also felt that more initial interaction
and communication with the RMRRC would have been useful in
helping the state to support the Outreach Project in the.
initial planning and implementation of the program. It
was also felt that they could have better utilized the
RMRRC resources if they had had more opportunity.

Results

This interview indicates that the project had some
difficulty in generating and executing the workscope
and that some objectives were not met. However, there
was unanimous agreement that the presence of the Outreach
Project has had a definite impact on Montana and.its
program services to handicapped children. The needs-
assessment activities, in terms of identification of
handicapped children and their needs for educational
services, wou14 not have been initiated or accomplished
in the state without the Outreach Project. This step
will be-a very positive one for future state level
programming.

The present organizational structure of regional
coordinators has developed from Outreach program activities.
In this sense, the impact has been very visible. When
asked if the staff has any indication or evidence that
the local education agencies were satisfied with project
results, the State Supervisor of Special Education pointed
out that since the initiation of the Outreach Project,
area resource teachers have grown from 5 to 26. He
believes that this growth has been fostered by the Outreach
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activities.

The feedback, from the state special education program
staff is very positive, and they believe the Outreach
Project impact is synonymous with the gains for providing
services. They indicate there is more cooperation from
personnel in school systems where there was no cooper -
aion before Outreach.

:During a state of flux at the SEA level, the Outreach
staff positions were the only stable personnel slots at
the'SEA level in special education for a crucial period.
It was pointed out by the staff members that as a result
of the Outreach Project efforts the SEA staff now know
how to utilize support systems better as they enter into
relationshiops with new or additional support systems.

Final Evaluation Report

Utah

In reviewing the initial contract between Utah and
the RMRRC, the general goal of the project was to assist
the SEA in assuring that all handicapped children in Utah
would be appropriately served by 1980.

During the initial stages of the Utah Outreach Project,
part of the staff activity dealt with narrowing the scope
of the project's goals. During the interview, the staff
and the State Director of Special Education indicated that
the original workscope in the contract was overstated.
At the beginning of this final year the workscope was
refined and narrowed to the goals and objectives of the
program-plan outline (Table 6.3).

As a-result of these refinements, Project ACCESS
emerged as the central activity theme for the Outreach
program. The main purposes of Project ACCESS were:
1) Identification of handicapped children in a system-
atic manner; 2) needs Assessments of the capabilities of
state school districts to provide services to identified
children, and; 3) evaluation of the access model by
sampling and taking a specific look at the process in a
designated district.

After the initial stages of narrowing the workscope,
the project staff believed that the program plan developed
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Table 6.3 Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Utah

GOAL: Develop, refine and
assist LEA's in the
for handicapped children

- ..,. J, 4 4as

extend the technical assistance capacity of the U
evaluation, development, and monitoring of resoul

who will be most appropriately served in tha
A

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUA1

1. Assist Davis School
District (Utah's
second largest dis-
trict) in the evalua-
tion of the effective-
ness of their model
for delivery of ser-
vices to handicapped
children which was
an outgrowth of the

1

Third Party Evalua-
tion (needs assess-
ment)of the FY'73
Outreach Pilot Study
in that district.

-

*All objectives evaluated
as of May 1, 1974.

1.1.

1.2.

Sample by questionnaire all
regular, special education
teachers, and support per-
sonnel in Davis District
as to their perceptions
of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the resource
support system now operating
in the district.

Sample by questionnaire and
strt'ctured interview the

resource team members in
each elementary school in
Davis District with an
operating resource program
as to their perceptions of
the effectiveness of their
program this year.

1.1.1

1.2.1

.....,

All di

and4
suit*
to meE

jecti

mitte
Reston

who :4
cumek
by wri
to the'

gathei



.3 Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Utah

Develop, refine and kxtend the technical assistance capacity of the Utah SEA to

assist LEA's in the evaluation, development, and monitoring of resource programs

for handicapped children who will be most appropriately served in the regular

kasmoom with sunoort service.

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION*

-1%

sist Davis School
istrict (Utah's
econd largest dis-
rict) in the evalua-
ion of the effective-
ess of their model
or delivery of ser-
ces to handicapped

hildren' which was

n outgrowth of the
hird Party Evalua-
ion (needs assess-
nOof the FY'73
treach Pilot Study

n that district.

jectives evaluated
May 1, 1974.

1. 1. Sample by questionnaire all
regular, special education
teachers, and support per-

sonnel in Davis District

as to their perceptions
of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the resource
support system now operating
in the district.

1.2. Sample by questionnaire and
structured interview the
resource team members in
each elementary school in
Davis District with an
operating resource program

as to their perceptions of

the effectiveness of their
program this year.

1.1.1 All data gathering
and report by con-
sultants employed
to meet this ob-
jective will be sub-

mitted to the State
Resource consultant
who will in turn do-
cument such tindings
by written report
to the RNRRC.

1.2.1 Same as above data
gathering is in pro-
cess but not yet
completed.



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUA

1.3. Use a semantic differen-
tial to compare evalua-
tive attitudes measured
n the above question-
naires with baseline data
co lected last August.

1.4. Cond ct a mini Third
Party Evaluation on the
four c.ntrol schools in
Davis District which
did not 'ave resource
prograits ,laSt year but

implemented them this
year as was recommended
in the pilot study and
then compare the results.

1.3. Determine what recom-
mendations from FY,73
needs assessment were
implemented this year
and which were not.

1.3.1 Same as
gatherin
cess but
p lete.

1.4.1 Same as
tion is

is not

1.5.1 Same as
is not



continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

1.3. Use a semantic differen-
tial to compare evalua-
tive attitudes measured
on the above question-
naires with baseline data
collected last August.

1.4. Conduct a mini Third
Party Evaluation on the
four control schools in
Davis District which
did not have resource
programs last year but
implemented them this
year as was recommended
in the pilot study and
then compare the results.

1.3. Determine what 'recom-
mendations from FY'73
needs assessment were
implemented this year

and which were not.

1.3.1 Same as above data
gathering is in pro-
cess but not yet com-
plete.

1.4.1 Same as above evalua4 _

tion is in process but
is not yet completed.

1.5.1 Same as above analysis
is not yet complete.



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE

2. Field test the procesd
model of the Third Party
Evaluation (needs assess
ment) of a district's
delivery of services to
all handicapped children
(developed for Davis Dis
trict in FY'73) to deter
mine its usability and
effectiveness in rural
districts.

ACTIVITIES EVAWA

2.1. Field test the process
model by conducting Third
Party, Evaluations in four
rural districts (South
Sanpete, North Sanpete,
Juab,:and Wasatch) of
their delivery of setviceE
to handicapped children
in order to provide these
districts with a data-
base on which future plan-
ning for improved delivery
of special education ser-
vices and improved re-
source programs may be
built.

2.1.1 Three of
crepe dis
are compl
been diss
fourth is
Complete
and analy
evaluatio
mendation
tained thl

reports 4
able for

2.1.2 Superint
above dis
form the 1

sultant b
to their
the value!

Party Eve
effective
usability!

planning,
ti on.



continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

d test the process 2.1. Field test the process 2.1.1 Three of the four dis-

1 of the Third Party model by conducting Third crete district reports

uation (needs assess- Part, Evaluations in four are complete and have

) of a district's rural districts (South been disseminated. The

very of services to Sanpete, North Sanpete, fourth is in process.

handicapped children Juab, and Wasatch) of Complete documentation

eloped for DaVis Dis- their delivery of se ?vices and anal:rsis of the

t in FY'73) to deter- to handicapped children evaluations with recom-

its usability and in order to provide these mendations are con-

ctiveness in rural districts with a data- tained therein. These

ricts. base on which future plan- reports will be avail-

nine for improved delivery
of special education ser-

able for perusal.

vices and improved re- 2.1.2 Superintendents of the

source programs may be above district will in-

built. form the Resource Con-
sultant by letter as

to their assessment of

the value of the Third
Party Evaluation, its
effectiveness, and
usability for program
planning and modifica-
tion.



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUA

2.2. Modify evaluation in-
struments and procedures
to maximize their effec-
tiveness in each dis- .

trict so that the needs
assessment will meet the
needs of each district
on a customized basis.

2.3. Through the continuing
activities of Project
Identification, identify,.,

diagnose, and prescribe
remediation strategies
for all children refer-
red as suspected handi-
capped but not yet re-
ceiving services in each
district which has re,
ceived the Third Party
Evaluation. This pro-
cedure will then give
the districts vital in-
formation as to the needs

2.1.1 This ac
going.

mentati
contain
process

109

2.3.1 Identif
diagnos
are co4
but Davi

A :total;

chi ldrel

ed. Ind

write -ui

forwarcP

2.3.2 Summari4
nostic
p lacemei

tions al

and wiL
for en



continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATI(.1

2.2. Modify evaluation in-
struments and procedures
to maximize their effec-
tiveriess'in each dis- .

trict so that the needs
assessment will meet the
needs of each district
on a customized basis.

2.3. Lhrough-tlie continuing
activities of Project
Identification, identify
diagnose, and prescribe
remediation strategies
for all children refer-
red as suspected handi-
capped but not yet re-
ceiving services in each
district which has re4
ceived the Third Party
Evaluation. This pro-
cedure will then give
the districts vital in-

.

formation as to the needs

2.1.1 This activity is on-
going. Final instru-
mentation will be
contained in the final
process model.

2.3.1 Identification and
diagnostic activities
are complete in all
but Davis District.
A total of 1,E31
children will be test-
ed. Individual case
write-ups have been
forwarded to districts.

2.3.2 Summaries of the diag-
nostic findings and
placement recommenda-
tions are complete
and will be available
for 2rusal.



fable 5:3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUA

A. a re;.1t of : a..d 2

a'-oie, de.ecp a final
?rc.ce5s qxdel for the
assessment of an LEA's
delivery of services to
all handicapped children
for use state-wide when
such an evaluation is
requested.

3.1.

of their unsevied children
as well as a measure of
their effectiveness in
serving tl-ose cildrea
already i,pr..5rams. Pro-
ject Ide ticica'A..).7 acti-

-itie were nct funded b''
Outreach, but were prc-
vided to this '-ear's Out-
reach pilot districts -
Davis, South Sanpete, Juab,
ac,d Wasate.

Members of the needs-assess.
ment team will finalize
.a orocess mcdel for tie
third part', evaluatio,
which is transnortable and
can be ..molied with uni-
formit state-wide, and
will reflect changes and
modifications in procedure

and/or instrumentation
necessary in urban versus
rural districts.

3.1.1

,

The finl

vity is
final, i*

will be
the Sta
Consul
warded '

to the
date is



continued

OBJECTIVE , ACTIVITIES
---

...

EVALUATION

of their unserved children
, as well as a. measure of

their effectiveness in
serving those c:ildren
already i, pr,;rams. Pro-

ject Ide '.i'icatic.- acti-
-itie:- ere -:t-.. Funded.b-

Outreach, but were pro-
vided to this -ear's Out-
reach pilot districts -
Davis, South San.;->ete, Juab,

acx1 Wasatc .

re3.1t of 1 a.d 2 3.1. Members of the needs-assess 3.1.1 The finalization acci-

, de;C:cli a final went team will finalize vity is on-going. Tne

ss mndell for the .a process mNiel for the final process model

sment of an LEA's
err of services to

third part- evaluatio,
which is transportable and

will be submitted tc
the State Resource

andicapped children can be applied with uni- Consultant and for-

se state-wide when formity state-wide, and warded in written f,-..rn

an evaluation is will reflect changes and to the RMRRC (target

-sted. modifications in procedure date is by June 30t..).

and/or instrumentation
necessary in urban versus

rural districts.-,

.

t



Gable b.3 continued'

GOAL II: Assist in training elementary school pri^,Apals for the leadership ro

assume its order to appropriately serve handicapped youftsters and tb

team lea4er in staffing such children.

OZJZCTIVE

.

ACTIVITIES E7AL1.

1. Assist in conducting, fund-
ing and eval,tating two in-
service training models
designed to specifically
increase tne skills and
competencies of elementary
scoci. principals to be-
come educational decision
makers in serving Nandi-
capped children.

1.1. In-service train all ele-
mentary school principals
in Jordan District (Utah's
fourth largest district)
accordi-' to t'e I-str-c-
tirnal Leadership Insti-
tute developed 1), LarrY a

Marrs (University of 1

Texas). Outreach par-
tially funded this work-

shop.

1.2. In-service i2 select-

ed elementary sC7,00l -rinci

.

1.1.1 AIL t'r

are cc

das).

1.1.2 An int:

of the
been p
Marrs
availa

1.1.3 Assess
effect
traini
percei
trict
ti on c.

pupil .

for in
been r

1.2.1 Superi
slbjec

.

.



continued

Assist in training elementary
assume in order to appropriately

to m le-der'in staffi

school pri-,:ipals for the leadership roles they must

serve handicapped youmgsters and to function as a

such children.

OZ.L.:CTIVE ACTIVITIES E7All'AfION

t in conducting, fund- 1.1. In-service train all ele- 1.1.1 All trainir:3, activities

Ind eval'Iating two in- mentary school principals are cor7Leted (11 f'11.1

de training models in Jordan District (Utah's das).

pled to specifically fourth Largest district) ,...

Lase the ski its and accordi-- to t'e 1:,str c- 1.1.2 An interim evaluation

ttencies of elementary t-iPnal Leadership Insti- of the workshop has

1 principals to be- tute developed b- Larry been provided by Larry

educational decision Marrs (University of Marrs and will be

rs in serving handi-
Id children.

Texas). Outreach par-
tiallv funded this work-

available for perisal.

shop.
1.1.3 Assessment of the

effectiveness of the
training program as
perceived b,, the dis-

trict special educa-
tion coordinator and
pupil personnel direc-
tor in letter form has
been requested.

1.2. In-service train 12 select- 1.2.1

ed elementary selool -,rinci-I

Superintendents of the
sibject districts have



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUA

pals from district along
the Wasatch Front accord-
ing to the Project Cata-
lyst Model, who will in
turn be trained as facili-
tators to implement this
training model in their

own districts.

been c
proved

1.2.2. The pr
been s
formed
and me
rently
A work
sortiu
San Fr
schedu
June.

COAL III: As time and Outreach funds permit, provide technical assistance to otl

agencies, LEAs and cooperative service agencies regarding improved se

handicapped, resource systems, program planning and development, and

training.,

Conceptualize and articu.?

late a plan for systematic
follow-up to the needs
assessment which would

1.1. Involve district's current-
ly participating in the
third party evaluation in
the expanded committment
required participation

1.1.1 All dist
the need,

are now
committO
The tang



OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

pals from district along
the Wasatch Front accord-
ing to the Project Cata-
lyst Model, who will in
turn be trained as facili-
tators to implement this
training model in their

own districts.

been contacted and ap-
proved the project.

1.2.2. The principals have
been selected, have
formed a consortium
and meetings are cur-
rently in progress.
A workshop for con-
sortium members in
San Francisco is
scheduled in late

June.

As time and Outreach
agencies, LEAs and cooperative
'handicapped, resource
training.

funds permit, provide technical assistance to other State

service agencies regarding improved services tc

systems, program planning and development, and in-service

tualize and articu-
a plan for systematic
w-up to tha needs
sment which would

1.1. Involve district's current-
ly participating in the
third party evaluation in
the expanded committment
required participation

1.1.1 All districts which had
the needs assessment
are now involved in and

committed to ACCESS.
The tangible result

IIMIMIL



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVAU1

assist districts in imple-
menting the findings from
the needs assessment in a
meaningful and construc-
tive way which would gua-
rantee both co3tinuity and
quality in programming for
their handicapped children
as well as expanding or
initiating new programs
where needed. As a result
of the above, the ACCESS
model was formulated (a
conceptual model of ACC
is included in Chapter

by participation in
ACCESS.

this ye:

ket dia
done th
Identifi

1.2. Urge the cooperation of 1.2.1 Activit

districts slated for third complet

party evaluations next year
to participate in ACCESS.

1.3 Seek apprqval from the
State Superintendent to
adopt the ACCESS model as
a state plan for special
education.

Seek alternate funding
sources to continue the
ACCESS project on a con-
tinuing basis.

1.3.1 ACCESS
this ye
yet bee
cepted
state p

1.4.1 A propol
State Sul

discretil

for thil
been SO
final ca
been maci,

1 !



OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

R

t districts in imple- by participation in this year was the blan-

ng the findings from
,eeds assessment in a
ngful and construc-
way which would gua-
e both coitinuity and 1.2.

ACCESS.

,

Urge the cooperation of 1.2.1

ket diagnostic testing
done through Project
Identification.

Activity is not yet

,ty in programming for
handicapped children

ill as expanding or

districts slated for third
party evaluations next year
to participate in ACCESS.

completed.

,ating new programs

: needed. As a result 1.3 Seek approval from the 1.3.1 ACCESS was approved for

le above, the ACCESS State Superintendent to this year. It has not

. was formulated (a adopt the ACCESS model as yet been officialy ac-

tptual model of ACCESS a state plan for special cepted and adopted as a

icluded in Chapter 4.) education. state plan.

11.4 Seek alternate funding
sources to continue the
ACCESS project on a con-
tinuing basis.

1.4.1 A proposal to use the
State Superintendent's
discretionary monies i

or this purpose has
been submitted. No
final committment has
been made.
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Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE

2. Assist other community
agencies in developing
resources to meet the
needs of handicapped
children. Prerequisite
to such an objective is a
much greater degree of
cooperation between educa-
tion and social service
agencies. Therefore,

Utah's Project Outreach
has attempted to foster a
series of cooperative
undertaking.

3. Provide in-service train-
ing for selected teachers
and SEA professional staff
to increase their compe-
tencies in communication

ACTIVITIES EVALU

2.1 A series of five workshops
involving educators from
Salt Lake, Granite, Murray,
Jordan, and Tooele Dis-
tricts with representatives
from supporting social ser-
vices agencies operating
in these districts were
planned. The goal of these
workshops was to meet in
task forces and identify
problem areas which tend
to block or make difficult
interagency referral and
cooperation, and to deli-
neate possible improved
ways their efforts can be
reported and/or evaluated.

3.(1 In-service workshop for
professional personnel
within the USBE Division
of Instructional Support
Services in advanced tech-

2.1.1 Four of
have be

2.2.1 Each to
working
referra
methods
ties wi
pleted
the FY'

3.1.1 Workshop
Anders
March 1
staff

0 I



6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

list other community
Moles in developing
lources to meet the
Ois of handicapped
,ldren. Prerequisite
such an objective is a
al greater degree of
mperation between educa-

)n and social service
tncies. Therefore,
Ch's Project Outreach
attempted to foster a

vies of cooperative
lertaking.

Ovide in-service train-
g for selected teachers
1 SEA professional staff
increase their compe-
moles in communication

2.1

3.1

A series of five workshops
involving educators from

Salt Lake, Granite, Murray,
Jordan, and Tooele Dis-
tricts with representatives
from supporting social ser-
vices agencies operating
in these districts were
planned. The goal of these
workshops was to meet in

task forces and identify
problem areas which tend
to block or make difficult
interagency referral and
cooperation, and to deli-
neate possible improved
ways their efforts can be

reported and/or evaluated.

In-service workshop for

professional personnel
within the USBE Division
of InstrUctional Support
Services in advanced tech-

2.1.1

2.2.1

3.1.1

Four of five workshops
have been completed.

Each task force is
working on improved
referral and evaluation
methodS. These activi-
ties will not be cam-
pleted by the end of

1the FY 74.

Workshop with John
Anderson took place
March 15-16. Nine
staff members attended.

.1 C^



Table 6.3 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

with other administrators
and teachers in LEA's
and allied programs for
the handicapped.

ques of transactional analy-
sis and reflective listen-
ing.

3.2 In-service workshop for 80-
90 elementary teachers from
Davis District in devel.opin

improved communication
skills with parents and
children through the use of
effective counseling tech-

niques.

3.3 In- service workshop for 33
teachers and administrators
in Washington School Di.J-
trict on effective beha-
vior management teciLisques
to improve delivery of ser-
vices to emotionally handi-
capped children being served

3.2.1 Activit
W.orksbo
p lace b

May 15t

3.2.2 Documen
ber of
activit
will bet
the Stal
sultant

3.3.1 Workshoi
place Al

3.3.2 Success
will be
evaluatl
attitud4

shop col



continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

other administrators
eachers in LEA's
'lied programs for

ques of transactional analy-

sis and reflective listen-

ing.

andicapped.
3.2 In-service workshop for 80- 3.2.1 Activity ongoing.

90 elementary teachers from
Davis District in developing
improved communication
skills with parents and

Workshop will take
place between April 17
May 15th.

children through the use of
effective counseling tech-

niques.

3.2.2 Documentation of num-
ber of participants,
activities completed
will be forwarded to
the State Resource Con -

su ltant.

3.3 In-service workshop for 33
teachers and administrators
in Washington School Dis-

3.3.1 Workshop will take
place April 26-27.

trict on effective beha-
vior management techniques

3.3.2 Success of workshop
will be determined by

to improve delivery of ser-
vices to emotionally handi-
capped children being served

evaluation of teacher
attitudes by the work-

shop consultants. Re-

rri



fable o.3 cpntinled

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

4. Assist Davis District in
training resource teacrs
and pupil personnel and
staff in the skills and
cowvetencies required in
team staFFing and pro-
gramming For cid ldr2n

served in fneir resource
programs. (The newt,
implemented resource pro-

grams came about as P

resu It o' Cae third ,,art,

evaluation. fhe need

for this t-pa of in-
service T.ras also recom-

mended in the pi lot

stud-.)

in eazol,r class :s.

4.1 1n-service -:Drks..or, ."..)r 45

special adicadDil tele4ers
and 1' i i1 r ers )nne 1

st r gr )up

basis -it' iniiidual work
on P.

results
mentad
the S t a

Consult

4. 1. 1 Document
number
and acti
press a
collate
report
Resourc

4.1." Assesam
ness wi
trict a
perscnn
with th
sultant
Ob jecti



OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

(:.

st Davis District io
in resource tac',J.1.3

pupil ersonnel and
f in the skills and
ttencies required in
staffing and pro-

Rainy for children

pd in their respqrca
gams. (The nevi-7

emented resource pro-

s came about as o
It o' tie third r,art,

cation. the need

ells tpe of in-
ice was also recom-
ed in t,le. pilot

Iv.)

4.1

in c23u1,r clas,-;s.

ln-service -:Drks'ton r.)r 45

spe,inl 2-11cati:i tele.lers

and 1' 1-i'_ ,:arsnn.fl.

sti'' merars -NI a -4r y.!,

hasis it inii .iriu-11 work
nn :1 needs .-)esis.

4.1.1

.1.^

results will 5e -lc,cu-
ment2d and forwarded to
the S..te Resource

Consu,cant.

Documantatin :::: ears,

number oT oarticiants
and activities (in -7:1-o-

tress all aar) -All be

collar -2i in a :Anal

report'tc tIka State

Rescurco Consata,at.

Assessment c.: a7:c,-.1.?e-

:less will 5e ''' '.i=-

trict qdtrinis*-_retife
persmn-.1 irl c-Yarqtien

'with third -ar*-_- --
sultant ( Se? "z-al I, .

Objectife I).

...ow.
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OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

5. ilantify alternate service
deliver'? :,atterns and in-
novative oroirams which
ma,, provide models for
more effective use of
limited 1,-;A resources in

servins 'ar.dicapr2

5.1 Outr-Ach funds will be
used to srld selected
r?nr:!sennatias :rom the
districts invLlved in
ACCESS, .1rdan, Provo, and
an S.7.,A sta-7E stecialist

for an on-site visit to
tha Santa honica ini I'd
School District to investi-
;ate 1,,argson

Plar. as rio7e117-:4 'rink
-eople

'411 he

5.1.1 Fin?-lci,

and res
c orrc 1 t

t =k l'

Nn. nd

5.1.2 Parrici
asked t
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OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

ti.fv alternate service
very patterns and in-
1.tre programs ,...ilich

rovide models for
effective use of

ted 1,.1A resources in
Ins '-....,.-licarT.2.1 c:-iH-

...,-

`).1 Outr-Acil funds will be
used t3 s-2,-.1 s-21ected
re-,r 2sentati-.2s "rom the
districts inv,..lved iu
ACCLSS, .12r3an, Provo, and
al SA sta~F s' ecialist
for an. on-site visit to
the Santa Noaica iniid
School Di3trict to iuvesti-
.;ata in t-1.-.72t11 t.:?. Nudism
Plan Is 1,2-.-1_--- --I .:,.. Fr-ink
'' _yett. F-1,-.-,-,n., -eople
'.ill ho -:----..

5.1.1

5.1.2

Fine.lci el 11-r,1,,P-ment-s
anl ro..Irvitiols are
corr. 1 't-,. ,:ri ' ,,i. ll
r...k, -1,,'- A., ri 1 3C' -
Mc .nd.

Partici- its will be
asked to evaluate t:-1,
-,...: , ri ,,,c,)..



in 1973-74 was indeed ver realistic in its scope, with
one exception. The staff greed that there was initial
overestimation of the evaluation given the reso rces and
time constraints.

Staff

The Utah Outreach Project employed ogle full-time
coordinator and one half-time secretary with project funds.
In addition, a supervisor from the SEA also devoted approx-
imately one-fourth of her time to the Outreach workscope.
The full-time coordinator had a master's degree and two
years experience in special education. The supervisor
employed by the state agency, but working one quarter time
in the project held a doctorate degree in psychology.
There was no staff turnover during the year.

Additional staff from the state agency also were
involved from time to time in the workscope at the state's.
expense. In addition, the budget for the Utah Outr
project supported a number of consultants project,
primarily for the evaluation of tbe-AMESS_model.

Review of Procedures

During the evaluation interview the project staff
was asked specific questions about each objective and
related activities. These are presented in the program-
plan outline. The following is a review of these
objectives:

Goal 1, Objective #1: The activity steps to meet
this objective have been carried out, and the project
has essentially met this objective. Objective #2: At
the time of the evaluation interview the activities for
this objective were still underway. The project has
hired an evaluation team from the Univetsity_of Utah
who are competent in the areas of evaluation and who also
have training in education. To date, the consultant
team has developed data collection instruments and
with these instruments has sampled the teachers and
parents in the Davis district. It is anticipated that
by the end of,the project year that this objective will
be met and there will be four final reports on evaluating
the ACCESS model in four separate school districts. One
of these will be the Davis school district, specifically
referred to in the program plan outline in Objective #2.
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Goal 2, Objective #1: This objective, dealing
with the development of an inservice training model to
increase the skills and competencies of elementary
school principals as,educational decision-makers for
handicapped children, was met by the project's execution
of a series of workshops, using the Catalyst model
developed by Beery. First, a workshop was conducted to
train the facilitators who would be working with the
principals. Second, a workshop for the principals was
conducted. Third, additional materials were developed
and purchased. Fourth, a final wrap-up workshop was
held for the principals. All the principals in the
Jordan School District were involved in this series of
activities which added up toll days of activities.
SEA staff anticipate that this model will be replicated
in all 40 school districts in the coming year.

Goal 3, Objective #1: This objective'is a result
of previous experiences within the Outreach Project,
and was added for the fiscal year 1974. This particular
objective is a global one and overlaps some other
objectives in the program plan. The activities estab-
lished for this objective, as seen in the program-plan
outline, mainly involve the institutionalization of the
ACCESS Process. The ACCESS plan, as indicated earlier,
is a process to facilitate the implementation of total
and comprehensive educational services for handicapped
children within a school system, beginning with identi-
fication of children and their needs and extending to
provision by the school system of the necessary resources
and competencies to meet those needs. As a result of
the activities for this objective, the Utah Outreach
staff consider the ACCESS plan asthe final product for
this qb) ctive.

Objective #2: To meet this objective a state level
coordinating committee was developed to foster cooperation
between agencies. After the development of the coor-
dinating committee, a series of five task forces were
developed- -one for each district. Each of these task
forces represented several agencies within each school
district for developing cooperation between agencies.
In addition, a series of workshops in these school
districts with the district juvenile courts was held
for identifying resources and services that could be
provided to handicapped children through the integration
of agency services.

Goal 3, Objective #3: This objective dealt with the
development of a higher level of communication skills in
administrators and teachers. A series of events took
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place to reach the objective. First, a workshop in tran -
actional analysis was held for staff members of the Utah
State Board of Education in the division of educational \

services. A workshop was held in the Washington School
District with teachers on behavior management. In addition,
several workshops were held with the Davis School District
in developing communication skills with parents and
children.

At the end of this interview, the specific topics
and techniques and number of workshops were unclear.

Goal 3, Objective #4: This objective overlaps
other objectives already discussed, as do the activities.

Goal 3, Objective #5: Again, this objective and the
corresponding activities overlap other objectives and
the activities are redundant.

Discussion of Procedures

It is clear that the program-plan outline for the
Utah Outreach Project does not reflect the scope of all
activities. Some activities were undertaken that were
not listed in the plan and vice versa. Also, due to the
interrelationship between objectives and the fact that
some were general, there was some overlap between objec-
tives and their subsequent activities that prevented a
good understanding of the project's scope by looking at
the program-plan outline.

In reviewing the workscope and all activities, it
was the consensus of the Utah project staff and the SEA
that the needs-assesstent activities of the program plan
and the resulting development of the ACCESS system were
the most meaningful to the state and the state's needs
in serving handicapped children. In addition, a by-
product of this activity was the development of a very
good and positive relationship between the SEA and the
local educational agencies in cooperatively working
towards better educational services.

In looking closely at the specific workscope acti-
vities, it was the staff consensus that the least
effective activity within the workscope wasinservice
training. Even though planned workshops were carried out
with specific purposes, the traditional inservice
procedures which addressed large groups did not have the
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impact of these dealing with smaller groups.

Results

The staff of Utah's Outreach Project in the SEA
believes that this project was very successful in
influencing services for handicapped children. As
evidence of this impact, they cite the implementation
of the ACCESS system,_ specifically designed to systemat-
ically plan services for handicapped children through
a cooperative effort of the local education and the
state education agencies. It is believed that without
the presence of the Outreach Project the implementation
of the model would have taken much longer and that the
Outreach Project served as a viable catalyst for the
development of this total and statewide planning system.

When the staff was asked for recommendations if

it had to do it over again, the responses were: To
begin initially with a more realistic workscope and to
spend more time and consideration in developing
a thorough, concise plan.

As a result of the Outreach effort, the main future

steps are continuing implementation of the ACCESS Model
in the other local educational agencies in the state.
The SEA is proceeding with the use of the ACCESS as a
methodology for the state in implementing their overall
goal--to provide services for all the state's children

by 1980.

Final Evaluation Report

Wyoming

Background and Purpose of Project

The Outreach effort in Wyoming, supported by the
RMRRC, is primarily focused upon developing a response
to Wyoming's unique and specific needs in providing
services to severely, multiply handicapped children.
At the initiation of this program, Wyoming's only method

was to send handicapped children to out-of-state programs.
The Wyoming State Department of Education's major con-

cern was to develop services so the children could receive
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in-state service.' Before services in any comprehensive
form could be provided to severely, multiply handicapped
children, it would have to be ascertained how many were
in the state and their educational needs. In addition,
it was very apparent that new laws, expertise, and
programs would have to be established.

To respond to this need a contract was wrikten
with the RMRRC to establish the Outreach Program."
A program plan was developed determining the goals,
objectives, and activities of the project. This plan is
presented in Table 6.4.

As this program ends, it is quite apparent that the
activities and scope of the Wyoming Outreach Project
went beyond the plans of the initial contract. The
original objectives were expanded, based on incoming
data from the initial survey of the Outreach Project.

Looking back at the initial contract and intent of
the Wyoming Outreach activity, it is clear that as a
result of organizing, planning, and initiating activities
for the project, the project, the program goals,
objectives and activities went from a condition of vague-
ness to more clarity and specific focus.

When asked, "Do the original objectives appear to
be realistic now that you have hen involved in a pro-
cess of operating the program?", the Wyoming State
Director of Special Education replied that the objectives
would have been stated differently and that the actual
execution of the program went beyond the original
expectations of the objectives. At the beginning of the
project they did not want to overstate expected accomp-
lishments. As a result of the Wyoming Outreach program
plan, the total state program for handicapped children
is being reorganized.

Staff Review

Staff supported by the Rocky Mountain Regional Resource
Center in the Outreach effort were one full-time Outreach
program coordinator and one full-time secretary. The
coordinator's role was to initiate, manage and execute
the Outreach program plan. During the year there was
a coordinator change. The original coordinator was
promoted to another position within the SEA. However,
there was a smooth transition from the first coordinator
to the sed6nd.
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Table 6.4 Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Wyoming

TARGET: Hard of hearing or deaf, mentally retarded children

GOAL: To improve the delivery of appropriate educational services in order to i

tional opportunties for the severely handicapped learner.

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EV

1. By September 28, 1973, an
exemplary educational pro-
gram for hard of hearing or
deaf, mentally retarded
children shall be estab-
lished in Natrona County
School' District #I.

II. By May 31, 1974, training
will be provided to tea-
chers,aides and parents in
order to enable the develop-
ment of skills necessary to
provide educational services
for severely handicapped
children.

*All objectives evaluated as of
May 1, 1974.

-....

1.1. Purchasing equipment and
materials for the program

1.2. Evaluating the results of
the year's activities.

2.1. By March 30, 1974, the pro-
ject shall conduct three
workshops utilizing region-
ally known consultants in

' the area of education rela-
tive to multiple handi-
capped children or other
types of handicapped child-

1.1.1 EN

PI
Ri

14
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1.1.2 C(

2.1.1. Cc
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Program Plan Outline for Project Outreach - Wyoming

and of hearing or deaf, mentally retarded children

improve the delivery-of appropriate educational services in order to increase educa-

nal opportunties for the severely handicapped learner.

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

eptember 28, 1973, an

lary educational pro-
for hard of hearing or

, mentally retarded
dren shall be estab-
ed in Natrona County
of District #1.

ay 31, 1974, training
1 be provided to tea -
s) aides and parents in

r to enable the develop-
of skills, necessary to

ide educational services
severely handicapped
ldren.

tives evaluated as of
74.

1.1. Purchasing equipment and
materials for the program

1.2. Evaluating the results of
the year's activities.

2.1. By March 30, 1974, the pro-
ject shall conduct three
workshops utilizing region-
ally known consultants in
the area of education rela-
tive to multiple handi-
capped Children or other
types of'handicapped child-

EVALUATION*

1.1.1 Evaluation of
project by Dr.
Richard Bart-
lett, project
consultant.

1.1.2 Completed.

2.1.1. Compilation and
analysis of evalu-
ations completed
by workshop parti-
cipants.



Table 6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES,

ren. The specific top-
ic for each workshop
will be determined from
analysis of current sur-
vey data in cooperation
with the Wyoming State
Department of Education,
Office of Exceptional
Children (OEC) and local
school districts. Two

workshops will be con-
ducted in large popula-
tiol centers, one for
the eastern half of the
state (Cheyenne) and
one for the western half
of the state (Casper).
These two areas will
appoint committees to
represent their dis-
tricts to prioritize
needs or topics, select
target populations,
modes of presentation
and expected results
for these workshops.

.



6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

ren. The specific top-
is for each workshop
will be determined from
analysis of current sur-+

vey data in cooperation
with the Wyoming State
Department of Education,
Office of Exceptional
Children'(OEC) and local
school districts. Two

workshops will be con-
ducted in large popula-
tion centers, one for
the eastern half of the

. state (Cheyenne) and
one for the western half
of the state (Casper).
These two areas will
appoint committees to
represent their dis-
tricts to prioritize
needs or topics, select
target populations,
modes of presentation
and expected results
for these workshops.



Table 6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVA

s

, I

This information will be uti-
lized in developing contracts
with consultants so that speci-
fic objectives may be realized

from the workshops. The pro-

ject has started procedures for

the allowance of teacher re-
certification credit for two

workshops. The third workshop

will be conducted in coopera-
tion with the Wyoming Council
for Excep ional Children Con-
vention. Information from the

evaluat on of the two previous
worksh ps will be utilized in

dete ining specific topics.
An e aluation will be asked
fr all participants of the
fist two workshops concerning
the content and effectiveness
of each workshop. This infor-

mation will be utilized to
improve future workshop efforts

2.2 By May 30, 1974, the objectives
listed will be completed con-

,

2.2.2. By
corm



.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

This information will be uti-

lized in developing contracts
with consultants so that speci-
fic objectives may be realized

from the workshops. The pro-

ject has started procedures for

the allowance of teacher re-
certification credit for two

workshops. The third workshop

will be conducted in coopera-
tion with the Wyoming Council
for Exceptional Children Con-

vention. Information from the

evaluation of the two previouS
workshops will be utilized in
determining specific topics.
An evaluation will be asked

from all participants of the
first two workshops concerning
the content and effectiveness'

of each workshop. This infor-

mation will be utilized to
improve future workshop efforts.

2.2 By May 30, 1974, the objectives

listed will be completed con-

.
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2.2.2. By May 31, 1974,
compilation and
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Table 6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUX

HI. 20 plan for dr imp roved

service del sistem
for handicapped children.

IV. To dissemirilte informa-
tion about resources
available for handicap-
ped children.

cerrin; Learnin3 Resource

La'_oratories.

Participation h' educa-
tors and other concerned

)

indi "duals in meetivs
and c .:erences to pro-
vide service deliver?
alternaltives.

Publish information in
state education periodi-
cals on project activi-
ties.

4.2. Publish a statewide Direc-
tory of Services for
Exceptional Children and

Youth.

4.3. Submit quarterly, monthly,
and year-end reports to
the RMRRC.

analysis
b" partic

3.1.1 Tabulatic
of state
attendini

4.1.1 Copies oil

terials
and pres4

quest.

4.2.1 Director
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statewid

4.3.1 Completd
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continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

Ian for an improved
ice delivery system
handicapped ciiildrea.

cerrin-, hearnin3 Resource

Lacratories.

3.l. Participation b, educa-

tors and other concerned
individuals in meetivs
and conferences to pro-
vide service delivet:
alternatives.

isseminate, informa- 4.1.

about reso.irces

'fable for handicap-

children.

Publish information is
state education periodi-
cals on project activi-
ties.

4.2. Publish a statewide Direc-
tory of Services for
Exceptional Children'and
Youth.

4.3., Submit quarterly, Monthly,
and year-end reports to
the Rt4RRC.

EVALUATION

anal\sis of eialuations
b- participants.

6.1.1 Tabulatio, conference

of state representatives
attendin-; conference.

4.1.1 Copies of published ma-
terials will be retained
and presented upon re-

quest.

4.2.1 Directory published
and disseminated
statewide.

4.3.1 Completed.



Table 6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES

To follow-up FY'73 needs
assessment stuc of in-
cidences of handicapped

child-Len.

4.4. To consult with parents
and professionals on re-

sources for handicapped

children upon request.

5.L. Contact community agen-
cies potentially aware
of handicapped children
(i.e., schools, mental
health centers, public
health nurses, vocational
rehabilitation offices,
etc.) to obtain a list

of unserved children.

5.2. To use the above data to
obtain a projection of
incidence of unserved
handicapped children
throughout the state.

5.1.1 110 chil
are not
quate sp
tional s

5.2.1 In proc

I. is provide for evalua-
tion Of project acti-
vities for FY' 74.

6.;. Arrange third-party eval-
uation of hearing-impair-
ed multi-handicapped pro-
'ect.

6.1.1 Copy of
hearing-
handicap
Bartlett



continued /Th

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALUATION

4.4. To consult with parents

\
and professionals on re-

sources for handicapped

children upon request.

follow-up 1Y'73 necis 5. . Contact community agen- 5.1.1 110 children reportedly

tessment stud.: of in- cies potentially aware are not receiving ade-

Iences of handicapped of handicapped children mate special educa-

lldren.
(i.e., schools, mental
health centers, public
health nurses, vocational
rehabilitation offices,
etc.) to obtain a list

of unserved children.

tional services.

5.2. To use the above data to
c3tain a projection of

5.2.1 In process

incidence of unserved
handicapped Children
throughout the state.

provide for evalua- o.. Arrange third - part" oval- 6.1.1 copy of evaluation of

on Of project ac4i- uation of hearing-impair- multi-

ties for FY'-/4. ed multi-handicapped pro-

/hearing-impaired
'handicapped project by

ect. Bartlett and Ambrose.
..... .



Table 6.4 continued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES EVALU

6.2. Provide for thirdpart-.
-3.-aluatior of objectives

F`,". 4.

I

6.2.1 Copy of
Project
by Dr. D



ontinued

OBJECTIVE ACTIVITIES VALUATION

Provide for thirdpart%
a tuatici of objectives

7:71 L.

6.2.1 Copy of evaluation of
Project Outreach Wyoming
by Dr. David Lillie.



The present program coordinator obtained a master's
degree in mental retardation and taught mentally retarded
children for three years. The staff supported by the
Outreach effort had no additional responsibility within
its state.

In addition to the coordinator and secretary, the
State Director of Special Education spent approximately
311_percent of his time in working with the Coordinator,
executing the program. The State Director's time was
justified because the Outreach program plan was intri-
cately woven into the entire state effort in providing
services to handicapped children.

Procedures

The series of activities for meeting program
objectives are presented in the attached program-plan
'outline. The following is a review of these objectives
and activities:

Objective #1: The program for hard-of-hearing,
mentally retarded children was established in Casper,
Wyoming, in September, 1973. This program initially
started with two children and one more was added during
the year. Two additional children were served for
short periods of time in the program, but it was
found that the program could not meet their needs.

This program is located at the Wyoming S ool for the
Deaf and has the, services of one*full-time to cher who is
supported by the SEA. The teacher has develo d an
experience-based curriculum, and has document d the progress
of the children. A monthly report from the .teacher
reviewing activities and providing evaluative comments
is on file in the State Department of Education. To deter-
mine progress of the children in the program, the teacher
has kept behavioral charts on each child. These charts
are available from the coordinator's office upon request.

To meet Objective #2, several workshops were
planned, organized, and undertaken. These were: (1)

a language and motor development workshop on severely,
multiply handicapped children, to provide broad-scope
knowledge to teachers, (2) a workshop in Cheyenne, with
unclear objectives, (3) consultation sessions with
SEA personnel using out-of-state consultants on edu-
cational services to multiply handicapped children, law
and the handicapped, litigation, attitudes toward the
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handicapped, and advocacy for.the handicapped: (4) a work-
shop on resource rooms held in,Lander; and (5) attendance
by Wyoming staff members at workshops on services to
the multiply handicapped in Portland, Oregon and Salt
Lake City, Utah.

Objective #3 called for the development and writing
of a plan for service delivery in Wyoming. This plan is
complete and is available at the Special Education
Department of the Wyoming SEA. The plan is presently
being implemented by the state. From the-coordinator's
viewpoint, as well as the State Director of Special
Education's. viewpoint, the development of the plan has
been the most notable achievement of the Outreach Project.
Before the Outreach program was established, there was
no overall master plan. Administrators in the state are
using this plan as a guidebook for establishing services.

The State Director of Special Education evaluates
this plan as "excellent" based on the following:
(1) increased ability to provide comprehensive services
to handicapped children through the local education
agency; (2) the utilizat on of the plan as a basis for
negotiations for future upport services to the new
regional resource cente and the new area learning
resource center; (3) local education agencies that have
demonstrated high competency in their leadership and
execution of educational services in the past have
responded very'favorably to the plan and are in the
process of utilizing the plan to establish new services.
Conversely, school systems with poor overall records of
service have not responded as quickly.

Objectives 4, 5, and 6 were executed by the action
steps indicated in the program-plan outline. In addition,
there were some activities that were undertaken, but are
not covered in the program-plan outline. These activ-
ities primarily centered around the provision of
technical assistance by the Wyoming Outreach Project to
local educational agents and other state agencies. This
assistance was consistent with the overall strategy of
developing comprehensive services to multiply handicapped
children in Wyoming.

Discussion of Procedures

The Outreach Project's staff was asked to respond.to
the question: "What activities in this program were the
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most meaningful?" The responses were: (1) The identi-
fication of the population of multiply handicapped
children in Wyoming; (2) the establishment of the
-educational-resource center; (3) the establishment of
the Casper Program for Hearing-Impaired, Mentally
Retarded Children; and (4) the development of the
statewide services plan and the subgequent legal changes.

In response to a question on the least meaningful
activities, it was quite evident that the staff agreed
that the efforts in inservice training had less impact.

Results

It is clear that there has been great impact as a
result of this program on educational services to handi-
capped children in Wyoming. The qualitatitve level of
services as well as the quantity of .serviCes in Wyoming
has been improved. This is evident through new laws for
the handicapped, new patterns of services, the presence
of the educational resource center, and the implementation
of the state plan. It is also clear that the SEA is
pleased with the project results because it is providing
the resources and the support to implement and continue
the comprehensive plan.

Some project aspects were not accomplished. One
was the development of a comprehensive referral system.
There was question from the beginning as to whether or
not a comprehensive referral system was needed.

An in-depth study of the characteristics of severely,
multiply handicapped children is still needed. However,
this procedure has been established as a result of the
Outreach'efforts. Although thg overall goal to serve all
multiply handicapped children in Wyoming has not been
reached, major steps have been taken toward this goal.

When asked for recommendations in repeating the
procedure, the project staff responded with: clearer
guidelines at the beginning of the project from the
RMRRC would have been helpful. At first there was some
confusion on the expectations of the RMRRC, although it
was evident that some confusion was due to the lack of
guide)ines from the federal funding agency. Related to
this problem was one of shortness of planning time.
The Wyoming project had to develop its program plan in a
relatively short period. A longer period would have been
helpful.
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There was too much difficulty in the use of Outreach
funds for purchase of equipment for facilitating program
plans. A series of authorizationswere initiated from the
Outreach Project, went through the state agency, and then
to the RMRRC, and then went on to the federal government.
This authorization chain produced lengthy turn - around
time in equipment purchase.

The Wyoming project staff also felt that it would have
been helpful if there were more available staff in the
RMRRC, especially during the initial phases.

Summary

The evaluation procedure had several limitations.
Due to constraints of time and geography and to the
evaluation questions themselves, an interview process was
used. It would have been helpful to have visited each
state for first-hand observatioas and additional
interviews.

Many documents and products were reviewed by this
evaluator during these evaluations. Some artifacts were
reported in each state's report. However, it was impossible
t9 mention and discuss the contributions of each to the

. total' evaluation profile. Neither time nor space
permitted it in this report.

The targets for the four Outreach projects were the
states' educational programs for handicapped children. To
ascertain impact of these activities, evidence of change
needed documentation. Although handicapped children were
the ultimate targets for these efforts, it was assumed by
the projects and by the RMRRC that if positive changes
occurred in the states' programs, then these changes would
have a positive effect on, the children.

There should be little doubt that each of the four
Outreach projects had definite impact on services to
handicapped children. This impact was demonstrated by
the testimony of each State Diredtor of Special Education
and also by crucial products that are now a part of the
states' programs. These products consisted of:
1) new legislation; 2) identification data on handicapped
children and their needs; 3) state plans that are being
used to implement new and additional services; and
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4) new methodologies and prOcedures that facilitate the
development of new services.

As a result of this evaluation, several' recommendations
can be made for future development of similar Outreach
and support systems. In, each Outreach project during
the initial stages there is a period when goals appear
vague, causing a lack of direction and wasted energy.
This phase varies from state to state. The causes also
varied; However, it points out the need to begin this
type of support program with specific targets and an
appropriate amount of time for cooperative planning with
all principal parties.

The results when these steps are not taken are:
a) a workscope that is much too broad and impossible to
accomplish with the time and resources; b) an undefined
target grouping that makes it necessary to use a
"blunderbuss"or "shotgun" activity design rather than a
well articulated series of "rifle shots."

Support systems that include inservice training
activities should.plan these activities carefully. A
theme that ran through most of the Outreach evaluation
reports was that inservice training, particularly with
the traditional workshops, did not have impact. Grouping
teachers or other educators for presentations or other'
purposes did not appear effective. New approaches need
to be developed in, delivering information and developing
new skills for professionals.

Finally, the RMRRC, through Steering Committee meetings,
planning sessions, and meetings that brought together
the four Outreach projects, provided the projects' staff
as well as each state's'SEA staff with a constant reminder
of purpose and goals. These activities, with timely
technical assistance support of each project's efforts,
acted as a catalyst and peer group forum.to stimulate
the staff of the participating states to conduct a high

/quality project with demonstrable results.

/
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Third-Party Evaluation
Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center

Outreach Activities

Interview Format

Background Information

A. Purpose

1. What did you want to accomplish?

2. Do you believe the contract stated this
approximately?

3. If not; what changes in the objectives
have teen made?

4. Do the objectives appear to be realistic
now that you have been working toward them
for some time?

5. What continued and/or additional objectives
do you see in relationship to the overall
goal?

B. Staff

1. What staff members were used in the effort?
Their roles?

2. Were they paid out of' Outreach project funds?

3. Did you use additional staff as well?

4. Did you have staff turnover?

Procedures: (When possible objective by objective)

1. Review administrative procedures executed for
reaching objectives, i.e., Wyoming - When was
your program in the Natrona County School
established? How many children did it serve in
September? In January? Now?

2. Review all written documents of activities:



i.e., workshop agendas, products of workshops,
reports or evaluations of workshops.

3. What activities were most meaningful?

4. What activities were least meaningul?

5. If you had it to do over, would you change the
way you went about it? How?

Results:

1. In general, do you believ chis effort was
worthwhile? Why? //

2. What didn't you accomplis that you would have
liked to?'

3. Were the state schools and agenciei you worked
with satisfied with your p ojects?

4.- How do you know?

5. (Objective by Objective) What evidence do you
have that you accomplished his objective?

6. (Objective by Objective) Wh t evidence do you
haVe that this objective had impact upon, or
changed the status of the service for handicapped
children in your state?

Summary:

1. As a result of this Outreach = ffort, what additional
tasks need to be accomplished to reach your
ultimate goal?

2. As a result of this effort wha new information
clo you have concerning how you would go about
dccomplishing these goals?
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CHAPTER 7

REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON SERVING THE
SEVERELY, MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED

The preceding chapters discussed the Outreach
-program and the outcomes derived from its activities.
This chapter discusses another approach to regional
fusion of resources, a regional topical conference.
The conference topic selected was a regional and /
national priority--the educational problems of
severely, multiply handicapped, children, and wa
desighed as a working conference from which s te
planning within the region would emanate. T
conference also was to focus external reso ces and
information'on the educational leaderships of the
region.

The regional conference was ano er example of .

the use of the center's third-party/ tatus to respond
to a,pressing need that could not/ asily have been
deve/Oped by the states individu-rfly. The conference
served an important regional puose as stimulus,
resource linker, and planning rocus; but more impor-

tantly it demonstrated the fa ilitative role and
/value of a regional center. ,One of the concerns in
education has been the abil' y/to introduce change
and respond to need; this 9 nference is an example
of one type of response that did occur.

The concept of change, or response to need, is

a question of time in terms of quality and quantity
measures. In evaluating the regional center, the
question of its ability to aid change and alter its
rate must be considered as a crucial question. One
national objective is to ,provide all handicapped
children appropriate eduCational services by 1980

which inherently includes the concept, of pkogrammed
change over time in response to unmet needs. The
issue becomes-a question of "when" rather than "if."
Change in the region would have occurred over time
irrespective of the center and its activities. The
issue/is whether the presence of the RMRRC reduced

the implementation time, thereby providing a better
,quality and quantity of educational services to the
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Handicapped children of the region in less time.

This chapter is a presentation of one response,
but as with any other large -scale intervention,
simple cause and effect statements cannot and should

not be made. The following discussion, will seek to
provide context, methodology, and outcomes from
which the effect of the center can be evaluated.
From the data gathered and from statements from
rkgional leaders, the center exerted a major influence

on the educational community; but within the above
context of interacting effects, no outcome can be

made clearly responsive to any single action. The
following description of the conference will attempt
to primarily describe the RMRRC's view, the data
collected, and some interpretive analysis in order
to provide the reader an evaluative base from which
to judge the impact on the region.

Background

In April, 1973, at a meeting in Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, the RMRRC asked the State Directors of Special
Education (from Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming) to
list and then prioritize the needs of their states
that were within the scope of technical assistance

which the RMRRC could deliver. High on all four
lists was the need to know more about the delivery
of educational mrvices to the severely, multiply

handicapped child. The discussions of the defined
needs, priorities, and existing and desired services

raised many pertinent queStions: How do you define

the target population? What kinds of services should
school systems deliver? How can you serve a severely,
multiply handicapped child who lives in a remote

rural area? Are there Successful programs underway

now? What funds are available to states? What serv-
ices do we now have that we could better utilize to

serve this population? How do you get the public to
support the kinds of services needed?

Upon establishing the questions the group focused

on determining feasible alternatives to respond to
the issues through utilizing the technical assistance
capability of the RMRRCa The analysis of the altern-
atives was focused on cost-effective use of resources
that would maximize the impact on all four states. Of

the alternatives discussed, the development of a work-

ing conference to provide the technical assistance
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appeared tO have the greatest potential. To maxi-
mize the iMpact, the state directors emphasized the
outcome of the conference must produce more than
conference procedings, but rather a series of con-
crete steps toward planning for educational services

for the seriously multiply handicapped child within
each state.

Based on that decision the assembled group
initiated preliminary planning for a regional topical
conference around the theme, "The Severely, Multiply
Handicapped--What are the Issues ?" The preliminary
planning was developed from the lists of questions,
issues, and priorities defined earlier by the states
involved. From this data base, five topical areas
were defined as the focal points for the conference;
namely:

1. Systematic Delivery Systems.

2. Identification of Constraints.

3. Options for Unserved Children.

4. What is Relevant Education?

5. Parent Education Their Role.

The RMRRC was assigned the responsibility for

the development and implementation of the conference
within the context of the general guidelines defined

in the Coeur d'Alene meeting. The conference under
these constraints was to be designed to meet the

needs of the four states in the RMRRC region; in
effect, the center was serving as agent for the
states. In keeping with this mandate the RMRRC
established the following conference goal:

To provide meaningful technical assistance to
the states in the region:\

1. Clarify issues regarding education for the
severely, multiply handicapped;

2. Outline the first action steps;

3. Produce one-year timelines for each state
in the RMRRC region on each conference
topic.
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In order to introduce a broad range of experience
into the conference it was decided to seek forerunners
in serving the severely, multiply handicapped child
from across the nation. These experienced people
were to be blended with the experienced people of the
region through working sessions to produce a wide
breadth of experience and knowledge relative to each
conference topic, but also to include the working
knowledge of each state's educational programs. In

undertaking this planning the news of the working
conference spread and requests for information began
arriving from across the country. The four state
directors in stating their need to know how to best
serve the severely handicapped child apparently had
articulated an emerging national need.

The national importance of the need suggested
that all activities and procedures should be clearly
documented so that the conference could be replicated
in other regions. A careful systematic planning
effort was instituted to insure that this goal would

be met.

Procedure

The conference drew a total of 257 participants,
speakers, and staff members, during the two and one-half
day period. Of the total, 215 were actual working
participants who came mainly from the RMRRC states,
although 18 states and the District of Columbia were
represented at the conference.

Tha conference was organized around three types

of group sessions: total conference group, state or
nation-at-large groups, and workshop groups for each
conference topical area. The total conference groups
met to listen to four nationally prominent educators
discuss the overall problems and issues in providing
educational services to the severely, multiply handi-

capped child. The workshops were chaired by five
nationally prominent people who initiated each work-
shop with a thematic address. These key people and
their respective roles are outlined in Table 7.1.

The conference was designed to elicit structured
and prioritized goals and actions for each theme.

The structure used was a goal, strategy, tactic

sequence. In turn each topic area was to be related
to timelines within each state. The keynote speakers
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Keynote Sneakers

Francis X. Lynch

Fred J. Krause

Edwin W. Martin

R. Paul Thompson

Workshop Leaders

Table 7.1

Conference Leadership

Director of the Division of Developmental
Disabilities, Washington, D.C.

Executive Director, President's Committee
on Mental Retardation, Washington, D.C.

Associate Commissioner, Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Edu-

cation, Washington, D.C.

Chairman, Task Force On Severely Handicapped
Children and Youth, Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education,

Washington, D.C.

1. Systematic Delivery System

Richard Sherr Director of Special Education Services,
Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate Unit B,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

2. Identification of Constraints on Getting Children Served

Albert J. Berkowitz-Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Mental
Retardation, Department of Mental Health,
Commonwealth, of Massachusetts, Boston.

3. Options for the Unserved Children

Elsie D. Helsel Washington Representative for United
Cerebral Palsy Association, Washington, D.C.

4. What Is Relevant Education?

Louis Brown Associate Professor, Department of Behav-
ioral Disabilities, University of Wisconsin,

Madison.

5. Parent Education and Their Role

Philip Roos Executive Director, National Association for
Retarded Citizens, Arlington, Texas
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and group leaders were to provide resource input in

terms of content and organization. The general out-
line of the conference is depicted in Figure 7.1, by
following the path of a participant tnrough the con-
ference.

After the opening ceremonies, the first keynote
speech and the thematic statements, all participants
met for a luncheon working session by state groups.
The participants who came from states outside the
RMRRC region met in a nation-at-large group. The

state luncheon groups were hosted by the State
Directors of Special Education (or their representa-
tives) and the nation-ut-large group was hosted by

the Chairman of the Department of Special Education

of the University of Utah. During the luncheon
meeting each participant chose one of the five
thematic workshop groups of which he would become
a part, (The schedule of activities being discussed
is presented in Table 7.2).

The thematic groups met four times during the

conference. The first session operated as a seminar
during which the group was organized and a working
format was established. The remaining three sessions
were used to produce structured statements of the
goals, strategies, and tactics_A-by theme areas) that
were needed to make a significant difference in
services to the severely, multiply handicapped. The

group was able to draw on its own experience as well
as that of the group leader and the keynote speakers.

The outcomes of the thematic workshops were
general statements which would apply to the provision
of services to severely, multiply handicapped children
in any state. In order to relate these general
statements to each state the participants then met
by state groups, and developed model one-year state

plans by placing the general thematic tactical
statements on timelines. This last step individual-
ized the thematic, statements to the specific needs
and priorities of each state, and provided the states
with a,working document from which they could further
develop their planning to serve the severely, multiply

handicapped child.

Upon completion of the working sessions a con-
ference evaluation session was held and data collected

for the purpose of determining the effectiveness of
the conference and how it could be improved in the
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Table 7.2 Schedule of Conference Activities
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future. The data collected, the addresses, and the
outcomes of the working sessions were collected and
documented. These materials were then compiled into
a report by the RMRRC and sent to the conference
participants and made available to the general pub-
lic.

Conference Outcomes

The conference was designed as-a-working confer-
ence, one from which products that could be used
within the region would result. The conference pro-
cedings, "The Severely Multiply Handicapped - What
Are the Issues?", were compiled and edited by the
RMRRC. The document provides a permanent record of
the results of the conference to supplement the work-
ing materials taken back home by the participants.
The proceedings include the texts of the keynote and
thematic presentations, the thematic work statements,
the state timelines, the nation-at-large recommenda-
tions, some general conclusions, the results, of the
conference evaluation, and the list of the partici-
pants. (In addition, an RMRRC staff member developed
the conference proceedings into a training methodology
which was further piloted at the NASDSE conference in
July 1974, held in Tampa,' Florida. The session on
"Strategies of Planning for the Severely, Multiply
Handicapped" drew 38 participants and 8 staff members
representing 29 states.)

The products from the thematic sessions reflected
the concensus of each working group. The final fort
mats differed between groups slightly in response to
variations within groups and topics, but generally
followed the format shown in Table 7.3 for thematic
session number 5. For thematic area 5, five goal
areas were defined with up to four strategies per
goal and up to four tactics per strategy. The thematic
session products reflect the structure, composition,
and leadership of the group, and provide a composite
perspective of the group's views.

The thematic products were then applied by the
state groups to form outlines for state plans. An
example of one state's timeline is shown in Table
7.4. The timeline, when added to the thematic content
areas, provides a preliminary plan for the provision
of services within each state. The conference objec-
tive was to have these preliminary timelines form
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TABLE .7.3 PARENT EDUCATION AND THEIR ROLE

GOAL CD TO REACH CONSENSUS BETWEEN PARENTS
AND PROFESSIONALS IN DEFINING CLEAR
OBJECTIVES

Strategy 1.1 Identify and prioritize perceptions of needs
seen by parents and professionals

I attic 1.1.1

1.1.2

1 ook:

Strategy 1.2

Tactic 1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

1 ools:

Forces:

Survey of professionals as well as .of parents

Sample representatives from groups

Check list of needs

Cooperative exchange of information and
feelings about needs and their priorities for
handicapped children

Small group meetings in which professionals
reach consensus

Small group meetings in which parents reach
consensus

Regularly scheduled, open discussion meetings
to discuss concerns and make reevaluations

Local problem-solving meetings (group and
individuals) in which all concerns are honored.
and received

Ongoing written needs assessment by both
involved groups

1. RRC representative contacting and leading
all governmental and private organizations

Evaluation
Strategies:

Evaluation
Needs:

GOAL 2.0

Strategy 2.1

Tactic 2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2,1.4

concerned with sery
multiply handicappl
education, organized
Lives (ARC, UCP, A
Vocational Rehabili

1.; Compile statistics or
of meetings, number

2. Transcription of tap
and interaction anal

3. Attitude survey
4. Parents' and profess'

expressed in a comb

1. Interaction analysis
2. Questionnaires, e.g.,

express yourself?" '
your concerns?"

TOPROVIDE AND COO'
BASED, PARENT-RELAT

Develop and establish a
serving the handicapped

Determine needs of the

Determine aIailable serrl
responsibilitis

Develop meaningful and

Make interagency partici
description



ENT EDUCATION AND THEIR ROLE

0 REACH CONSENSUS BETWEEN PARENTS
ND PROFESSIONALS IN DEFINING CLEAR

BJECTIVES

Identify and prioritize perceptions of needs
seen by parents and professionals

Survey of professionals as well as of parents

Sample representatives from groups

Check list of needs

Cooperative exchange of information and
feelings about needs and their priorities for
handicapped children

Small group meetings in which professionals
reach consensus

Small group meetings in which parents reach
consensus

Regularly scheduled, open discussion meetings
to discuss concerns and make reevaluations

Local problem-solving meetings (group and
individuals) in which all concerns arehonored
and received

Ongoing written needs assessment by both

involved groups

1. RRC representative contacting and leading
all governmental and private organizations

Evaluation
Strategies.

concerned with services for the severer
multiply handicapped; i.e., state board of
education, organized consumer repre.ent.i-
tives (ARC, UCP, ACLD), Health Department,
Vocational Rehabilitation (adult service.)

1. Compile statistics on meetings: i.e., number
of meetings, number in attendance, etc.,

2, Transcription of tape recordings of meetings
and interaction analysis

3. Attitude survey
4. Parents' and professionals' concerns are

expressed in a combined list

Evaluation
Needs. 1., Interaction analysis scales, e.g., Flanders, 1 1111

2. Questionnaires, e.g., "Were you able to
express yourself?" "Did people listen to
your concerns?"

GOAL 2.0 TOPROVIDE AND COORDINATE COMMUNITY
BASED, PARENT-RELATED SERVICE PROGRAMS

strategy 2.1 Develop and establish an interagency committee
serving the handicapped

i
/Tactic 2.1.1 Determine needs of the handicapped

2.1 .2 Determine available services and define
responsibilities

Develop meaningful and achievable programs2.1.3

2.1 .4 Make interagency participation part of the job
description .,.
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Table 7.3
Strategy 2.2

Tactic 2.2.1

2.2.2

Continued
Develop and establish an advisory council to the
interagency group consisting of parents (consumers)

Interagency recruitment of parent participants
on advisory council

Advisory council meetings would be open to
consumers of agency services

A rotating member of the advisory council would
attend meetings of the interagency committee to
share their identified needs

2.2.4 Technical assistance to advisory council would
be provided by rotating members of the inter.
agency committee

Strategy 2.3

I aLtic 2.3.1

2.3.2

Fools'

Plan and develop a service coordinating agency

Establish an independent task force

Define the role of the coordinating agency

1.. Research existing rinodels for service
coordination

2. Funding
3. Directories
4. Service Clubs
5, Media
6. Speak-ups
7. Survey needs assessment
8. Advisory council to design role of and

appoint coordinating agency

Forces: I Service organizations
2. State agencies

'3. Legislative influences
4. University related facility
5. Special education personnel

'S.

1.0

Evaluation
' Strategies:

6. Health services
7. Consumers
8. Media

1, Compare data of served an
children (initial - -1 year)

2, Compare data of inappropr
children (initial-1 year)

3. Are parent/child-related se
(initial-1 year)

.

Evaluation
Needs: 1. Advisory council will evalu

services
2. State, local surveys (e.g., A
3. Oregon model for service c

GOAL 3.0

Strategy 3.1

Tactic 3.1.1

Tools:

Tactic 3.1.2

Tools:

Strategy 3.2

Tactic 3.2.1

TO PROVIDE FOR AND INCR
UNDERSTANDING, KNOWLE

Develop a communication co,

Secure funds

1., Establish a ways and mean
raise money

2, Write a proposal of goals o

Develop a facility, staff and re

1. Secure a building and equi
2. Obtain a list of local and st

secure commitments to c

Develop systematic parental

The center will have informal.'
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Strategies:

Evaluation
Needs:

GOAL 3.0

Strategy 3.1

Tactic 3.1.1

Tools:

Tactic 3.1.2

Tools:

Strategy 3.2

Tactic 3.2.1

a

6. Health services
7, Consumers
8. Media

1: Compare data of served and unserved
children (initial 1 year)

2. Compare data of inappropriately served
children (initial -1 year)

3. Are parent/child-related services established?
(initial -1 year)

I.

1. Advisory council will evaluate parentrelated/
services

2, State, local surveys (e.g., ACCESS)
3. Oregon model for service coordinator

TO PROVIDE FOR AND INCREASE PARENTAL
UNDERSTANDING, KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

Develop a communication coordination center

Secure funds

1. Establish a ways and means committee to
raise money

2, Write a proposal of-goals of the center

Develop a facility, staff and resources

1. Secure a building and equipment
2, Obtain a list of local and state resources and

secure commitments to cooperate and share

Develop systematic parental involvement

The center will have information available
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Table 7.3 continued
Toots: 1. Brochures, newspapers, radio and television

2 Talks: speakers would be parents, teachers,
psychologists, legislators,'lawyers and doctors

Tactic 3.2.2 To outreach into the homes

Tools: 1. In- service training by parents, teachers
Brochures, letters

3. Service organizations
4. Recruit parent volunteers into special

classes-- (paraprofessions, coordinators)

Forces:

Evaluation
Strategies:

Evaluation
Needs:,

t,r`^

I hose in existence:
1. Private foundations, service agencies
2. Civic: Jaycees, Lions, Rotary, etc.
3.* Local media
4. Students
5., Professional: medical, legal, educational,

therapeutic
(). Parents
Need to create
1. I emporary coordinator to estalilish

agency board consisting of representatives
from established forces
a. Coordinator and executive director

appointed by agency board
b. Fund raising committee

(I ormative and Summative)
I. ( iterion-referenced model based on per-

loi mance objectives for parents and children
2. surveys, i.e., questionnaires and interviews
;. standardized tests

I. Develop a questionnaire to evaluate quality
and knowledge of current services to parents;
questionnaire to be sent out before and at

end of the year
2. Criterion-referenced inst

and students
3. Standardized tests
4.. Interview with parents o

GOAL 4.0 TO ARTICULATE AND ENA
ROLES IN SERVICE DELIV

Strategy 4.1

.c 4.1.1

Tools.

Early childhood training,
primary intervention

Professional team goes to t
and carries out infant stim
the family

1. Packaged materials
Diagnostic equipment a

3. Skills for observing chil
4. Skills in interpreting fi
5. Skills in designing horn

Tactic 4.1.2 In-service workshops for p

Strategy 4.2 Continuous training utilizi

'factic 4.2.1 In-service workshops for p

4.2.2 Ongoing evaluation syste

Tools: Professional team goes to
and carries out infant sti

the family

Strategy 4.3

Tactic 4.3.1

Parent organization and

Instigate parent group an
group

Tools: 1. Constitutions for pare
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rivate foundations, service agencies
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gency board consisting of representatives

rom established forces
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Fund raising committee

rmative and Summative)
:literion-referenced model based on per-

tointance objectives for parents and children

Surveys, i.e., questionnaires and interviews

standardized tests

Develop a questionnaire to evaluate quality

Intl knowledge of current services to parents;,

questionnaire to be sent out before and at

/
/

end of the year
2., Criterion-referenced instruments for parents

and students
3. Standardized tests
4. Interview with Parents on random samples

GOAL 4.0 TO ARTICULATE AND ENABLE PARENT
ROLES IN SERVICE DELIVERY

Strategy 4.1

Tactic 4.1.1

Early childhood training, using the family in

primary intervention

Professional team goes to the home, develops

and carries out infant stimulation program with

the family

Tools: 1,, Packaged materials
2. Diagnostic equipment and expertise
3. Skills for observing child
4. Skills in interpreting findings to the family

5., Skills in designing home training programs

Tactic 4.1.2 In-service workshops for parents

Strategy 4,2 Continuous training utilizing family participation

Tactic 4.2.1 In-service workshops for parents

4.2.2 Ongoing evaluation system

Tools: Professional team goes to the home, develops

and carries out infant stimulation program with

the family

Strategy 4.3 Parent organization and participation

Tactic 4.3,1 Instigate parent group and parent-professional

group

Tools:,
1, Constitutions for parent groups
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Table 7.3 continued
Tactic 4.3.2 Student-related staff policy of open invitation

to observe and participate
A=

Tools: 1. Printed staff policies related to program
personnel

2: Publicity: television, radio, newspapers

Strategy 4.4

lactic 4.4.1

Tools:

lactic 4.4.2

Tools:

Tactic 4.4,3

I ools:

Forces:

Open communication between parents and
professionals

Active resource pool of specialists and
resources lawyers, legislators, etc.

List of names of specialists

Instructional materials

Prepackaged materials and programs and an
open appointment book

Practicing receptivity and honesty between
parents and professionals

"Help-line" -available telephone services

1.. Interdisciplinary team: nurse, family
doctor, therapists, psychologists, medical
specialist, social worker

2. Home school program coordinator
3. Families
4. Teachers
5, Workshop directors
6. Public relations media
7. PTA or ARC team groups and other parent

groc,.)s

Evaluation
Strategies: 1. Observation

2. Measure of parent effectiveness with child

.t .1

/...0 '

/

in all areas of skills: soci
3, Measure effectiveness of

ments
4. Measure of parent and p

Evaluation
Needs:, 1. Parent conferences

2. Tests: vocational evatua
PACE circular,(Kephart)

3. Pre- and post-questionna
4. Teacher inventories
5. Family observations and
6. Quantity and quality of

GOAL 5.0 TO INCREASE PROFESSIO
STANDING, KNOWLEDGE

Strategy 5.1

Tactic 5.1.1

Tools:

Tactic 5.1.2

Tools:

Tactic 5.1.3

Tools:

Design and implement stat
programs to increase basic
handicapped conditions on
professionals who deal wit

Determine the level of kno
working with parents by
information tests

1. Survey inventory
2. Information tests

Provide training for existin
working with parents

1,. In-service training at re
staff meetings

Develop or imprcve prese
for professionals working

1. Competency-based degr
practicum experience )
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ued
dent-related staff policy of open invitation

observe and participate

Printed staff policies related to program
personnel
Publicity, television, radio, newspapers

n communication beiween parents and
fessionals

tive resource pool of specialists and
urces- lawyers, legislators, etc..

t of names of specialists

tructional materials

-packaged materials and programs and an
n appointment book

cticing receptivity and honesty between
ents and professionals

elp-line" available telephone services

Interdisciplinary team: nurse, family
doctor, therapists, psychologists, medical
specialist, social worker
Home school program coordinator
Families
Teachers
Workshop directors
Public relation's media
PTA or ARC team groups and other parent
groups

Observation
Measure of parent effectiveness with child

1

Evaluation
Needs:

in all areas of skills: social, educational, etc.
3. Measure effectiveness of groups' accomplish-

ments
4. Measure of parent and professional growth

1 Parent conferences
2. Tests: vocational evaluation,(Vineland),

PACE circular,(Kephart)
3, Pre- and post-questionnaire for program
4 Teacher inventories
5, Family observations and charting
6. Quantity and quality of parent involvement

GOAL 5.0 TO INCREASE PROFESSIONAL UNDER-
STANDING, KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

Design and implement state-wide educational
programs to increase basic knowledge of severely
handicapped conditions on the part of all
professionals who deal with parents

Determine the level of knowledge of professionals
working with parents by survey inventories,
information tests

Strategy 5.1

Tactic 5.1.1

Tools:

Tactic 5.1.2

Tools:-

Tactic 5.1.3

Tools:

1, Survey inventory
2. Information tests

Provide training for existing professionals
working with parents

1: In- service training at regular professional
staff meetings

Develop or Improve preservice training progrdrns
for professionals working with parents

1. Competency-based degree program with
practicum experience



Table 7.3 coptinuedCurriculum changes in training programs

attic 5.1.4 Develop professional standards for those work-
ing with parents

Tools: Coalition of parents and professionals to
establish professional standards

Strategy 5.2 Design and implement a state-wide program to
increase specific skills of parent trainers

1 attic 5.2.1 Identify skills needed by parent trainers

1 ools. Literature search

1 attic 5.2.2 Develop a program and staff to teach those skills

Tools. Competency-based degree program with
practicum experience

rn Strategy 5.3 Design and implement state-wide programs to
increase acceptance attitudes of professionals
toward parents and their severely handicapped
children

Tactic 5.3.1 Develop awareness of attitudes among profes-
sionals and assess them

1 ools: 1. Gestalt group techniques
2. Role-playing

Tactic 5.3.2 Include experiential content in professional
training

Tools: 1. Regular practicum experience
2. Role-playing

Forces: 1. Organized parent groups
2. Knowledgeable professionals retained by

1Y,r1) state and local agencies

3. Qualified trainers to
university setting

4. An advisory commit
and professional or:

5. Professional lobbyis
groups to effect cha
training institutions

6. Research specialist
7. Management special'

grammer, technical
information materia
specialist

8. Informed parent pre
communicate with

9. Professionals skilled
techniques, retained
work with professio

Evaluation
Strategies: 1. Measure change of

toward the target p
severely, multiply h

2. Assess parent know
and skills

3. Evaluate change in a
4.. Evaluate change in

Evaluation
Needs: 1. Parent survey

2.. Observation of prof
3. See needs for evalua
4. Parent participation

programs
5. Professional involve

organizations and a
6. Survey of professi
7.; Test of knowledge a

referenced)
8. Evaluation of chap:

for services to sever



ued
urriculum changes in training programs

-lop professional standards for those work-
with parents

lition of parents and professionals to
blish professional standards

gn and implement a state-wide program to
ease specific skills of parent trainers

tify skills needed by parent trainers

ature search

op a program and staff to teach those skills

petency-based degree program with
ticum experience

gn and implemelt state-wide programs to
ease acceptance attitudes of professionals
rd parents and their severely handicapped
en

lop awareness of attitudes among profes-
Is and assess them

Gestalt group techniques
Role-playing

ude experiential content in professional
ning

Regular practicum experience
Role-playing

Organized parent groups
Knowledgeable professionals retained by

state and local agencies

Evaluation
Strategies:

Evaluation
Needs:

3. Qualified trainers to work in college or
university setting

4. An advisory committee representing parent
and professional organizations

5. Professional lobbyist retained b parent
groups to effect change in preser ice
training institutions

6. Research specialist
7, Management specialist, educational pro-

grammer, technical competenc specialist,
information materials specialist, evaluation
specialist

8. Informed parent professional groups to
communicate with professionals

9 Professionals skilled in attitude change
techniques, retained by parent groups to
work with professionals

1, Measure change of behavior or professionals
toward the target population- parents and
severely, multiply handicapped children

2. Assess parent knowledge, understanding,
and skills

3. Evaluate change in attitudes of professionals
4, Evaluate change in professional knowledge

1. Parent survey
2, Observation of professional behavior
3. See needs for evaluation strategy no. 3
4., Parent participation on training and other

programs
5: Profession?! involvement in community

organizations and activities
6. Survey of professional attitudes
7 Test of knowledge and skills (criterion-

referenced)
8. Evaluatiorpof change in monies expended

for services to severely, multipl', handicapped



Table 7.4 Pinellas Utah
Example of Product of State Vs/aline Workshop

SPRING, 1974 (Much krayl SUMMER, 1974 (Juts, August) FALL, 1974 (September November) WINTER, 1974 75 (December February)

1 SYStEMATtC DELIVtRY SYSTEM

r,,,,,I, kill. illo,011 01 ISSIle, .1"10.9 t 01ItIrMt/MII total personnel needs "Impiement program for the severer/ Develop means of assessing capandi

n.e...al edowl 1.05, stale department "Identify target i e , UEA, media. multiply handicapped ties of services to meet needs
otr,,Ialt ie. floOl idniiinstrarOrS, oath r agencies Delineate preliminary goals based systematically
Parents and aucirvi tie uJonel Identify service patterns on needs assessment and present rn- "Determine if all severely multiply

N. .entan f'1 ter vii e philosophy Descrilie evistmg programs formation to patent and professional handicapped have bean identified

,reeltilt to those :rho o ill cnovide Describe new programs needed groups for refinement CerituS

i it re, re %e ..t. List ousting far dillet Develop alternative morsels for social services and others

t E A, call he 'Pinny's ble 'es ides) *locate and establish additional systematic delivery system Detannine if indovidaal needs of

i - . 'Iwo of sr welt, iliuTrisils la, dirk sr ir% Ir il Valk vow t iostiog di. hart y rrichkli sr vim 1 e noitnoly hanibrabis d chrldren

r oldu gored Determine financial need Make recommendations for pilot are being met

Lo,janize publicity asvoler ess of nuttiest 1 domicile] Programs rises's'', measure
1,011 Ill ptot.'c set vu is mimic; led financial netedS ,provide technical assistance for Oef Oahe evaluation

1 ask farce (St, ce I. 'as del s and umplementation of pilot programs "Update needs assessment

i. 14 tal t., . ' o , W., equIS
t o-ss to litiel atm! .1 They per Td
oat! ;off, 0, .1,1 0,011,C with OS
ph.., 0Ohy

en cabby for legislation
.mandate
fillIdS

Make plowsioni for other funds

OS valuate years pogrei

n ',Tend , h4 .405
r dor in sirreof s, oh., shrILYT

I lentils sue, .fir oft'. ins il es

or efidi tie 500 i1,01,1,1 tI, WI. ttl
SEA LEA leg st non ins!, tuions, A

I vents etc

7 IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTRAINTS

C, stern on. eihet 'an and 0 ,em foom coalition of consumers and Establish system for Identrgern nlesences to set moron. for
net on i 1 ifs, dee inro inar,,,

ta. tund,g la app' ,p...1! rig's
sh models
Ongoing legislative committee

severely multiply harcficapped chit
diem' in and out of school -not re

foe.' areas conceining severely
multiply hansfiCapped

'wars, rate elensieS lOcal gem meets regularly with providers of serving appropriate services LEA Decal education personnel, in
et i, caul on is special services Provide resource personnel who can foss led 1 services for severely, mul
Pr dr. o onan a .1 peten.t %b.. AppOont more powders to deCiSsOn advocate for existing programs hilly ban ,aped, will inform others
kn., ie ige and techniques To jointly making hoards In-service training for inter and (special and Agora, education teach
d,lertn tie gnJPbes Identify inteiested grOuPs intradisoplinkry stall ems, ancillary personnel)

Form conference for assembling Recruit and select in service Include churches in campaign to on
leaden develop al hoc committee training team el t e awns, nets cal tfimilica Shwa as
A loot curriculum and new views to Survey professionals' current at human being
in, d severely inutoply handicapped
thin inconhafist coins-non terminology

Musics awl needs IbAer arise giro nations to Owe groups
M include ifernOnStratiOnS of abilities

eselarify eidtaig tundra.; mchandenS
Iiirreae rroporholities for infer

r,onduct local work shops to develop
information am' action on

lot severely handicapped children

agency cooperation knowledge of issues
dolbying

Utilize handicapped ',rodents es
ti se tier: and aides

.publicity (encourage individueli *lit rti ze elementary school peers as
to write congressmen get commitment
thy rattteeluals to work unitedly)

' gecial loend" or orlvor..ets log
Severely Multiply handicapped children

. _

Include medical profession in campaign
for awareness of the handicapped as
human tieing%



Utah Timelines continued
iineenteive

SPRING, 1974 (tied, May)
SLMIAER, 19 74 (June-August)

FALL, 1974 (September November)
WINTER, 1974 lOtcernher Fabssaryf

3 OPT IONS FOR uNSERvED CHILDREN

sa

Dete, min, what pubcy exists at all
0gbifn Proposal to charge attitudes

eget/ au, anal PAM Current proles

1, re),
fa, tfy rers,urses

.assign respoesithlity
rote Consultant to analyze data

honals
Obtain Copies of whiten policy

,,,,,b, rorn, tea plor,d.no set luocling
statements

,, es, to ,.,,,ely multiply handicapped write Mart

*Evaluate at least 15 sgencies

. 0 tqt.fe ,era, my of hawn as ljung reruns Waned frOm spring kar
*11cn prov.de set nem

tuueCri
reelnntses apply pressure on aclouni

ree Nuno) Lvalure sec vices enacted through

1.0<ni,t, ,,,... 1r
sel,e,1 a. d ut1Setved Multiply
he Id, ..tus d

13, , t as
,,,.,once, her

st awls st had boards, community
tee Daps and Parents

Designme .1 WWII 10 design a
model by reviewing costing models,

IV,Soifs

the year

11',uraey 2 retested claims 25
sooul etrini.slt ems and to in
>boo onal t'At personnel to de
tefnhine Corr tn ereis +ea:flex-a and
to,. It tenet Jil!lf.s.td an Q,,,eistiuri

n , I, I turd te.etr.y haeMeatmed
, .<, 'shoot :welds an,t i..150E
K. ,'It: i .c fit for 1,1 co ,winr.es
Onta.n yutit,shed Jtestot el
....dust perm) VastUs
C ,ta. a related ptoleu.ons
16;,.1 Vile ret.11j
4%.'ilt 5110 440 1, et h011 4 won school

s-, ish en to detertialt nfentrheal,on
Of alt chit hen

4 ''.rid` 15 RELEVANT EDUCATION?

F ,,11,,,t tt so,,I, len, Iet.ul me al
Detailed plan mated to COnferenCe

ChtmOnstratron centers Wen: tf fed Hold aecountabiloy conferences

eg eS le, .00,ettlet COMO led Of
tePretetIJI,es hem Si,,?, flow{ of

Pa,I,C.Pant% On how CoOrdrnated re
las.onsfma will be established an

and operating
Prictsaanss fa trleret01 training

peogress reports horn all proven,
mpleMented during the year

V-hoter Edbeation, 0581, LEAs lPtinte following areas
initiated

evaluate and develop new streltoes

111,,.e, VII SuetJutst (66E)
procticum expeneres

Advisory cOMMittet holding hearings
tend a new timeline

COnSurste eteshrt3 tAtslattie mires demonstration center on program imorovemint
Begin imptementa non of model pm

_faE ,s,frasawaf.sa 101ms a Task preService training
Implement strategies to bong all

grams b htferent pans of the state

Force of USBE, unnernix and public
inserince limning

teachers to mononurn competency level Begm lewslmon

school personnel
advitory committee

Slash Force ronsheS *nen foe

Rfle Oen, ei:ta ttottOnat manpower pool
ninimum list of competence's flexible ontrercattort Prowarn and

with agenses dealing with severely,
msol.is f,.04, typed on mailing fist

rim severity multiply hanclicaPPed
vete kfren +hunk{ have an ',Neuron

d410'"afn of aPFT0P f late asisscallon

W0t1, shop of concerned personnel to

Agensies 'Slate devilop computer
Regional information grow:, loured leer.* progress

Pence's of information ore severely
'Task Force review Lot of professional organizations

multiply hendicappeu, mune federal
contael 9E11 for funding Information

alt runntled to UWE and tent out

funds
contact peofessional standardsproton to all LEAs, classes, etc

*Extensive information 'literature
s input him ail levels and typo of CocatlInabon of Interclosvphnery

0.., ...two ,,, unweisay strisimn1
teaching programs

inler 'sled pules (foetal waken,
phystcat Iteraptsts, etc I

abilities of various specitlists ft g
speech pathOloonts, physcal

Area and regional resource centers
and media center disterninele *mon

7 ask Face claws Peva* can,
ficatIon pavan fa PPM; oftsslonsla

tawrapists) and use NeistingOtherell
foe tooasbnat,on

Arfews tehcale a 1isettels14111 to
be rx<weuen ir to reel p ..rtvis)

ulattd int ormation to districts
and woftworhos

ROrgancre meennotiwn.neas where

l,ro,nal.on obtained from ERIC
Task Force collects information foe teachers share effective glees 4



-',Serr L 4..G. It tn ,S2113-..t...m....ta

SPRING. 1974 (March May) SUMMER. 1974 (June August) FALL, 1974 (SeptemberNosymbei WINTER, 1974 (December February)

dissenhnittst to individual teachets definition Of appropriate education
11.5.hoot structure organized so staff
can reverie, in Service training

teachers hoed tor extra does
beyond regale year

LE A personnel responsible to eel
lett and disseminate information to
teachers on regular basis, and tell
teachers how to implement

' dal per ,ntels for in service
1 or n ore ,,s,rmid.Is per
sear hi, shot, w anti gi rierth

Pt Nate donOrl ttttt Ions on venous
skills for presentation in districts
and agencies, with films, cassettes

use of substitute tenders
Professi.foal ory....1toOn. (keel%)
xxtpei.dis. eloo I to ur rot...fear

CEC, UARC UE A, en
ones, r.., ft1 I ifit4 I ,14 ler rgencrti
tord pre,:ete dear malrhls, etc

LEAs develop task analyses for
various skills to be complied try
RUC of UtillE for dosseminatinn to
all teachers who need information
Apprent trite level win Ivo airy
personnel to coordinate vocational
122129 in rural area'.

5 PARENT EDUCATION THEM ROLE

elC,xdact 1.1SdE yid State Social of Und I' &Prig activities developed Dosentrnate survey on needs and *Repo small group meetings of pro-

Se, in. es hi appoint a 3 to 5 meinever and irnplemented by committee qualities fessionalS and Consumers to react to

steering. unroll nee Stalfing Moldy planning comma Analyre returned date and reevaluate check lists

steer oog ri.insinritee s,ir contest
lay co oarrizahun e.tro ,scold aOpOint
mihnl.ers t. two CO eh, tees fund

tee planning activities for center,
will make recommendations 10 steet
ing committee to Center coordinator

Hrre coordinator and staff. get
up building, contact agencies,
plan of action developed for center

Implement plan of action for center
Pre test attitudes
ImpleMent Ira nary modules

la wry and darling tarorrty plan Iltdail competency questronnanesio "'Advisory or poircy making board axix.r.ential conttnt Pt
11,0g tin, In reel targin pOpolatron established by steering committee for mat insir ur inn

rbrattritrly to ye population Ialrulete and evaluate results Begin to develop training modules begin to develop a peat), of enional/

Co runt i e of pi.ttes.iins us select flnsernmate en iluattom on I ormatrOn for sire Pi selected programs Wirt...sun al it, tole. t11,111.4 parent

ed by USBE Ire, her Cat tit ication to prolessionalS involved for pee-
Awns >>

era floral fro state IUEBE Instructional

hioniontl Mtn t tintninee still he
fore pareor Parr Cr ,t,not muds
Preole it who y to assess pies
rot knot le Ige of professionals
noriong i., ini parents

Support Services Admonotfandland in servo.e tr aro ring consriler
Conund tee will develop p. nlinsional
standards

OP iron ri .1 Pit is, p rreots and
or of essoivals sot mot kompetency
bit as to el, moos hameo rids
to ,e ef.ec,.e
Cornhir e lists and formulate one
cr. oVeleocv list
SO, vuee 0. ,chilli data on needs of
inertly II hid, coped as seen by
or olessh, rts and parents

Protect Ithntrlication update
evaluete ability to meet rilentif red
needs

'loll in gam, using ODD 'genera
and advisory council
bcgrn implementation of plan for
developmantal Cams foe state

seleCt personnel
purchase equipment
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Develon wit yes Corm In he sent to
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hold patent workshOps in target
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the basis for development of more extended state plans

by each state at a later date.

Over and above these specific state-related
products, some general issues were defined by the

participants.- The findings, or imperatives, are

presented an Table 7.5. The imperatives reflect the

concerns of-the nation and the region relative to

the provision of educational services to the severely,

multiply handicapped. Many of the concerns revolve

about execution of a national direction mandated by

recent court cases and legislation, as well as con-

cerns arising from personal experience as special

educators.

The imperatives generally reflect a need for

increasing involvement of the people concerned with

the severely, multiply handicapped. and forproduc-

ing a similar linkage to the general public. Within

the scope of the increased involvement was a desire

to improve the quality and quantity of services

through active and directed activities. The tone

of the imperatives is one of an aggresive posture,

rather than a passive response to situations as

they arise.

The evaluation of the conference was very

positive. The evaluations showed that the major

goals of the conference were met, and that the

RMRRC had acted as an effective regional agent to

promote change and educational innovation. The

257 conferees generally indicated that the conference

did have a major impact on their planning for pro-

vision of services for the severely multiply handi-

capped children in their respective areas.

Follow-up Consultations to the States

In order to help the SEAs meet issues developed

by the conference and reported in the post-conference

document, the RMRRC conducted follow-up consultations

to each of the states involved. The states that

responded to this possibility were Montana, Idaho and

Utah, with Wyoming declining because of interior con-

straints. An extension of the center's grant beyond

June 1974 allowed for this follow-up cork. Following

is a brief account of the follow-up with these states:

179 i
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Table 7.5 IMPERATIVES RESULTING FROM TOPICS DEALING
WITH THE SEVERELY MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED

A wealth tit intorrnat,n 11,10.a ism till. toil
feience bars Ills, ts as Its re 1, t titb,ntettats re
everyone at the eo.ttst, nee tt 'foot, td Inereits
and 1,110.0.ttist talt. J. 1,, 1:%110,i. .tact men o'er.,
who weer Jetty lbws f tit it . groups,

cash Realleti part, u, if ere, rtat c:r;cel tine
atter time ti rrini the
written yew kertttp totti,altin, the tottowiry,
101 of Imperatises ttit, hceLi c,mp Jed

Attitude/Law

A Develop a posiuse Phrlosirphy attitude
and commitment in strict to build a
delivery of serviees

B ()Nita kg,,IJI,J r,01, end 1,,F

the severs ly multiple hand, ,t,r,ti
bout to Sit JO, with Aro ter, is

Identitreation

A Establish responerbilits and aterrunt
aborts at progr Ini it tel tot
identified seserels, muloph, handicapped
indisidual

B Store effectiscfs ,elentite and appraise
the riet.ts ,t1 the ws'N. mutt ply
handieapped populat

III Services, huaeture

A Establish inter J up' rare terminology
and fawurCe t 1 t'oet,",, ',vdenvp
development, teacher wining turn( 411011
sharing, w0,1,t tot s reel',. comm,
attitudes, corporate tit.t.tmon
foot0,,g etc

B Asord inter Junk. rron. tr,Ig
ftlerilJtit in and bureaucratic eveignli nest.

C Establoh compreetcnetye nee is ateevonent
of available service resources at esery
levet

D Reassess the compound and eomples
pronlems relating to terviog the severely
multiply handicapped tn rural 'Mote
areas,

IV franing

A, Evtluate eelytol programs and develop
mkt' programs th, t me lode et. .'oat 1. 'It

components,

8 identify methridolorts and to.ih ro
,,ornmitted groups and IfJi, duals call
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mobilice their soncerny even when they
are without adequate funds and programs

C, Obtain trilling resources that exemplify
the current Innoyationy and trendy in
spacial education.

D Develop appropriate ineentlyes to
recruit Liu doled seserely, , multiply
handicapped tntruc tort

E Match preserviee training with aelual
COmpetenetee needed to serve the
whole person

F, f acilitat, the des, torment 411 naming
proironts by joint dtorts ill I I A, SRA
and university per sonnet

V Parents /Community

A, Involve parents and prttyttlery of ter
vices in 717 steps id the
des torn malon4 proer.,, hum the
funding and soot dinating agencies to
actual service to the child,

8, Raise the I e,e1 of otifltrUntt} Jwar, nest
to aelenowleige and enhaneethe I LGAL
and PERSON.% not, of severely,,
multiply handicapped and parents

C. Tram the family unit so that parents
and siblings can perform early inter-
vention

D Develop alters Ito" ton respite care
and crisis intervention,

VI. Communications

A. Extensively permeate the media at a
meant of improving sere tees for the
severely, multiply handicapped, improve
COrnmunteition and eooperation of
those ch ogle with dtsatro,o,Doo of
information to the individual at csery
level.

B. Provide a structure and methodology to
foster open communication hcoset n
prigestittilJts and parents of severely
multiply liana, apped.

VII Funding

A Develop 4 clearer image and method of
identifying, utilising and espanding
pubis and {Hoak funding and service
sources.

B. Encourage cooperation In fund sharing
and service interaction



MONTANA: On August 6, 1974 in Billings, Montana,
ten participants gathered, all of whom either attended
or were familiar with the conference on the severely, --

multiply handicapped. The one-day consulation was
organized by Montana's State Supervisor of Special

Education. The topic for the consult was "The Public
Schools' Responsibility for the Custodial, Mentally
Retarded Children, Youth and Adults." The day was
spent in an analysis of: a) present conditions
(strengths and weaknesses); b) threats; c) trends;
d) objectives. The major achievement of the meeting
was the three objectives which were stated in the

form of resolutions.

Resolved that:

1. The Attorney General's opinion and/or a
legislative bill will be written on the
right to education during the next legis-
lative session;

2. The Constitution will be upheld so that
every handicapped person can have access
to an appropriate, least restrictive public
education including the "custodial mentally
retarded" by the end of the next legislative
session.

3. Immediately upon appropriate legislative
action and in cooperation with appropriate
State Department personnel, each Special
Education Regional Council will create a
comprehensive regional plan to provide for

appropriate, least restrictive education
services for all children, youth, and
adults including the "custodial mentally
retarded."

The significance of what happened in Montana is still

to be evaluated; however, the three objectives are
currently being ratified by the five intrastate
regional councils to gain their signatures. The

objectives will then be Sent to the Governor, and to

the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. This
consultation served as the catalyst to help strengthen
Montana's plans for serving the severely, multiply

handicapped.
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IDAHO: On August 28, 1974 in Boise, 25 partici-
pants gathered, most of whom attended the conference
on the severely, multiply handicapped. The one-day
consultation was planned by the State Director of
Special Education. The topic for the consultation
was "The Severely, Multiply Handicapped--The Idaho
Plan." The main focus of the day was to work on
three issues related to the post-conference document:
options for the unserved child; what is relevant
education; and the role of the parent. ,,The task was
to take key tactics, polish them for Idaho and break
them down into sub-tactics and procedures (who, how,
where,'and when). Seventeen fully developed tactics
resulted with a new timeline structure of October 1,
1974 to September 30, 1975.

The second achievement of the day, and perhaps
the most impo5tant, was the appointing of a state-
wide Task Force on the Severely, Multiply Handicapped.
The group selected 11 persons to form the Task Force,
all of whom were in attendance. They will be account-
able to the office of the Director of Special Educa-
tion and will have limited, but adequate, funds to
cover meetings, mailings and.administration. The
Task Force will call upon others to serve in sub-
committee assignments. Their total work will be
structured, disciplined and flexible enough to be
a positive force to lobby issues relating to the
severely, multiply handicapped. This is the first
state-wide task force for the severely, multiply
handicapped in the Rocky Mountain States, and one of
a small number from the nation-at-large. With this
strategic move, Idaho could emerge as a key state
in the modeling of alternatives for the severely,
multiply handicapped.

UTAH: During the week of September 9-13, 1974,
a delegation of 21 will represent the state in a
site visit tour to four Model.programs serving the
severely, multiply handicapped. The State Director
of Special Educatim's office felt that this type of
inservice training for selected professionals
representing multi-disciplines and agencies was of
greater need than a one-day consultation. After
three weeks of extensive research, the following
selection of sites was determined.

1. September 10: The Callier Hearing and
Speech Center, Dallas, Texas. This is
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a model research, demonstration and
reduplication program dealing with the
deaf-blind, infant home training, indi-
vidualized instruction and technical
research.

2. September 11: The University of Oklahoma
Medical Center, Department of Pediatrics,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Thisas a multi-
disciplinary medical and educational
effort dealing with the severely, multiply
handicapped in these broad areas: pre-
scription; ongoing evaluation; and pre-
school neurological/developmental aspects.

3. September 12: The Eastern Nebraska Com-
munity Office for Retardation, Omaho,
Nebraska. The fodus of this program is
a de-institutionalized multi-faceted
service delivery at the community level,
and is considered to be one of the most
complex and highly integrated programs
of this kind in the nation.

4 September 13: East San, Gabriel Valley
School for Multi-Handicapped Children,
Glendora, California. This Los Angeles
County-sponsored program is composed of
15 classes in 3 schools within a two-
mile radius. The program provides severely
handicapped students with comprehensive
services including a staff of four physi-

cians. The key to the program is experi-
ments in language development and sensory
integration. This'-is the first program
of its type in California and the largest.

Prior to leaving, the Utah delegation will have

an afternoon planning session which will include:
a) contexting the trip; b) a method for, analysis of
what is seen; c) questions to ask along the way;
d) an evaluation of useful trends and insights for

Utah. Each participant will be responsible for fill-
,ing out an evaluation sheet on each site visited.

The purpose of these site visits will be one of educa-
tional research for the sake of improving existing
services or creating new ones for Utah.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY OF OUTREACH PROGRAM

This chapter will review the major outcomes of

the Outreach program from a perspective of the center

and its operations. The intent is to discuss the
important relationships between the center activities

and the outcomes observed within the states served,

and the implications that these findings have for the
operation of regional centers. The focus of this
discussion will be the Outreach model used by the

RMRRC to provide services.

The Outreach process as undertaken by the
RMRRC is one in which the center served as a core

resource to states within the region. The core

was to be a fairly smaU effort in comparison to the
flow-through monies and was to be used mainly in

the form of technical assistance, specialized back-

up resource services, and oor project monitoring.
it was the intent of the center that it would simply

not act as a subcontracting agency, but rather would
provide added services to the process by serving

as a regional focal point for the exchange of informa-

, tion and the introduction of new knowledge, methods

and procedures.

Under the above scheme the center operated two
major programs in its last two years; the stratisti-
cian program discussed in Volume II of this report,

and the Outreach program. The Outreach program drew
some support from the stratistician program in terms
of existent workshops, but in general the two pro-

grams operated separately. The core staff however
did contribute other resource services in the form

of program development activities, evaluation and

information.

Technical Assistance

One of the advantages the Outreach program
included is that it could provide technical assist-

ance to SEAs and LEAs on speci:1 problems as they



arose. This technical assistance included workshops,

reviews of plans, supplementary evaluations, and
support of supplemental projects. In this mode the
RMRRC helped to resolve technical problems within
the region without the educational agency having to

try to find resource support and staff to undertake

the activity. The RMRRC as an agency provided a
rapid response service to the educational programs
in its region.

A technical assistance service model for center

operations is depicted in Figure 8.1. The use of
the model to plan and monitor Outreach projects has
shown it to be an accurate schema for describing
the delivery of assistance to all field requests
for technical assistance. Evaluation procedures
and forms were developed to assess the effectiveness
of responses to technical assistance requests sent

to the center. This model calls for both the field
requester and center staff to evaluate the assistance

delivery. Examination of the results of these
evaluations will determine which modes of assistance

and types of assistance (information, consultation,
etc.) are most effective for different kinds of

requests. The evaluations are helpful in tracing
the process of assistance from the impact of con-
sultation, through the outcomes of services rendered,
to additional or related problems remaining to be

solved. This evaluation model should help determine
the effectiveness of the RMRRC in providing support
to the field. It also was used to suggest tactics

for improvement. Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 present
the information contained on the technical assistance
request form, and the evaluation form for both the
requester and the consultant; space, for responding
to the items has been omitted in these samples.

Requests for technical assistance from regional
and other sources were individualized where possible
and resulted in assistance agreements outlining the
problem, assistance requested, expected outcome and
assistance response details from the RMRRC. Break-
down of the requests and delivery are outlined in

Table 8.4. The use of these categories for report-
ing is depicted in Table 8.5.

By use of these reporting categories it was
hoped to increase the center's accountability
reporting procedures. The data in Table 8.5 presents
a limited range of potential responses of the center.
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Table 8.1 Technical Assistance Request to Rocky Mountain

Regional Resource Center

Name of Requester Agency

Address Phone

Problem

Assistance requested

Expected Outcome

Contact Person

Date service needed

Address

(For RMRRC use only)

Date submitted Date RMRRC received

Person receiving the request

Request accepted date. Request not accepted

If request not accepted state why

Service agreement needed yes, no.

Check appropriate topic of request:

Information
Materials
Orientation
Training

Staff member assigned

date.

Consultation
Research design
Direct educational programming
Other, specify

Date assistance to be delivered

TA evaluation needed?, yes,

requested date.

Date of assignment

no. Evaluation of TA

.
Evaluation of TA obtained date. Referred to another

agency date.

If referred to another agency state why
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Table 8.2 Requester's Technical Assistance Evaluation Form
Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center

Requester's Name Agency

Consultant(s)

Date of assistance

1. What was your technical assistance request?
2. What form was used to respond to your request?

Telephone In person
Letter Other, specify

3. What type of assistance was given to you?
Information Consultation
Materials Research design
Orientation Design educational programming
Training Other, specify

4. Would you have preferred a different type of technical
assistance?

5. If yes, what would you have preferred?
6. How would you evaluate the technical assistance you received?

effective ineffective

7. Was the consultant(s) aware of your technical assistance
needs?

not aware. : : aware

8. How would you describe the expertise of the consultant in
the area related to your technical assistance needs?

high low

level of : : : : : level of

expertise expertise
9. Were your technical assistance needs satisfied?

not

satisfied satisfied

10. What was the outcome(s) of the consultation?
11. If technical needs remain to be met, what are some suggested

means by which the RMRRC could meet those needs?

12. General comments:
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Table 8.J Consultant TechniLal Assistance Evaluation Form
Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center

Requester's Name Agency

Consultant

Date of assistance

1. What form was used to respond to the request?

Telephone In person

Letter Other, specify

2. What type of assistance was
Information Consultation

Materials Research design

Orientation Direct educational programming

Training Other, specify

3. Describe the assistance provided.

4. How would you evaluate the technical assistance?

effective ineffective

5. Were you apprised in advance of actual technical assistance

needs?

not apprised apprised

6. How would you describe your expertise in the area related

tb their technical assistance needs?
high low

level .)f
level of

expertise expertise

7. How effectively was your time utilized?

ineffectively effectively

8. How closely did the requester's stated technical assis-

tance needs parallel actual technical assistance needs?

closely :
not closely

9. What was the outcome(s) of your consultation?

10. Were the technical assistance needs satisfied?

not satisfied satisfied

11. If technical assistance needs remain to be met, how can

the RMRRC aid in meeting those needs?

12. How much time was spent consulting?

13. How much time was spent traveling?

14. List any additional costs incurred in fulfilling this

request ( i.e. materials, phone calls, etc.)

15. General comments:



Table 8.4 Technical Assistance Delivery

Description Idaho Montana Utah Wyoming Other Total

.

Information/Materials 7 10 7 6 23 53

Consultation 11 29 5 10 8 63

Training 1 2 0 12 16 31

Other 1 2 1 5 0 9

Referred for Additonal

Help 0 4 0 O. 8 12

Inapplicable 0 1 0 0 2 3

Totals 20 48 13 33 57 171
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Table fl. 5 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS

TO STATE SPECIAL. EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS AND PROlEC1S

ON-SI1f CONSULTATION IN -HOUSE ASsISTlNC/

- Needs Assessment Strategies

-Program Plaoning

-ere iniPational Management

-Program Evaluation Design and Methodology

-Direct, Diagnostic-Prescriptive Service to
Support State and Stratistician Requests as

Needed:

-Consultation by Mail or telephone

-Reviewing and Monitoring Projects via Reports

-Information Services

-Referral Service to Locate Human and Non-Human
Resources to Fill Assistance Requests

-Communications Link With Other Special Education-
al Support Agencies and B. E. Ho

-Development of Inter-State and Inter-Regional
Communications NetworE,

-Development of Human and Program Resources
Information-Retrieval System

-Third Party Evaluation Arrangements

-Seauential and Continuous Assistance Resulting

in Mutual Understanding, and Trust Relationship

ON -SITE TRAINING OFF-SITE VISITATION

-Small, Multiplier Effect Training Using RMRRC

Developed Modules or Other Need Specific

Curricula in areas of:.
Identification of the Handicapped

Diagnosis and Assessment
Prescriptive Planning
Curricular Programming
Evaluation of Program
Inter-Personal Skills Development

Management Practices

-To Related Projects and training Workshops of

Interest and Applicability

-Ouarterlv, Regional Steering Committee Meetings

for:
National, Regional and State Info. and Trends

Technical Assistance Presentations
Sharing of Project Developments and Results

Advice to RMRRC from State Education Agencies

and Other Support Projects
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To broaden this reporting the inclusion of child-

centered data was added into the reporting process

and is included in Table 8.6 for the period 1971-

1974.

One of the difficulties in discussing this data,

or using it for accountability purposes is that it

is difficult to place a qualitative or quantitative

value on the information. In effect the direct

service contacts are being counted as opposed to

actual process information. The fact that a contact

occured provides little or no information relating

to the substance of the interaction. Procedures

were instituted by the RMRRC to try to remedy this

problem in the last year of the project as reported

in Volume II, but it still remains an area in which

more work is needed in the future.

An Example Response

Of the many activities undertaken by the RMRRC

in this category of activity, perhaps the most vivid

example is a response to a request to provide assist-

ance to the Rough Rock Indian Reservation. The

original request came from the SWRRC, and was approved

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Although the

assistance was primarily financial it does illus-

trate a regional response mode of operation. The

RMRRC felt the potential information would be of

value in identifying handicapped Indian children in

the RMRRCoeregion and throughout the nation. The

following discussion will review this project as a

means of illustrating the process of responsive

technical assistance.*

Background. An agreement between the RMRRC and

the Rough Rock School Board, Chinle, Arizona, was

developed in the fall of 1974. This agreement formal-

ized a proposed plan to identify and provide educa-

tional programs for all unserved, handicapped Native

American children within the 1,000 square-mile catch-

,. ment area of the Reservation school. The locally

elected school board had determined that a priority

*Information for this section is from progress reports

and the final report from Douglas A Dunlap,. director

of the Rough Rock idenLification project.
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Table 8.6

Summary data chart of services performed by the RMRRC

SERVICES
1971-72 1972-73 1

Direct 426 1.343 2

Children Indirect 3 638 5.448 29

Teachers contacted 595 6,963 8

Day Care Centers
4 16

Schools 81 4,449

Agencies and other Federal Projects 11 140

Paraprofessionals 203

Parents 95 1,172

Administrators 50 662

Presenations
11 20

Universities Practicum C 8

Presentations 5 25

Advisory Groups formed and utilized

Studies conducted

Workshops presented 11 129

Serving on boards and/or committees for handicapped 3 15



Table 8.6

Summary data chart of services performed by the RMRRC

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 TOTALS

Direct
1.343 2,859

43,395

Indirect

,426

3.638 5.4q1 29,681

itacted 595 6,963 8,485 16,043

titers
4 16 10 30

0-------
81 4,449 905 5.435

other Federal Projects 11 ,140 190 341

Lonals
/203 65 268

1

95 1,172 815 2,082

Drs 50 662 2,451 3,163

Presentations
11 20 37

83

Practicum 6 8 , 1

CIS
5 25 166 .,

cups formed and utilized 4 1 2 7

ducted 6 7 14 27

resented
.

11 129 81 221
_...

boards and/or committees for handicapped 3 15 22 40



in their all-Navajo, innovative school program was
culturally relevant diagnosis, prescription, and pro-
gramming for all children with learning problems.

The RMRRC, in cooperation with the SWRRC, assist-

ed in the unique bilingual Navajo effort that was
based on a community controlled, comprehensive educa-

tional program. The processes and results of the
culturally appropriate identification, diagnosis,
prescription, programming, and materials development
efforts will be reviewed and shared by the RMRRC with
states in the region that have Native American popula-
tions in need of special education assistance.

The Rough Rock Demonstration School was founded

in the isolated and traditional Indian community in

the summer of 1966. As the first school in modern
times to be controlled by a local Indian community,
Rough Rock gained a national and international

prominence. The community elected a school board to

direct the operation of the Demonstration School, and

to facilitate the development of the community school
concept for Navajo people.

The primary educational goal of the school was

the developlaent of a bilingual and bicultural educa-

tional program. During the 1972-73 school year all
but fourteen of the 444 enrolled children were native
speakers of the Navajo language who came to their
first year of school knowing no English. The Demon-
stration School seeks to place these children on a

secure educational base by beginning instruction in

the Navajo language, and by teaching the reading and

writing of Navajo. Navajo history and culture provide

a base for social studies learning and for personal

development.

With the initiation of a special education pro-

gram, Rough Rock endeavored to demonstrate how a small

and remote traditional Indian community may identify

needs of handicapped children and draw upon the
resources of the community to provide enduring instruc-

tion and training of special education personnel. In

Rough Rock there are virtually no Navajo personnel

trained in special education, and the remoteness of

the community makes it difficult to recruit and hold

non-Indian professionals. The need is for a local

staff trained to meet Lhe needs of handicapped Rough

Rock children.
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Needs assessment. The Human Development Program
conducted a needs assessment in 1972-73 (prior to

RMRRC involvement). The assessment was a joint opera-

tion among teaching staff and Human Development staff

and involved participant observation in the classroom,
administration of a worksample, analysis of education-

al, social, and medical information, and an extensive
interview with each teacher about every child in the

school.

Each classroom was approached one at a time,

with two weeks set aside for the assessment in each

room. Not all of each day for two weeks was used,

but the observation, work sample, interview, and
other activities typically spanned a two-week period.

Human Development staff assisted the classroom

teacher in teaching, thereby demonstratg their
depth of concern for children, their own expertise
in working with children, and their desire to know

the children well. The rule was to learn, the name

of every child and have some familiarity with his

learning style before discussing the child in depth

with the teacher.

During the two-week period the staff collected
medical information, attendance records, and family
information to be used as references during the

teacher interview. In the interview, each student
was discussed individually, and evaluated according

to various learning ability areas (gross motor, con-
ceptual, perceptual motor, and emotional social),
achievement, and the background information.

Much sharing of ideas took place during the
interviews, which became consultation of the highest

quality, as both parties had shared in the gathering

of learning data, analyzed the data together and made

plans on that basis. Many referrals were made by

teachers that otherwise would not have been made, and

the number of children needing special services was
far higher than would have been the case if teachers
had only been asked to send referrals to the program.

Assessment results. Information was categorized,

and programs were planned to deal with the categories

that formed. Some areas were a surprise: over 50

children apparently needed eyeglasses, and their
learning difficulties had often been interpreted as

OW"
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behavior problems; a few visual-motor problems
existed at the junior high and high school level that
had not been previously identified.

Programs developed to serve identified children
and their teachers included a resource room at the
elementary and high school levels--to serve both
moderate and extensive educationally handicaps--and
a counseling and psychology program operating on a
resource model that empahsized instruction and therapy
over incidental counseling.

The Rough Rock Identification Project:
Project Design

Gaps existed in the assessment information.
There was a small incidence of mentally retarded
children, with only four apparently in this category.
Rough Rock does not categorize according to educable
mentally retarded, trainable mentally retarded, etc.,
but instead endeavors to describe children on the''

basis of their skills profile.

The following conclusions related to planning
the Identification Project were drawn. First, the
school had yet to determine the number of handi-
capped children residing in the Rough Rock ,community.

Some Rough Rock families send children elsewhere to
attend school, sometimes in various placement pro-
grams where children live with families off the
Reservation, and sometimes at special schools. Some

enroll in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools,
usually at the high school level, as Rough Rock ha;
just developed its own high school program. Furti'cr,

some families with handicapped children conclude that
these children cannot learn in school, and therefore
do not send them.

Because_ information about handicapped children
_inthe-community could not reliably be gathered by
expecting families to take the initiative in provid-
ing the information to the school, it was concluded
that a canvassing of the community was in order. As

most residents would not be familiar with the field
of special education, the canvassing would have to
include educating the parents about special education.

In .dition, the school had to'be ready to enroll and

serve any handicapped children who were identified,
as proof to parents that service was available. This

187
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last point is important: parents could not be
expedqd to wait for analysis of results at some
future time; the school had to be ready to back up
the identification activities with immediate service.

Secondly, classroom teachers felt a lack or
knowledge of teaching methods and materials to be
used with educationally handicapped children. Now
that an in-school assessment had been made, and
with the possibility that community contacts could
result in the enrollment of additional handicapped,
it was necessary to provide support 'to the class-
room teacher. The Human Development staff had
determined that a core of local persons trained in
special education and psychological service methods
was essential to the project, sc it was alSo necessary
to provide strong training experiences for;the staff.

Thirdly, because of the enormous commercial
production of special educational materials, little
was known about which materi,ls would be most effec-
tive in the Rough Rock setts The staff needed to
analyze m*terials and student , and match the two.
To identify, and to train, and then to neglect
materials would seem to have weakened the services.

These inferences were the basis for three
objectives of the Rough Rock Identification Project:
it.° identify all handicapped children in Rough Rock
through a system of family interviews; to provide
training for both regular teaching staff and Human
Development staff, emphasizing local Rough Rock
Navajo people; to analyze material needs. The project
aimed to provide the information found in Table 8.7.

objective I: To identify all handicapped chil-
dren who are residents of the Rough Rock Demonstration
School catchment area, and who are presently not
served by the school. The following steps were fol-
lowed to accomplish this objective:

Hiring and training an identification specialist:

a. A bi-lingual Navajo woman from Rough
Rock with eight years teacher-aide
experience in elementary classrooms
was selected from a list of three
potential persons presented to the

,6 all-Navajo local community school
board.
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Table 8.7 Qiestions to be answered by the Rough Rock
Identification Project

I. Identification:

What children have what disabilities?

A. What means are best for the identification of these
disabilities?

B. What are the limitations of these means?

C. How can these limitations be circumvented?

D. What local means can be developed to meet identi-
fication needs not met with usual assessment pro-
cedures and instruments?

I'. What programs will meet the needs posed by these
disabilities?

A. What structure?

1. Educationally

2. Administratively

B. What commercial materials can be used?

C. What materials will need to be developed locally?

III. What personnel are needed?

A. From outside of the cumumutty?

B. In what specific areas: e.g., speech,-emotional
handicap, retardation?

C. From inside the community?

D. What pre-service and in-service training is needed?

IV. How shall training be provided?

A. Present staff?

B. Outside professionals?

C. Local medicine men?
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b. The identification specialist underwent
a training process with an elementary
special education teacher. The training
included instructional methods, and she
was given a small group of children to
teach.

c. Human Development staff, including the
identification specialist met with
medicine men to discuss the project
and to gain an understanding of the types
of information that would be needed by
the community. The staff also met with
a faculty member of the University of
New Mexico, Department of Special Educa-
tion, to discuss program alternatives
for children who might be identified.

d.,' Videotape programs to be shown to
families and to community groups were

/ made. Initial programs were staged,
a narrative, but subsequent pro-

grams were candid shots of instructional
sessions. Tapes were made of elementary
and high school students, and included a
range of disabiiitie as well as some
accelerated students. The tapes were
fi.om 5-10 minutes in length.

e. Forms were developed to record informa-
tion from community meetings, family
visits, and preliminary evaluations of
identified children. The forms were
used with about five families and then
revised as needed.

f. Programs were presented to community
groups. Originally the plan was to show
the tapes to a community group first,
and then to individual families. How-
ever, contract procedures delayed the
start of the project and waiting to
arrange group meetings would have taken
too much time, especially since the
project began full implementation of
identification activities in early
winter. Community and individual family
presentations were combined. Virtually
any community institution or group of
people was defined as a community group.

tt
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Accordingly, the Rough Rock Friends
Mission constituted a group, as did
the staff of the school kitchen, who
are all local Navajo people.

g. Visits to individual families were
made in the vehicle leased by the proj-
ect. The four-wheel-drive vehicle
permitted visits during poor weather
when roads were extremely muddy or
washed out. The vehicle provided the
power for the video-tape equipment,
with the tape player operating from
the vehicle battery, and the television
monitor from another car battery.

Prior appointments for a visit were
unreliable, and usually it was neces-
sary to drive to a home with the hope
that a parent would be there. Families
must haul water and fuel, care for
livestock in all kinds of severe
weather, and travel great distances
for food and medical treatment; these
factors meant that families were not
always home. There is no telephone
service, and written messages are not
dependable because most parents do
not read English, and the Navajo
language is not widely read.

On a,typical visit, three or four tapes
would, be shown, and materials used on
the 't4pe would be demonstrated in per-
son tO\the parents. The identification
specia4st would speak in Navajo to the
family, explaining the session shown on
the tape. It was vital that she had
teaching training and experience.

h. When a potentially educationally handi-
capped child was identified, the identi-
fication specialist would discuss the
abilities of the child with the family
and talk about program possibilities.
Sometimes a family wanted to arrange a
traditional Navajo Beautyway ceremony
for the child in conjunction with school
enrollment.
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A preliminary evaluation sheet was used
to record information. Sometimes a
second meeting would be arranged for
this. The information sought centered
upon the problem-solving capacity of
the child in the home environment. This
valuable information would be analyzed
and used in formulating objectives if
the child enrolled.

Results from Objective I. Identified children
fell into a number of groups. Five individuals were
brought to the school's attention about whom the
school either did not know or contact had been lost.
The five included three youths: an 18-year old
epileptic, a blind 19-year old, and a deaf 14-year-
old; one 8-year old physically handicapped child
and a mentally retarded infant.

Another category consisted of children known to
the staff but who were not being appropriately served.
Part of the reason for inadequate service was the
lack of staff, part was the unavailability of bilin-
gual staff, and part was limited communications with
the families. There were six in this category: a

young mentally retarded youth with a severe hearing
loss and speech handicap; a 16-year old, brain-injured
youth; a mentally retarded 13-year old with a speech
handicap; a mentally retarded, cerebral palsied
17-year old; a retarded 13-year old; and a hard-of-
hearing 15-year old. Most of these students had been
attending school irregularly. Once their parents
were visited by the identification specialist and
saw films of progress being made by other handicapped
students, the parents have generally supported
regular attendance at school. Five of the six are
now in school on a regular basis, and receiving
more appropriate help.

A third category of children identified are
those who are already attending the Rough Rock
School, but whose parents wanted to further discuss
the program and their children's progress. The
Identification Project presented an opportunity to
talk in depth to families about these children.

Four major accomplishments were achieved in

meeting Objective I:

1. Identification of children previously not
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served, or previously not served appropri-
ately was made.

2. The Demonstration School developed a work-
ing relationship with community groups and
other agencies, who can now all work
together on behalf of handicapped children
at Rough Rock. These include certain
local medicine men; Rough Rock Friends
Mission; the Social Service Department of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Chinle,
Agency; and the U. S. Public Health Service.

3. The school has stregthened its relationship
with the community, and has formed community
support for handicapped individuals.

4. The school has demonstrated that a video-
tape home visit program can accomplish
the objectives of helping handicapped chil-
dren and their families.

Comments on the Identification Process. The
project was affected by a later starting date than
anticipated, which in an isolated area made for
further delays as the videotape materials and the
vehicle had to be obtained.

Initially it was anticipated that there were 100
families in the Rough Rock area; the number now
appears to be 120. The late starting date of the
project prevented visits to all families. A total
of 96 families were contacted through individual
visits and/or group meetings. Often a successful
eiscussion lead to a follow-up visit. In one case
a family has been visited 8 times.

Objective II: To provide training for both
regular teaching staff and Human Development staff,
emphasizing local Rough Rock Navajo people. This
would require that the Rough Rock Demonstration
School staff become competent in (1) identification
of handicaps within their working context; (2)

teaching skills, counseling skills, and other support-
conveying methods for teaching the handicapped; and
(3) for Rough Rock staff to know the extent and
nature'of educational handicaps in the Rough Rock
community. The following steps were taken in meet-
ing this objective:
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1. Lists were compiled on topics of concern of
both teaching staff and Human Development
Staff. From this information selections of
teacher training films were made, and films
were shown weekly after school. Some films
were also shown in the Multi-Cultural
Teacher Education Program, a University of
New Mexico extension program at Rough Rock.
The coordinator of the Rough Rock Identifica-
tirn Project taught a course in learning
disabilities that incorporated the expressed
concerns of the faculty.

2. The identification specialist and two
elementary special education teachers
attended the Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren Annual Meeting in New York City in
April, 1974. This was an important and
useful opportunity for local Rough Rock
staff to view their program in a national
context. One staff member commented We
are ahead of New York . . ." The Human
Development Staff has submitted a program
prospectus to the CEC for the 1975 Meeting
in Los Angeles.

Results of Objective II. The Human Development
staff has worked from the start with regular class-

'room teachers, and considers them an essential part
/ of the program. Rough Rock is using a resource room
model and "mainstreaming" the handicapped. Although
the identification of educationally handicapped chil-
dren and the teaching of them is an ongoing process,
and will require continual inservice training and
information sharing, a significant point in the educa-
tion of such children has been reached at Rough Rock.
Teachers, the majority of whom are local Navajo
people, know that the educationally handicapped child
can be helped.

Objective III: To analyze material needs. This
required evaluation of assessment and instructional
materials for handicapped children, for their appro-
priateness for Navajo children at Rough Rock. This
objective was accomplished as follows:

1. As assessment data and identification data
were obtained, the Human Development staff
discussed the data and ordered materials
that appeared to be consistent with needs.
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2. The staff worked with a faculty member of
the University of New Mexico, Department of
Special Education, to determine what
materials might be produced locally that
would be useful. It was also planned to
demonstrate material use to medicine men
and discuss materials with them. It was

not possible to complete this portion of
Objective III because of time limitations.
It appears to be a valuable experience
and the Human Development staff would like
to incorporate this step into its regular
program for 1974-75.

3. Criteria for materials have been written by
Human Development staff. These criteria
are starting points for more complete
criteria to be developed as new materials

are purchased and used.

The staff is now conscious of the need to evalu-
ate materials in terms of children's learning styles.
The expected development of a resource file or

retrieval system of materials awaits the trial use

of new materials.

The objective related to materials evaluation

was planned to follow the analysis of all home visit

information. With all home visits completed, and

with results available from the school-wide needs
assessment, a good profile of learning needs and
learning syles would be available. These profiles

could then be applied to material selection and evalu-

ation. With a few families left to visit, the inform-

ation is not completed and the materials component
has not had as much time allotted to it as was expect-

ed. However, this activity can easily be continued

into the following year because the major objectives

of the Identification Project have been completed.

Replication of the project. Anyone who wishes

to replicate this Identification Project should note
the processes used and the steps followed. The two

are somewhat different concepts as used here.
Essentially the process was to work closely with as

many people and groups as possible. The project was

very public, very well-known. Steps taken in other
communities will inevitably vary from those taken here,

but a project that works closely with all people con-

cerned should have a stronger chance of success than
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those that work in isdlation.

The results of the Identification Project_
indicate that there is a ,low incidence of educational
handicaps in the Rough Rock community. A comparison
of this result with other ommunities--and an analysis
of the reasons for it--shou d be undertaken. It is
'particularly interesting tha most handicaps were
found among older children. n children under 12
there appears to be almost a total absence of handi-
cap. This incidence may mean t'at further analysis
of the school population is needed to determine
whether some children have been o erlooked. Family
visits will continue in the event hat there are
handicapped children who are not ye visible. How-
ever, it is felt that there will be ew, if any,
hidden handicapped children. Instea the results
may need to be checked from the persp tive of areas
such as child-care methods and genetic . The
possibility that Rough Rock's incidenee\is normal
among American communities but atypical also has
to be entertained.

In any case, the secondary effects of the
Identification Project were as important as the
stated objectives that were accomplished. A place
now exists for the Rough Rock handicapped child,
and that place is in his or her home community, in
the community school, with community teachers. The
project attests to the effectiveness of this Native
American-controlled educational system.

Regional Fusion and Service

Part of the regional system's goal is to provide
a synthesizing effect on the programs within the
states of the region. In the RMRRC program several
examples of this activity can be found as is demon-
strated in the minutes of the final Steering Commit-
tee meeting, presented in Appendix A. The meetings
of the Steering Committee (composed of State Directors
of Special Education and the state Outreach resource
coordinators), established a forum for exchanges of
information, plans and procedures within the region.

Another example of the regional role was
described in Chapter 7, the use of a regional con-
ference to focus on the needs of the multiply, sever-
ely handicapped child. The conference, in addition
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to bringing resources to the region in the form of
nationally prominent educators, also produced a list
of strategies, objectives, and activities by five
main thematic areas. These lists in turn were
related to the needs of individual states and time-
lines for their implementation were established.

The conference was an example of how the center
could bring together. the states and add resources
that the states individually would not have avail-
able. The center as the responsible agency relieved
the states of all planning responsibility and pro-
duced a program for them in response to a mandate
developed by the states. The role described also
applied to a range of other activities_ and is con-
sidered to be a major contribution of the center to
the educational programs of the region.

Program Contrasts

In contrasting the programs developed by the
states, it appears that the states reflect different
levels of development of their special education pro-
grams. The role the center played varied according
to this parameter quite significantly.

In the states with emerging programs the RMRRC
played a more active role with increased levels of
technical assistance being provided. The interaction
between the center and Outreach program staffs was
much greater. In the states with more developed
programs, the center's relative role increased in
terms of a monitoring function and decreased in terms
of technical assistance. The level of technical
assistance required also varied; hence,althoughwthe
amount of technical assistance decreased, the
sophistication required increased.

Relative to future activities it appears that
there needs to be more differentiation in the levels
of technical assistance available from the center.
The RMRRC must be able to respond to the range of
potential requests if it is tdipe an effective agent,
or the use rate of the center's services will decrease
as the. educational systems increase in sophistication.
Part of a center's pla ning must consider this need
to plan its resource c pability with respect to the
sophistication level of the systems it serves.
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Another ingredient of the planning process must
be the degree of development of the special education
system within each state. The needs of the states
vary as the complexity of the programs change. In
the states with emerging Iorograms there is a strong
requirement to develop needs assessments which include
available resources, demographic profiles, initial
definitions of handicapping conditions, special educa-
tion guidelines, and legislation. From these activi-
ties the states progress into state plans, implementa-
tions, evaluation, and the development of standards
and improved programs.

In Wyoming and Montana, the role of the RMRRC
was heavily oriented toward the first steps of the
process. The two states were in the process of
developing the enabling legiSlation, whereas in Idaho
the legislative process was underway, and in Utah it
already existed. The RMRRC-sponsored Outreach pro-
grams accordingly did not play much of a role in the
development of legislation in Utah, but were
instrumental in aiding the special education programs
in Wyoming and Montana to develop suggested legisla-
tion for consideration by their respective legislatures;
in Wyoming, this impetus led to formulation of a legal
document on due process. In Idaho the needs assess-
ment undertaken through the Idaho Outreach program
also aided the legislative process, but by providing
planning data on the existence of needs, availability
of resources, and estimates of service costs. The
Idaho legislation in effect was a second generation
series, as compared to the intiating legislation in
Wyoming and Montana. The difference ,is marked in
many cases, and it reflects a transition from an
initial statevnt of social purpose to an active plan-
ning process supported by legislation that provides
the resourbes to support services. The RMRRC Outreach
effort spanned this transition.

The real effect of the RMRRC in these processes
probably cannot be definitively established. The im-
pact of recent court decisions requiring schools to
provide equal educational programs to all citizens
including the handicapped, has required states to
develop enabling legislation to insure the provision
of equal educational opportunity for the handicapped
in their states. The RMRRC Outreach programs fell
into this period and aided several of the states in
the region in establishing broader educational serv-
ice programs for their handicapped citizens. It would
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be difficult to ascribe the degree to which the RMRRC
hastened the process, but the data reported earlier
in this Volume establish that the center did play an
important role.

Another factor that emerged in reviewing the
individual programs is the influence of the SEIMC in
program development. In particular, Idaho had
articulated the SEIMC program as part of its special
education plan; hence, when the RMRRC Outreach pro-
gram was initiated, it blended into the existing
system and planning for the Outreach program in that
state became much simpler. In Montana, existing and
in some cases, new, SEIMCs housed the area resource
teachers who provide direct services on a regional
basis to teachers an to handicapped children. In

general it appeared hat ,unless an existing structure
could be utilized thl first year of Outreach opera-
tion, the programtwaS considerably less effective.

The reduced effectiveness is ascribed to the
development of an organizational structure to house
the effort, a period to fuse the new program into
the established structure of the state, and the devel-
opment of planning and management skills to effectiv-
ely use the resource monies. the states, once
organized, appeared to be able to relatively quickly
diffuse the resources to districts through existing
relationships. In the reports from several of the
Outreach states the SEAs were careful to indicate
thd importance of maintaining their working relation-
ships with the local educational agencies which are
independent agents.

The develbpment of state plans also appeared to
aid the states in securing additional resources
from other federal programs. The focus on the devel-
opment of plans brought out the needs for additional
resource monies to respond to particular problem
areas within each state. The data collected did not
include quantitative figures on this observation,
but did indicate that the effects were observed by
the states.

The states each produced a different type of
product. Wyoming began the domonstration program for
serving hearing-impaired, mentally retarded children
in-state, instead of seeking such services outside
the state; In Montana a regional statewide network
of rsource specialists was evolved to meet the
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special needs of the diffuse population of that
state. Idaho developed data for establishing a
planning base and was entering into the process of
development of specific programs. Utah by contrast
established a replicable model for the evaluation
and development of services across the state. Again
these results indicate a reflection of the level of
development of each state's educational system, and
indicate a pattern which a Regional Resource Center
can use for effectively planning its resource
.services to states.

As was discussed extensively in Volume I, the
task of delivering regional technical assistance is
a complex one which demands accountability, flexibil-
ity and cooperation. If a regional center plans
efficiently and expends its resources effectively,
the multiplier effect can magnify and enhance the
efforts of individual states. Not only can special
education services grow within each state, but
viable interstate programs can provide the potential
for even stronger development. This volume records
the results of the Outreach endeavors of the Rocky
Mountain Regional Resource Center, and reports
the outcomes which were possible only with the
support and cooperation of the State Directors of
Special Education in Idaho, Montana, Utah and
Wyoming.
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I. Overview of Steering Committee meeting

MINUTES OF PROJECT OUTREACH STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING:

May 1-3, 1974
Big Sky, Montana

The Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center convened the last
Project Outreach Steering Committee meeting of FY74 and the last
meeting of the states in the present Rocky Mountain region.
Project Outreach-Montana hosted the meeting.

The 25 participants were Marie Roane, BEH, Washington, D.C.;
David Lillie, TADS, North Carolina; Bill Pellant, NWSEIMC, Oregon;
John Comba and Judy Schrag, Idaho; Fred Appelman, Pat Boyer, Mike
Fredrickson, Tim Harris, Larry Holmquist, Bob LaGarde, Kathy Mol-
lohan, Montana; Ben Bruse, Donna Carr, Randy Sorenson, Utah; Lamar
Gordon, Tom McCartney, Wyoming; Judy Buffnire, Vance Engleman,
Doris Mason, Jean Moore, Mack McCoulskey, Patricia Nelson, Frank
South, Robert West, RMRRC.

Robert West, the RMRRC Regional Resource Coordinator, opened the

meeting. He described the plan of the meeting: each state would
have a pre-evaluation meeting; Robert West would familiarize each
state with the evaluation form being used by David Lillie, third-
party evaluator; each state would then have a third-party evalu-
ation session; David Lillie would conduct the evaluation and
Patricia Nelson would assist.

For those not involved in evaluation meetings, a dialogue with the
RMRRC staff and Bill Pellant, NWSEIMC, was ongoing. General meet-

ings to give each state an opportunity to share information,
concerns, products and the impact of their Outreach projects were
held Thursday afternoon and Friday morning.

The Friday morning general meeting gave the RMRRC an opportunity
to express appreciation for the cooperation of each state. During

both general meetings, the RMRRC answered questions about final
reports, inventory and general procedures.

The farewell banquet was hosted by Robert West on Thursday evening.
Judy Ann Buffmire, Director of the RMRRC reviewed the birthpangs
of the RMRRC and the growing relationship between the RMRRC and

the Outreach states. She expressed appreciation to each state

for its individual contributions.
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II. Outline of the Impact of the Projects

Purpose: To share impact of projects

IDAHO: .developed form for identifying barriers
to serving handicapped children
.conducted incidence study
.instrumental in having Special Education
bill passed
.gathered reliable cost data
.conducted Idaho Child Find to identify
unserved, severely, multiply handicapped
children

MONTANA: .developed regional service plan for rural

areas
.obtained hard money to finance regional
service plan
.developed Precision Teacher Training package
.compiled cost effectiveness data showing
area resource teacher could make positive
change in children at a cost of $30 per contact
.method of collecting field service cost

effectiveness data

UTAH: .commenced A Cooperative Comprehensive
Education Services System (ACCESS)
.continued and expanded needs assessment in
form of third-party evaluation team; (team
consists of 8 members, learning disability special-
ists, educational psychologist, directors of
special education, pupil personnel coordinator,
and state resource coordinator)
.began Implementation of Comprehensive Education (ICE)
.shared Project I.D. information and process
.developed screening instrument used in Project I.D.

WYOMING: .conducted survey to identify handicapped children
.compiled Directory of Resources for Exceptional
Children and Youths in Wyoming
.conducted demonstration center for hearing
impaired/multiply handicapped children
.obtained due process procedures
.developed educational resource centers to
serve rural population
.obtained hard money for special education
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III. Index by State of Available Resources

IDAHO

.document about Idaho Child Find

.results and process of study of true cost of educating
handicapped children
.procedures for studying manpower supply and production,
vendor services, consumer satisfaction and incidence of
handicapped children
.information on resources regarding legislation and
finances

MONTANA

.one part of three-part resource package called Precision
Teacher Training
.cost effective data validating area resource teacher model
.method of collecting field service cost-effectiveness data
.consultation by regional coordinators on developing
regionalized services for rural remote educational
support systems

UTAH:

.process model for local educational agency third-party
evaluation
.screening instrument used in Project I.D. and copy of
Utah State law to which it adheres

WYOMING

.Directory of Resources for Exceptional Children and Youths
in Wyoming
.outline for educational resource centers
.due process document and strategy

RMRRC will send to each state department of special education:

.revised RMRRC Stratistician/Generalist Training Program
when it is completed
.copy of all activities done by RMRRC
.copy of final report
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IV. Common Ongoing Needs of States

V.

.need for state legislatures to support special
education by passing appropriate laws defining the
right to education

.need for state legislatures to support special
education by passing adequate funding laws

.need to share strategies about ways to enforce
the implementation of the right-to-education law

.need to share cost-effectiveness data

.need to share alternative ways to serve rural
populations of handicapped children

.need to share directories of resources, human and media

.need for communication channel so that the current
needs could be discussed with professionals outside
of one's own state in order to avoid tunnel vision
caused by concentrating only on one's own state's
problems and solutions

.need to share guidelines for:
.conducting incidence studies
.identifying constraints to serving handicapped children
.running workshops
.training paraprofessionals, teachers, parents
.utilizing parent groups most effectively
.obtaining seed money for new projects

Present Needs of the RMRRC

.quarterly reports from each state

.final reports

.ending vouchers

VI. Summaries of the States' Presentations at the
General Meetings

IDAHO: Summary of Judy Schrag's presentation on Friday morning.

In July 1972 it was Idaho's concern to fully implement the federal
mandate. A better data base was needed. What kind of children
would be served? What would have to be done to implement serving
kids?
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Any state serving the handicapped has to look at the barriers.
Idaho has designed a form which gives constraints to service for

children with special problems. In any given state, one, two or

three barriers might be interacting. When the identification
barriers are removed, would there still be legislative and fiscal

barriers? The objective in the program outline relates to one or

more barriers.

Needs assessment of exceptional children was carried through.
The study assessed the school age pon'ilation in 60 stratified,

random school districts. It showed 16.5% handicapped.

School districts and agencies often could not validate if they

had children who were unserved. While working for the Child
Development Center, Judy Schrag found at-home patients who were
not aware of their right to education. If there were people who

were not aware of their rights to education, they should be found

and informed. This was the impetus of Idaho Child Find.

Governor Andrus proclaimed May as Idaho Child Find month. The

basis of the campaign is that all children have a right to public

education. The plea is "Please call and tell us if you know of

an unserved handicapped child." Outreach money is financing the

tools of Idaho Child Find. It is a statewide mass media campaign.

Idaho Child Find involves 5 coordinators and 115 volunteers.
Spectal stationery, brochures, flyers and posters were printed.

Flyers were stuffed in grocery sacks; brochures were sent with

bank statements. Leaflets were placed in doctors' offices.

Posters were hung in drug stores and service station restrooms.
A letter was taken home by 4th grade students asking their

parents to identify any handicapped child not receiving services.

Service organizations, churches, PTAs and other clubs were asked

to talk about Idaho Child Find at their May meetings. The radio,

television and newspapers 1-ere used.

Lamar Gordon asked what Idaho Child Find cost. Judy Schrag esti-

mated about $7,000. She said it was possible to do many inexpen-

sive projects. For example, Idaho conducted a special education

finance study for much less money than other similar studies.

This was partly due to the fact that a lawyer-accountant believed

in its purpose and accepted minimal pay for his time. Idaho

yields fantastic cost data.

The hard fact is it costs money to serve handicapped children. A

special funding law was passed in the Senate and in the House

(only three voted against it in the House). Legislators need data

before they can help. The special education bill has cost

accountablility and program accountability written into it; cost

effectiveness is beginning in Idaho.

t.
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Before any given state can make decisions they have to have con-
crete data upon which to base their decisions. All the data has
been gathered, related barriers have been charted and strategies
have been formulated to alleviate the barriers, e.g. manpower
shortage needs, recruitment of new personnel and retraining of
regular teachers to serve classes of mild kids.

Idaho Child Find is off and running. The first day five children
were identified by the hot line. Next day two were identified.

Idaho has good data on the incidence of kids. Manpower figures
were needed. Service study requires good feedback from the
consumer. A legal review is necessary to know what is needed to
strengthen laws. The study now needs to be implemented.

Idaho's cost study paralleled the study done by Ross Miller,
Wisconsin. His costs were a little lower in the severe area.

Cost data relates the true cost, the cost of .'hat is going on.
Idaho has a process of cost accountability which can be shared
with anyone who is interested.

Larry Holmquist stated that the data unit in Montana was cost-per-
pupil hour. How much does it cost to serve a child in various
kinds of settings, with different kinds of personnel, space,
materials and utilities?

Judy Schrag replies that they had to look at the situation in
Idaho. They had to measure every classroom and figure cost per
square foot per hour, as one variable to be considered.

Larry Holmquist asked if the data were totally accurate data.
Empty classroom, mixed classroom--doesn't it enforce going
categorical?

Judy Schrag replied that arriving at special education costs is
very complicated. It requires prorating empty classrooms and
considering costs of regular classroom time and resource room
time for each student.

Ben Bruse asked if Idaho had local options.

Judy Schrag replied that Idaho's cost study did not sort out local,
federal, state monies. It just tried to figure the cost differen-
tial. The Serrano case made property tax illeRal. The laws will

have to be changed.

Ben Bruse commented that equal funding does not mean equal

education.
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It was asked from the floor if it costs more to educate a child
in rural Idaho.

Judy Schrag replied that it costs a great deal more to eaucate
the deaf and blind since personnel would have to be hired especially
for those kids.

She announced that. around the end of May documents concerning
Idaho's projects will be mailed. She offered her aid to anyone
who might need it. She expressed her excitement over Idaho Child
Find.

Larry Holmquist asked what process was used to obtain the governor's
endorsement of Idaho Child Find.

Judy Ann Buffmire suggested that parent groups could be helpful
in influencing governors. Ask a legal analyst to give a report
to the governor and ask a parent group to do the follow up.

Judy Schrag mentioned that the Association for Retarded citizens
have acted in Pennsylvania, Nebraska and California. The state
departments have acted in Oregon and Washington.

Judy Schrag stated that in their incidence study they guaranteed
each superintendent that all names would remain confidential.
The purpose of the study was to obtain baseline data. Any identi-
fication study is current for one day, the day of the study. The

out-of-school search will immediately forward names to the super-

intendents. There is no central registry.

It was asked what would be done if the superintendent doesn't
serve the child.

The answer was that the parent would have to resort to litigation.

It was asked who would serve as an advocate for the child. Would

it be necessary to keep records until the child is served.

Lamar Gordon stated that in Wyoming the adjustment is confidential

information. Having a supertendent sign affidavits makes him
subject to state board action if he is remiss in his responsibility.

Judy Schrag told of Idaho ARC 's plan to inform parents about
due process.

Lamar Gordon told about principals being called before local
boards to explain omissions. The boards have responded go
healthily that he has no concern about requiring affidavits
because the superintendents are familiar with this process as it
is the same used in money matters.



Someone asked if birthdate and initials constitute a registry.
Lamar Gordon said that if both the birthdate and initials are
retained, then a registry exists. If the child is registered with-
out parental approval then it is illegal.

MONTANA: Summary of Mike Fredrickson's presentation on Thursday
morning.

Two years ago, Montana's.relationship with the RMRRC commenced.
It was most critical that Montana consider a regional service
plan. This plan was very primitive and started with nothing.
The RMRRC gave technical assistance which made the beginning
possible. Of the many problems encountered, the most critical was
the absence of collected data. Without a data base, it is im-
possible to say why things have happened.

Montana started with five resource teachers and one state resource
coordinator. Now there will be 26 area resource teacher, 36 psy-
chologists and 13 speech pathologists giving services to rural

Montana. The service pattern has been planned for rural areas

where most of the services are needed.

The RMRRC provided backup for the actual services and Mike
expressed gratitude for this. He also feels the RMRRC is greatly
responsible for what Montana has now developed and for what it is
trying to do. Montana has come a long way from where it was two
years ago. It is a disappointment that after Montana has pro-
gressed so much that it is now leaving the relationship with the
RMRRC.

After providing the service pattern which has taken two years to
complete, Montana needs to gather data on it and then would like

to share it. There is now hard money to finance the service
pattern; it will be in Montana awhile and there will be years to
test it. Federal money allows only short periods of times to test

projects.

Mike stated that the other three states have been developing
programs not yet developed in Montana. Their resource coordinators

have aided him. He would like to keep in touch with them so he
could share Montana's experiences now that Montana is progressing

rather quickly.

Montana offers to the other states the following items: the

resource package, Precision Teacher Training, offers the teacher
a way to assess what they are doing by changes in children. Judy

Buffmire requested that Montana send it to the other three states.
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Montana also has five good human resources, the five regional

coordinators. They are an invaluable source of information. The

services they are delivering are viable. They are a valuable

resource in assessing patterns of services as resources.

Robert West said Mike had developed cost-effectiveness data which

indicated that one area resource teacher could make positive
change in children at a cost of $30 per contact which is very cost

effective.

Montana has a method of collecting field service cost effective-

ness data which could be shared.

UTAH: Summary of Randy Sorensen's presentation on Thursday
morning

Third-party evaluation asks if you did what you said you were

going to do. Project Outreach/Utah has evolved into A Cooperative

Comprehensive Educational Services System (ACCESS).

ACCESS had its start from Project I.D. and the third-party

evaluation.

Project I.D. tried to locate the non-identified, unserved, handi-

capped child. Teachers were given referral forms to use for

children who were not identified as handicapped and were not being

appropriately served.

Project I.D. statistics were not believed. A validation study

was needed. So a state diagnostic team gave complete psycho-

educational-diagnostic tests with prescription to a statewide

random sample. The team's findings validated that the teachers

in Project I.D. were about 95% correct.

Of the identified children, 88% could be served adequately by

modification of the system or by a backup system. These children

need a resource program. Utah had no support system for this pop-

ulation. The generalist /stratistician concept is now being

heavily :Aged.

Last year third-party evaluation was done in the second largest

district which included both rural and urban schools. It

evaluated delivery of services with emphasis on comparing
resource rooms to regular special education. The third-party

evaluation was used as a needs assessment. The outcome of the

third-party evaluation is a document which contains the team's

recommendation about strengths and weaknesses of the programs.



The process involved in Project I.D. and third-party evaluation
has been analyzed and solidified. It can be applied to any
district regardless of size. Utah realized that this process
dealt with more than special education programs. It involved
evaluating vocational education, elementary and secondary programs,
and the role of the mental health team and the role of the rural
teacher. It became a very cooperative effort.

Both Project I.D. and the third-party evaluation were disruptive
processes which left parents, teachers and other involved profes-
sionals with simply a lot of information. They wanted more than
this.

How could both be used? ACCESS combined third-party evaluation,
Project I.D. and a new implementation component. Consequently the
third component, Implementation of Comprehensive Education (ICE)
started.

Third-party evaluation informed districts as to the effectiveness
of their delivery of services to those children in programs.
From Project I.D., the districts received data about the educa-
tional needs and recommended placement of all children who were
suspected of being handicapped and who were not receiving services.
ICE drew both of these together and offered ways to implement the
child's individualized program.

The goal of Utah is to apply ACCESS throughout the state.

The RMRRC funded the third-party evaluation component of ACCESS.
The third-party evaluation is a very powerful instrument showing
depth of problem and scope of problem. The team concept was used.
The team consisted of teachers, psychologists, principals, state
resource coordinators, and learning disabilities specialists.

This past year, the team personally designed an appropriate program
in conjunction with the teachers, school and principal for 25% of
the identified children. The team arranged for Ph.D. level
counselors to counsel the parents of the remaining 75% of the

identified children.

Third-party evaluation was a way of interpreting Project I.D.'s
diagnostic reports into workable strategies for special education
regular teachers and support personnel.

If a district serves 100% of these children effectively, then
more than special education is involved.
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An outgrowth of third-party evaluation is that students who are

majoring in educational psychology at the University of Utah

also study learning disabilities and vice versa.

Utah outcomes which could be shared are the final process model of

the districtwide evaluation of services and the process of Project

I.D. and the screening instrument used. The screening device was

designed to meet Utah law; consequently a copy of the Utah law

will also be sent.

WYOMING: Summary of Lamar Gordon's Presentation on Thursday
morning

Wyoming started with specific goals in mind, and these goals have

been achieved. The state initiated an effort to determine if

programs for severely, multiply handicapped children could be set

up. The first step was a survey to identify the unserved children.

Also the state's resourced needed to be compiled. The third step

was to design a delivery system. The last development due to tech-

nical assistance from the RMRRC was to establish a due process

procedure in the state.

Wyoming has not had any state services for the severely, multiply

handicapped. One group said the state cannot afford the services;

this group said the state should use out-of-state services. How-

ever, since 1969 a small group wanted services at home.

An identification of children was undertaken by a survey method.

The children so identified had to be served. This year the survey

identified 16 children and youth who had hearing problems and

cognitive impairment. The state department of special education

received permission to serve four such children. RMRRC/Project

Outreach in cooperation with another source provided the resources
which enabled this project to be started.

The state board after reviewing the project is convinced that

Wyoming must serve these kids. This is a contribution of Outreach.

A modification of the state's statute is probable to change the

.size of the minimum number served in classes for such multiple

handicaps.

The survey has continued. More agencies and families have been

interviewed. More data has been compiled. Most of the identified

will not be multiply handicapped like the children in the Casper

program, but as a result of the data a second demonstration unit

will be presented to the state board and in a year to the legisla-

ture.
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Another objective is to update knowledge of Wyoming's resources.
A directory which is funded by the RMRRC has gone to press. A

method of maintaining a current directory has been designed. The

directory will be distributed to professionals end lay people.

A system of educational resource centers has been developed in

order to more effectively provide services to rural areas. The

goal is to fund five to seven demonstration centers; six are now

operating. Even though the system needs refining, Wyoming is
pleased with the results and with the fact that they do not

- depend on federal funding. It is a nice first for Wyoming to

move away from federal funding.

The RMRRC has been instrumental in providing technical assistance

concerning due process. For example, Al Abeson from the Council

of Exceptional Children's Washington D.C. office consulted with

Wyoming on the legality of their incidence survey and on due

process document.

Barbara Erickson, Assistant Attorney General in Wyoming, sat in

',on all sessions with Al Abeson. She was most helpful in the

development of due process in Wyoming.

Several questions arose concerning due process.

At what point can a parent deny his/her children services because

the parent can not identify the problem? Answer: The child

eventually becomes a legal agent and can himself demand better

services.

Lamar Gordon also recommended documents from Florida concerning

due process. Wyoming's due process procedure was integrated into

an existing law; consequently it is not easy to read.

Wyoming will give copies of the resource directory, the outline

for the educational resource centers and the due process document

to any one who requests them.

Lamar Gordon commented that the last two years have been great.

Wyoming started out with so many problems that it was difficult

to know where to begin. There have been concrete gains and

enormous psychological gains.

Tom McCartney thanked the RMRRC for services provided during the

last two years.
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Summary of RMRRC's Comments in the General Meeting
\

In answer to their questions, Judy Ann Buffmire informed states

about property disposition. Elwood Bland is the roject officer

in the Bureau who handles such business. The inte
0

t of the RMRRC

and BEH is to help the states keep title to all eqOpment if
possible. The Center is sorry that, at this time,\final details

are not available.

Definition of equipment is that which costs over $100. Justifi-

cation for clear title is the intention that the equipment will be

used to serve the handicapped. Ownership and responsit 'ity
regarding the use of the equipment is transferred with 'ae use of

it. If clear title is given to state departments, they should be
encouraged to give the Department of Special Education rights to

use it.

Each state agency will receive a copy of final technical

report being prepared by Joe Melichar. The f-hree parts will be

(1) an overview perspective of the whole Cen er,.(2) service/
training/research and (3) Project Outreach.

Ben Bruse stated that Frank South's training package should be
made available to all states, Judy replied that it is being

revised. After the revision is completed, it will be sent to

all the state departments.

Judy Buffmire invited everyone to feel free to correspond with
the Center's staff as individuals if the RRC is given to someone

else. The staff is willing and desiring to be of any assistance

they can.

The final report required of the states is to be completed accord-
ing to the RMRPC's outline previously sent to each state. Ignore

areas which do not relate to your particular state. If there is

no place for what you have done, please add to the outline.
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